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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION  ̂ . . ..... , •

The writer, a social science teacher. Is vitally Inter
ested in preparing our future citizens for a full life in 
our democratic society. To accomplish this it is necessary 
that the live issues of the day be considered, no matter 
how controversial. In this way it is hoped the pupils will 
be motivated to do their own research, develop critical think
ing, and understand the method of reasoning through a prob
lem when presented to them because they are concerning them
selves with issues that are vital to them and to their 
future welfare.

These issues must be presented in a realistic manner so 
the pupils will be stimulated to discuss all sides of the 
question openly and freely. By the use of the discussion 
technique, the pupils should be stimulated to develop an at
titude of searching inquiry and a desire to base their opinions 
and judgments on a critical analysis of complete data. This 
should result in the development of skill in the use of the 
problem solving technique. It logically follows that from 
the employment of such a method of instruction pupils should 
be able to draw their own generalizations without the personal 
opinion of the teacher affecting the discussion.
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Selection of the Problem
The inclusion of controversial issues in the classroom 

is a problem that has been demanding attention for a number of 
years. Many social science teachers opportunely abstain from 
presenting controversial issues to their classes for various 
reasons. Some of these reasons are well founded but others 
are inventively advantageous to hide the teacher's unwilling
ness or inability to cope with these critical situations.

A majority of the writers who are willing to openly dis
cuss the presentation of controversial issues agree that such 
issues should be an integral part of the social studies. As 
one writer, an exponent of Including controversial issues' in 
the social studies'states, 8A social studies class which
Ignores them (controversial issues) is unworthy of the name 
' ' ■ 

and one which investigates them is a serious challenge to
1

good teaching technique.8 The writer desiring to conduct a 
social studies class. worthy of -the. name_ embarked upon a pro
gram designed ,to permit^ extended coverage of controversial 
questions by the use of a somewhat different procedure than

; ' . •• ' . - ' " ■ - . •• ‘ • - v ,  . i ■ .: : ..:   ' ; '

any he. has found presented in educational literature. ,

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to evaluate tide problem 

approach, which centers around ihe discussion or informal

1% Irwin, Leonard B., "Teaching Controversial Issues.8 The 
Social Studies 40:134 (March 1949)
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debate technique, in the teaching of social studies. In ac
complishing this the study seeks to determine:

First— The extent of usage of the informal debate method 
in presenting the topics included in the Problems of Democracy
course usually offered in the senior year of Arizona high- - . - .1 ; • • •• ; • .' " . . - . '■ ' • ■ ' '• • • ■ ‘ •' ■ • " ; r , " ' ;
schools.

Second— Pupil reactions to the employment of the infor
mal debate procedure in preseating controversial 1ssuea.

Third— What are the principal difficulties incident to 
the usage of the informal debate method.

Fourth— The basic factors to be considered in the pre
paration of topics for class consideration and an evaluation 
of the procedure used in the Informal debate method.

Method of Procedure
It appears that a survey approach is the most applicable 

procedure to follow in investigating the philosophy and prac- 
tices that pertain to the presentation of controversial issues 
in the social studies. _  ̂ ^  ̂ ! ;

. If one may Judge from the dearth of articles, -the . survey 
indicated the unwillingness of authors to discuss the presen- 
tatlon of controversial issues in the classroom. However,
the majority of writers discussing these issues advocated 
their Inclusion in the curriculum. From these findings the 
writer felt there was insufficient time allotted to the dis
cussion of contemporary problems. The writer then proceeded 
to conduct an experiment, at the Santa Cruz Valley Union High
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School, permitting increased consideration of controversial 
Issues through the informal debate method which would allow 
Increased pupil participation,in class discussions.

At the conclusion of the experiment a personal inter
view was conducted with each of the twenty-four seniors in 
the experimental class of Problems of Democracy. The purpose 
of these interviews was to obtain student evaluation of the 
procedure used during the school year.

Since the writer was unable to personally interview the 
Arizona social science teachers, in entirety, it was necessary 
to resort to questionnaires sent to the sixty-five public high
schools in the State to obtain data relative to the present" .... " ....... .... .  ̂ ..

practices of these schools in the teaching of the social 
studies. r..-:-

With the knowledge gained from the pertinent literature 
surveyed, class experimentation, and:the questionnaire replies, 
the writer will attempt to present an analysis beginning with 
the historical background of controversial issues to the find- 
Inga on completion of the experimental class. It is the hope 
of the writer that he may further make some small contribution 
to the evaluation of the use of controversial Issues in the
classroom*



CHAPTER II

CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES IN THE CLASSROOM

Historical Approach
Undoubtedly controversy has existed since the beginning 

of time. From the day man was able to converse one with 
another difference of opinion has been prevalent In all human 
relationships. The problems upon which difference of opinion 
existed have naturally varied according to the times and 
existing conditions. Among the first problems to cause men's” 
opinions to diverge was religion. Socrates was forced to 
drink hemlock because of his method of investigation of con
troversial questions. He practiced the discussion technique 
in which he forced the person to express his opinion by answer
ing the pointed questions asked. He was a master ait causing
a person to refute his beliefs by presenting the opposite 
side of the question to him in the form of his answers.

Throughout the history of the world numerous wars have 
resulted from divergent opinions about fundamental issues. 
Thomas Jefferson said, "A little rebellion now and then is a 
good thing, arid as necessary in the political world as storms 
are in the physical world.*: , ' : : ■ ^ "

1. Kefauver, G-. N., "Education and Americanism:1,1 School, and 
Socelty, 41:659 (May 18, 1935)
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. Our own country was settled because of dlsagreement t .ur. ,, 
about basic- problems ;such as religion, payment of debts, and; 
civil government. The very freedom we enjoy today came from 
; the inabllity of people to reach an agreement on .basic, prin-. 
ciples. The democratic government under which we live had its , 
tap roots fed by a desire to be able to disagree without.fear .... 
,of punishment. The democratic unity of which the United States 
can be .so proud is a unity.,that ensues from diversity. It 
is peculiar that .it is possible for unity .to spring from di
ver si ty but that is the .cornerstone of the American way of. ,
life. - Each step forward that has been made by this country

' ■ i, ih ic of r.oo oo l’ f i :.:o -1 ■:
has been welded from fragments ofodifferences of opinion. All

f f v d  rv.;uo: : 1...' .1 r l ; - - o l r  -.1 - . r : o C c o . \ .  n r  ■ , c o o :
of this nation ' s most: serious problems have arisen ifrom contro-

' ' 1 : .1 ; oo:'oo-o.- o' o. o: v'lo J.. ,
versy concerning various issues, however, - the-solving of these' f f'o:..-.-,. f :o ■■■--'':oo; too. ofoU o;"::: o
problems has resulted in greater unity. ; 1 f :

Originally;the public schools shied away from presenting 
contemporary problems in the classroom. The reasons for this
being many: the problems seemed less critical; precedent and

f ■ ooo.o'-:•: o .■■■ o.::. o’ , o- .o ■ oo_- i.obo--.custom did not allow young people to be Included.in the affairs
of men; classical education did not concern itself with worldly 
affairs; and meager teacher preparation restricted the areas 
of learning..

Before the:advent of the twentieth century the social

2. Editorial, "The Toleration of A m b i g u i t y . The School 
Review 58:129 (March 1950)
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studies were restricted to history, practically no other courses 3
being offered.. As this country progressed toward world leader
ship the,complexity of fundamental problems became appalling. 
Many of the critical controversial questions became acute ne
cessitating basic- understanding by the general population. This 
has caused the leaders of the nation to realize the desirability 
of acquainting the high school population of the nation with 
these existing problems. This realization brought about the ' 
report of the Committee on Social Studies which advocated the 
Inclusion in the curriculum of a Problems of Democracy course.
. In other words, the suggestion is not to discard one 

social science in favor of another, nor attempt to 
crowd the several social sciences into this year into 
abridged forms; but to study actual problems, or Issues 
or conditions, as they occur in life, and in their 
several aspects, political, economic and sociological...
... From the standpoint of the purposes of secondary 
education, it is far less important that the adolescent 
youth should acquire a comprehensive knowledge of any 
or all of the social sciences than it is that: he should 
be given experience and practice in the observation of 
social phenomena as he encounters them; that he should 
be brought to understand that every social problem is 
many-sided and complex; and that he should acquire the 
habit of forming social judgments only on the basis of 
dispassionate consideration of all the facts available. 
This, the committee believes, can best be accomplished 
by dealing with actual situations as they occur and by 
drafting into service, the materials of all the social 
sciences as occasion demands for a thorough understanding 
of the situation in question. ..

3. Swindler, R. E., Social Studies Instruction In The
Secondary School, p. 5.

4, Fancier, D. Gr. and Crawford, C.-.C. . Teaching the Social
* Studies, p. 25-26. J
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During the past fifty years considerable experimenta
tion has occurred in the field of social science. In the 
19201s many schools introduced a Problems of Democracy course 
based on the ideas presented in this report of the Committee 
on Social Studies. ' /- <

. All too often, however, the introduction of such courses 
has meant the supplying of a rostrum for the presentation of 
personal opinions by the instructor instead of presenting con
temporary problems in a challenging way so the student will 
desire to understand all sides of the controversy and form 
an intelligent personal opinion based on facts; :

Practices in Other Areas" : ^ : : -fvV :•" V" ".vc i?.”
Writers concerned with the philosophy of presenting

controversial issues in the classroom have been predominantly 
favorable, One writer states, *If schools are to be instru
ments for strengthening democracy, teachers and pupils must 
be at liberty to discuss, study, and make decisions upon 
the controversial issues of the hour."

The continued reference to controversial issues may 
be. confusing. The following quotation should suffice to 
clarify this beyond reasonable doubt.

Controversial issues are such because as yet we have
failed to discover the basic facta and principles ' . ,.

Gross, Richard E., “Teaching Controversial Issues Can Be 
Fun.H - Social Education 12:259 (October 1948)
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underlying them, and because we have not agreed on 
the social values we seek to attain.6

With this as a criteria for Judging an issue it can 
easily be seen that many of our present day questions are to 
be classified as controversial. Controversy exemplifies 
democratic experience consequently the curriculum should in
clude these questions. Precedents, customs, and taboos . .

'' '' ' '....... .. 7should not be allowed to delimit the inclusion of any issue.
From these statements it is possible to draw the con

clusion that progressive leaders believe that .controversial 
issues should be a necessary part of the educational system 
of today.^ Probably never before has this fact been so demon
strated to us. The events of the .past few years have caused 
people to realize these contemporary problems are vital to 
our everyday life. The high school student who is sent out 
into the world unequipped with a basic understanding;of these 
issues has been deprived of a well rounded education.

In many Instances the school is the only place where 
a person may. engage In evaluating the arguments pro and con 
impartially. After entering the outside world he will be 
subject to propaganda from:all sides and without a basic : 
understanding in all probability he will be so confused it 
will be impossible for him to make an intelligent decision.

Wirth, Freemont P., "^ew Tasks for Social Studies. ~
Teachers.".Social Education 6:7 (January 1942)

7. Lindeman, Edward C., “Living Issues Belong in the School." 
Educational Leadership 6:67-68 (November 1948)
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~ Not only the educational leaders but the,secondary . 
school pupils, as well, feel the need for and wish tha • 
Instructors would present contemporary, problems in the class
room. Even pupils of the ’Junior high school, as indicated 
by a survey of the Madison, Wisconsin, area, wanted their 
teachers to openly discuss controversial issues, with the 
■exchange of factual viewpoints. ' These pupils preferred par
ticipation in solving the problems of present day life and 
disapproved being considered too young to form opinions upon 
living issues. They preferred discussion to reading or lec
ture and they rejected accepting authoritative statements 

■ 8  
merely because the person was older. ; ; : n' i 1 :

This same desire for presentation of ̂ controversial 
issues is also prevalent in the upper grades of; the secondary 
school. In a survey of the.Los Angeles schools it was found 
that many pupils desired instruction in the issues of the 
day especially those that concerned them immediately. They 
preferred teachers who withheld their personal opinions and 
ones that presented all sides of the question so they might 
form their own opinions.

With both the professional educators and the pupils in 
the schools requesting additional coverage of present day

8% Edgerton, Ronald B., "Do Pupils Want Teaching of Controversial Issuer?" The Clearing House. 18:333-4 (February 1944)
9. Gotland, G-. E., and Jones, L. T., "High School Pupils

Evaluate-the Social Studies Program.", School Review 
48:595 (October 1940) "
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questions, particularly those that are vital to their lives, 
it is a challenge to the profession to fulfill the necessary 
requirements. Many;schools are endeavoring to meet, the de
mands of these two groups and have launched new programs to 
satisfy pupil needs in this field. v : , :.

Many writers suggest.the problem solving method be 
used. This method should greatly enhance interest in the 
social studies especially if .the pupils were allowed, to make 
independent decisions based upon.a realistic analysis.of all 
pertinent information. Many of these same .writers .suggest ; x.
the panel discussion technique should accompany this prob-•

10 ...
lem method, while others believe the scientific plan of 

.. , . .  1 1  problem solving should be adapted to the social sciences.
Some few writers indicate the teacher should dominate the:

12situation even to the point of indoctrination. ~ * 11

10. Rosenthal, Benjamin, "Varieties of Lesson Planning in
: r Social Studies.", The Social Studies 33:108-110 .

(March 1942)
. Casner, Mabel, "Getting Democracy into the Soci&l Studies 

Classroom.* Social Education 6:23-6 (January 1942) 
Chrlsman, R. 0., "tPanel Discussions in Teaching Controversial Subjects. ̂ .Social Education 10:314-16 
: . (November 1946) .11. Editorial, "Controversial Issues in Education." School -

and Society 70:139 (August 27, 1949)
; Rothsteln, Edward, "The Techniques of Teaching

Controversial Issues." Social Education 13:81-2 
(February 1949) ; : ■;

12. Wesson,' Frederick E., "How Can the Schools Develop
Emotionalized Attitudes'?" The Clearing House 14:346-8 
(February. 1940) ;

Yarros, Victor S., "Indoctrination, Neutrality, or What?"
School and Society 47:606-608 (May 7. 1938) - ' • .

Gove, Floyd S., "Educational Planning in a Democracy." 
School and Society 47:829-30 (June 25, 1938) ' '  ̂ ,
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Only a few writers advocate teaching controversial
13

subjects by open .discusslon or informalidebate. : These-
few wrlters indlcate this is the best plan of presenting live
issues and through this procedure pupils should acquire a
problem solving attitude-based on scientific reasoning and
should form. Intelligeht opinions based on a comprehensive
evaluation of all viewpoints.

Amherst College has replaced the traditional approach
to the social Sciences on the introductory college level
wlth a realistic program of contemporary problems of American 14
life. Many states are revising their curricula permitting 
greater emphasis to be placed on the'issues that will imme
diately affect the child or his subsequent life in our demo- 
eratic society. The effectiveness.of this program depends 
greatly upon the initiative of the teacher, the policy of the 
school administration, and the ideals of the community in which 
it is presented. Many laymen are beginning to realize and 
understand the desirability of equipping their children with 
the necessary fundamental understandings of contemporary.prob
lems which play such a dominant part in their everyday lives.

13. Studebaker, John W., "Should Controversial Issues be
Taught in the Schools?'! The Arizona Teacher 28:232-4 

—  . April 1940)
Keezer, Dexter M., "The Problem of Handling Controversial 

Issues.w The Journal of Higher Education 11:115-124 
(March 1940)

Irwin, Leonard B., "Teaching Controversial Issues." The 
Social Studies 40:134-5 (March 1949)

14. Editorial, "American Problems Course at Amherst College.",
School and Society 70:155 (September 3, 1949)
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:;; Practices in Arlzona
The writer, desirous of learning the procedures used

by Arizona teachers In the presentation of contemporary - .
problems mailed questionnaires to the sixty-five Arizona
high schools. The questionnaire, was so worded that circles 
or check marks could be used In answering the questions. . 
Seventy-eight per cent of the .schools questioned replied and 
it is to the teachers of these schools that the writer is 
indebted for making this survey possible. On the basis of 
the return of fifty-one questionnaires from the sixty-five 
Arizona high schools the writer begins his analysis of pre
sent day. practices. Of this number only, three schools indi
cated an absence of a Problems of Democracy course. . Before 
presenting this.analysis the limitations must be explained 
as all data were received through questionnaires. The 
veracity of the teachers and the accuracy of their statements 
largely determine the validity of this study.

. : . . ' • ■ " - / -r T  •• -----, . " . ...■■ . ' k- •......  .. ~

The practice of offering this subject seems nearly 
equally divided between a one semester and a full year course. 
In many cases the other semester is consumed in presenting 
National and State Constitutions.

In order to determine the problems included in the 
course, forty-seven frequently mentioned problems were listed 
on the questionnaire. Each teacher was requested to indicate 
the problems discussed in his classes and the approximate 
number of class periods devoted to each. Attitional space

I..:':.:.' :'!,v ' C; '■ -..rv .. . : ■ ■ - .. : ' - - > r '
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was allowed for the listing of other topics not included in 
the questlommalre. . V . ' . v :

Table I on page fifteen, lists the forty-seven questions 
most universally considered in Arizona:schools. Themettod : : 
of compiling these results was to total the -number of periods 
allotted to this problem in all schools and divide tliis fi-

, - " - - - •• - T ' '

gure by fifty-one, the number of schools reporting. This 
gave the average number of periods devoted to each problem.
In order to determine the average percentage of yearly time * 
spent on each problem the average number of periods was divided 
by one hundred seventy, which was accepted as the average 
number of periods per year for Arizona high schools. The 
average number of periods devoted shows a slight variation 
in the amount of class time allotted to these various ques
tions. The number of schools discussing these various prob
lems differed in approximately the same ratio, one to four. . 
Forty-four schools was the largest number discussing any 
single topic while twelve schools spent some time in discuss
ing the least mentioned problem in the list.

Table II on page sixteen, lists the eighteen additional 
problems mentioned by the teachers answering the questionnaire.
A number of these additional problems could have very well been 
considered an integral part of one of the originally listed 
forty-seven. The infrequency of listing caused these problems 
to rank much lower than those listed in Table I. Only three 
schools Indicated any consideration of Consumer Education and
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TABLE I
PROBLEMS MOST UNIVERSALLY CONSIDERED 

IN ARIZONA HIGH SCHOOLS

Problem

Number Average Average 
of number per 

schools of cent 
con- • periods of 
slderu devoted yearly Ing_______________time

1. Government and Political Parties 43 4.24 cent
2.502. World Peace 40 3.86 2.273. Propaganda and Public Opinion 44 3.53 2.084. Juvenile Delinquency and Crime 43 3.51 2.065. Politics and Foreign Policy 37 3.43 2.026. Labor Unions 42 3.33 1.967. Taxation 42 3.20 1.888. Poverty and Social Security 42 3.06 1.809. Activities of the United Nations 37 2.98 1.7510. Leisure Activity and Personal Welfare 38 2.86 1.6811. Free Enterprise and Private Ownership 36 2.77 1.63

12. Communism 42 2.71 1.5913. Civil Liberties 38 2.65 1.5614. Occupational Opportunities 34 2.62 1.5415. Prosperity and Depressions 39 2.53 1.4916. Conservation of Natural Resources 34 2.51 1.4817. Socialism 42 2.22 1.3118. European Recovery Program 35 2.18 1.2819. Colorado River Controversy 36 2.16 1.27
20. Housing Deficiencies 34 2.10 1.24
21. Federal Health Insurance 35 2.06 1.2122. Commercial Life vs. Family Life 25 1.96 1.1523. Fascism 41 1.87 1.1024. The United States and Latin America 28 1.86 1.0925. The United States in Germany and 

Central Europe 27 1.82 1.0726. Monopolies 36 1.77 1.04
27. The United States In Japan and the 

Orient 25 1.72 1.0128. Inflation and Devaluation 29 1.66 0.9729. Farm Subsidies and Guarantees 29 1.66 0.9750. Federal Aid to Education 34 1.65 0.97
31. International Trade 25 1.50 0.88
32. Protective Tariff 30 1.41 0.82
33. Hawaii and Alaska as New States 34 1.37 0.80
34. Third Party Movements In the United 

States 26 1.35 0.79
35. American Colonial Policy 19 1«33 0.78
36. Co-operatives 30 • 1.31 0.77
37. Dangers of Bureaucracy 22 1.28 0.75
38. Socialization of Basic Industries 27 1.25 0.74
39. Compulsory Military Training 29 1.18 0.69
40. Child Labor 30 1.15 0.68
41. Unicameral vs. Bicameral Legislature 26 1.14 0.67
42. Migratory Labor 27 1.09 0.64
43. Unification of Armed Forces 25 1.04 . 0.61
44. Continuous and Universal Employment 18 0.94 0.55
45. Employment of Labor on an Annual Basis 16 0.63 0.37
46. Reorganization of State Department 

of Education 14 0.49 0.29
47. Re-allocation of Cotton Acreage 12 0.37 0.22
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. . TABLE II :
EIGHTEEN ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS MENTIONED 

BY ARIZONA TEACHERS

Problem

Number
. : .,'Of:

schoolscon
sider
ing

Average Average 
number per
of cent

periods of
devoted yearly 

■ time
per
cent1. Consumer Education 3 .30 .202. Personality Problems : ; : .28 .193. Church 2 .22 .154; Personal Guidance, . v 1 .12 . .08

5. Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal 1 .12 .08
• 6. - Political and Economic Life of Mexico 1 .12 ; .087. Taft-Hartley Law 2 .12 .088. Atom and H Bomb % : 2 .10 .0669i Methods of Politicians 2 .10 *06610. Mental Health . . . . . .  .. 2 .10 . . .06611. Safety. ' ' - 2 *10 *06612. National Debt 1 .07 . .0513.- Isolation and Nationalism 1 .07 .0514. How To Study 1 .06 .0415. Savings 2. .06 .0416. Federal Budget and Expenditures 1 .06 .0417. Rent Control ; ! .04 ’ .0318. Satisfying Human Wants and Needs 1 .02 .013

Personality Problems while most of the other sixteen were only 
discussed by one school. Undoubtedly, some of these issues; de
serve greater attention and in all probability had they been 
listed on the original questionnaire more teachers possibly 
would have indicated consideration of these problems.

In order to determine the range of medians of percentage 
of total time spent on each problem, each school was considered
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separately. The number of class periods spent on each 
problem was divided by the total amount of time indicated 
for all topics by that school. Then all schools were com
pared for the lowest and highest percentage, this giving the 
range from the smallest to the largest amount of time devoted 
to each of these topics.

The results of this study are compared with a similar 
survey made in Pennsylvania in 1938 by Stanley I. Davenport,
Jr., in Table III, on page eighteen. As Arizona high schools 
are predominantly four year institutions it is possible to 
compare them directly with the four year high schools of 
Pennsylvania. The title designation might not have been 
exact but it was sufficiently similar to indicate it was the 
same basic problem. This would seem to indicate an agreement 
that these problems are basic to our democratic life and are 
worthy of considerable attention in our present day classrooms. 
By comparing the two studies it will be noted that present day 
practices in Arizona seem to devote, on the average, less 
time to each problem than was done in Pennsylvania some twelve 
years ago. In every Instance the range of medians is wider in 
Arizona schools than in Pennsylvania schools. There is no de
finite reason known for this variance, but It is the writer's- 
assumption that Pennsylvania teachers through precedent were 
perhaps still continuing to follow the course of study in 1938 
even though the state course of study was discontinued in 1927.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE MEDIANS OF TOTAL TIME SPENT ON EACH PROBLEM IN 

ARIZONA AND PENNSYLVANIA

Problem

!• Government and Political Parties 
2. World Peace
3* Propaganda and Public Opinion
4. Juvenile Delinquency and Crime
5. Politics and Foreign Policy6. Labor Unions
7. Taxation
8* Poverty and Social Security 
9. Activities of the United Nations 
10. Leisure Activity and Personal 

Welfare
11* Free Enterprise and Private Ownership
12. Communism
13. Civil Liberties
14. Occupational Opportunities
15. Prosperity and Depressions
16. Conservation of Natural 

Resources17. Socialism
18. European Recovery Program
19. Colorado River Controversy
20. Housing Deficiencies
21. Federal Health Insurance
22. Commercial Life vs. Family Life23. Fascism
24. The United States and Latin America
25. The United States in Germany 

and Central Europe26. Monopolies
27. The United States in Japan and the Orient
28. Inflation and Devaluation
29. Farm Subsidies and Guarantees30. Federal Aid to Education
31. International Trade32. Protective Tariff
33. Hawaii and Alaska as New States
34. Third Party Movements in the 

United States
35. American Colonial Policy
36. Co-operatives
37. Dangers of Bureaucracy38. Socialization of the Basic 

Industries39. Compulsory Military Training
40. Child Labor41. Unicameral vs. Bicameral 

Legislature
42. Migratory Labor43. Unification of Armed Forces
44. Continuous and Universal 

Employment45. Employment of Labor on an Annual 
Basis46. Reorganization of State Department of Education

47. Re-allocation of Cotton Acreage

Arizona Pennsylvania
four year four year 
high schools high schools*per' cent per* cent1.0 to 6.0 2.67 to 4.891.3 to 6.0
1.1 to 6.0.7 to 5.5 5.00 to 5.79.7 to 6.0 5.53 to 6.19
1.3 to 5.5 5.62 to 6.00
.7 to 6.0 2.00 to 3.23

1.1 to 6.0 3.20 to 5.50
.7 to 5.5
.7 to 5.5 2.50 to toH

.7 to 6.0.7 to 4.3
1.3 to 5.5 2.95 to 5.50
.7 to 5.5.7 to 5.0
.7 to 5.0 2.75 to 3.50
.6 to 3.3 2.00 to 2.67
.8 to 4.3
.6 to 5.5
.7 to 6.0 2.86 to 3.34

1.0 to 3.3
.5 to 2.0 4.00 to 6.00
.5 to 3.1

1.0 to 4.0
1.0 to 6.0
.5 to 2.8
.6 to 3.3
.7 to 3.8 3.00 to 4.86
.6 to 3.3 1.75 to 2.75
.6 to 3.3 3.28 to 5.00
.7 to 4.0*6 to 2.8 2.00 to 5.82
.5 to 3.3
.6 to 2.22.2 to 3.3.5 to 2.21.3 to 5.5
.6 to 3.3 2.44 to 5.50.5 to 5.0.6 to 1.0
.6 to 3.3.6 to 1.0.5 to 3.3
.6 to 4.0 2.85 to 6.00
.5 to 3.8
.5 to 2.2.5 to 1.7

* Figures taken from Davenport*s Study.

15. Davenport, Stanley I. Jr., "The Teaching of Problems of̂  
Democracy.11. The Social Studies 30:65 (February 1939;
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In contrast Arizona has never had a state course of study. 
Another contributing factor might be the length of time al
lotted to the course as in Pennsylvania the Problems of 
Democracy course •was predominantly two semesters in length 
while in Arizona it is often a one semester course as the . 
other semester is devoted to National and State Constitutions. 
Naturally some of the additional problems that appear in the 
later list are of such recent derivation they could not have 
been considered in 1938.

The data given in Table I indicates only three problems 
of consequence to Arizona alone are listed, the Colorado . 
River Controversy, the Reorganization of the State Department 
of Education, and the Re-allocation of Cotton Acreage. The 
other forty-four are national problems .that, would .concern a 
person in any area. This may be due to the textbooks em- 
ployed in presentation of the various .courses or it may be 
because of our migratory population which necessitates the 
teaching of wide fields instead of a concentrated program 
fitted to a definite region.

As a matter of interest it will be noted both studies 
Indicate a large percentage of time spent in studying govern
mental problems. More schools today in Arizona discuss 
Propaganda and Public Opinion than any other problem. It 
was surprising to note forty-two of the fifty-one schools 
reporting discussed Communism which is one of the most touchy
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of all present day problems. The average number of periods 
for discussion of these topics ranged from four and one- 
quarter periods, to two-fifths of one period.

On the basis of this questionnaire It would seem that 
Arizona schools are considering the basic contemporary prob
lems of the nation as a whole Instead of specializing In 
regional Issues. It also appears that the schools of Arizona 
may be Influenced by the text used In the Problems of 
Democracy course In their choice of contemporary problems 
as the questionnaire contained the. problems listed In three
of the more popular texts. This would also indicate little';~h: J
pupil selection of questions and probably teacher domination - 
of procedure.
' Other Information gained was the Indication that Arizona 

schools tend to present a great number of problems In a 
general manner rather than concentrating on a select few.

This questionnaire also Investigated the methods employed 
In problem presentation In Arizona. Seven methods, were 
listed with additional apace available for the Inclusion of
other techniques employed; Thirteen schools Indicated they 
used additional techniques such as motion pictures and Indi
vidual reports. Of these other methods employed, none was 
widely enough used to be considered of consequence. Undoubtedly 
other schools use these methods but Incorporate them In one 
of the originally listed seven. :
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It is difficult to conceive that any teacher would 
use. only one method in presenting materials. It is an ac
cepted fact that no single method will suffice for every 
type of presentation. Methods will vary from period to period 
but dominantly one method usually pervades the entire course.

TABLE 17
METHODS EMPLOYED IN PRESENTING PROBLEMS 

OF DEMOCRACY COURSES IN ARIZONA

Method
Number of 
schools 

employing ,
Average 

percentage 
of time this 
method was used1. Question and Answer 46 24.32. Project 29 7.53. Lecture 42 16.94. Supervised Study 39 18.3• 5. Socialized Recitation 33 15.26. Panel Discussion 30 7.97. Informal Debate 25 4.9

8. Others 13 5.0
: / ,, ; ' ’ • ■ _ ' ; ■

-With this in mind an analysis of Table III will show 
that no single method dominated completely but that the most 
widely used technique, that of question and answer, was 
employed by forty-six of the forty-seven reporting schools. 
This technique is usually incorporated with all others, in 
order to effectively present the lesson.

Forty—two schools indicated they used the lecture method, 
while thirty-nine schools employed the supervised study
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technique. Only twenty-five schools indicated a use of 
the Informal debate method. Possibly the informal debate 
procedure was sparingly used because teachers hesitate to 
permit pupil argumentation of contemporary problems.

From the results of this questionnaire it would seem 
most teachers are following the traditional methods and 
avoiding pupil participation in classroom presentation of 
controversial issues. By looking at Table III,it can be 
seen that the three methods,, permitting maximum pupil parti
cipation, the panel discussion,,the project, and the infer- . 
mal debate procedures, were the least widely used. ; If this 
conclusion can be drawn it should be realized that even 
though Arizona schools are spending considerable time in 
evaluating controversial problems they are perhaps, failing 
to realize theirrfull.measure of success by neglecting* 
pupil participation.; By incorporating better methods of 
procedure with their otherwise extensive program the schools 
of Arizona could possibly make greater contributions to the 
socialization process of its future citizens. .

.iV., .



CHAPTER III - ^
v v U- '..1 : ::: ,

THE DISCUSSION - OR INFORMAL DEBATE TECHNIQUE 

What This Technique Is
This method of procedure Is a departure from the tra

ditional mental discipline idea of factual learning. It 
is an attempt to let the pupil do his own research on the 
problem, to evaluate the alternatives, to openly discuss 
the arguments, and finally to permit him to formulate hie 
own solution based upon his investigation of the problem.

This is a somewhat different approach to the problem 
solving method advocated by many writers. Nearly all per
sons advocating the problem solving method agree that the 
problem must be intelligently selected, then an adequate
definition must be presented, data collected, hypotheses

1
formed and tested, and generalizations made. This idea 
is very similar to the scientific method as proposed by 
some authors in which they advocate the following steps of 
presentation. The problem must be selected, must be de
fined, data must be collected and Interpreted, data must be 
analyzed and recorded, and finally the conclusions must be

T] Burr, Elbert W., "A Case Study in Handling Controversial 
Issues.", Progressive Education 26:14-18 
(October 1948)
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drawn. Neither of these latter methods allow for open ; 
discussion or'debate of the issue. The discussion tech— - 
nique centers around pupil discussion. True enough, this;:i 
method‘agrees the problem must be selected intelligently, t 
so it will be of maximum value to the largest percentage 
of pupils in the class. This method defines the problem 
as a question for debate and the question at issue assumes 
the dominant place in the discussion after the historical 
background has been investigated and freely discussed by 
the class. The plan incorporates the supervised study 
technique in its collection and interpretation of data.
It allows the pupils to work Independently in evaluating 
the arguments for and against the issue. Also it permits' 
each pupil to exercise his own opinion in drawing 
conclusions.

After the foregoing steps have been completed by the 
class under supervision of the teacher the basic element 
of this method comes into use. The informal debate now 
takes place. This presents opportunity for pupil presenta
tion of the arguments for and against the problem. ,The 
pupils direct the debate to other pupils who have chosen 
the opposite side of the controversy with the teacher in 
the role of moderator to keep the class In control.

2. Editorial, "Controversial Issues in Education.", School 
and Society 70:139 (August 27, 1949)

2
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This method does not require a group accepted decision. 
The only requirement is that pupils be cognizant of the af
firmative and negative aspects of every question. The pupils 
themselves reach individual conclusions based upon their,own 
evaluation of data, with no stereotyped answers forced on 
the class. . . .. , , .

Reasons For Its Use
Children have an inherent desire to talk and if this 

desire Is not thwarted by constant repression on the part of 
school teachers they will continue to want to express them
selves. The discussion technique capitalizes on this de
sire. From this should arise intelligent discussion and 
opinions formed on evaluation of fundamentals.

X^Controversy, a basic element of democracy, should be 
incorporated in our schools. The informal debate procedure 
makes use of controversy in presenting the affirmative and 
negative arguments of each problem.

The main problems faced by America today are debatable 
issues. Therefore the school's first duty is to acquaint 
the pupils with the basic data pertaining to these issues. 
This signifies a challenge to the school to incorporate the 
discussion method in their teaching process so the pupils 
will realize it is possible to disagree without being 
disagreeable. ■-

3. Editorial, “The Toleration of Ambiguity.“, The School 
Review 58:129 (March 1950)
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In nearly all pupil reactibn surveys to methods em
ployed In presenting controversial issues Increased pupil 
participation has been requested. Pupils also desired more 
class discussion as they do not want teacher formed opinions 
nor teacher dominated discussions. They want presenta
tion of the live issues of the day, and prefer to be chal
lenged by problems rather than rote learning of factual 
Information. High school pupils are desirous of being con
sidered individuals and treated as such, so the opportunity 
to express themselves gives them a feeling of belonging to 
the group, as well as, Invaluable training in the democratic 
process. - ■ " :' :-” :-

The use of this teaching device should stimulate the 
natural inquisitiveness of the pupil urging him to further 
investigation of the problem. Inquisitiveness is the one 
thing that drives people to do untiring research. The 
schools need to permit open discussion of controversial 
issues as an important method of training pupils to deal 
with these very complex debatable problems.

Advantages.
The informal debate method of presentation can introduce

4% Edgerton, Ronald B. "Do Pupils Want Teaching of
..Controversial Issues?*, The Clearing House 18:552-4

(February 1944)
5. Studebaker, John W., "Should Controversial Issues Be 

Taught in the Schools?!1, The Arizona Teacher 
28:234 (April 1940)
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many new and unfamiliar points of view in a challenging , 
manner.. This method should alleviate the worst aspects of 
the teacher dominated class as the teacher1s only part is 
to maintain order and to keep the discussion existent. 
Teacher opinion Is neither desired nor necessary in this 
method. It reduces teacher centered activity and stresses 
pupil centered discussion. Direct address of one pupil to 
another is permitted without the teacher serving as the 
interlocutor.

This method of open Inclusive discussion should invite 
additional pupil participation. The possibility of express
ing one's Ideas should challenge the person to familiarize 
himself with.the question thus enabling him to present an 
intelligent opinion. This should help develop a problem 
solving technique that will permeate his out of school life.

Presentation of problems by the informal debate method 
should cause pupil realization of the existence of legiti
mate arguments for each side of every question. Cognizance 
of opinion divergence should reduce belligerency In dis
agreement, producing toleration of inconceivable solutions. 
This quality of being able to disagree tactfully is a de
sirable concomitant to the personal solution of any problem.

It allows the person to derive self-satisfaction from 
his accomplishment, as well as, equipping him with basic 
Understandings he will use throughout his adult life. The 
discussion method should instill within the-pupils mutual
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open-mindedness and a desire to cooperate and to be-tolerant 
Of adversity. ln:'o;

. Disadvantages .
No single technique Is a panacea for all the evils of 

teaching. All have their strong,points and weaknesses.
This method is no exception, it too possesses some short
comings that must be explained. . . , _

n First, by Incorporating the supervised study method 
of preparation It inherits the weaknesses of this procedure. 
This method of study permits pupils to pretend industry 
while actually they are not studying the assignment. This 
procedure also allows the teacher to use the time for his- ; . - - * - J: ••• - •  ̂ - - 1 ' " J%
* - x- - - - ' ' * - " • • ̂ -- " 4 - ' » ’ . - .

own purposes instead of providing help for the pupils.
Also present in this study procedure is a discipline weak
ness. It naturally invites Increased pupil visitation and 
teacher availability for individual discussion causes undue 
commotion in the classroom.

Second, within the discussion method itself are, in
herent weaknesses. There is a tendency on the part of a 
few students to dominate the discussion. In some instances 
this can be an advantage because-if a well informed student 
presents his ideas the listening class will'derive benefit^ 
from his remarks. - In other situations this can be a. ..... ,

6. Rosenthal, Bmjamin, “ Varieties of Lesson Planning in 
the Social Studies.H The Social Studies 33:108-10 
(March 1942) ■ ■ ‘ • ' v
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detriment to the class as some individual may Just desire 
to express himself without having any specific information 
on the point in consideration. One duty of the teacher is 
to make sure the discussion is pertinent and to keep the 
class in a coherent procedure. Also the teacher must see 
that parliamentary procedure is followed to the extent of 
allowing only one person to have the floor at a time and 
not permitting a bedlam of cross discussion to take place 
aimlessly.

Another weakness of this procedure is the refusal of 
some pupils to present their opinions. For various reasons 
many people will not enter, into class discussions, some feel 
inferior and are afraid of being.ridiculed, while others 
hesitate to participate because of unpreparedness. Again 
this is a challenge to the teacher to try to lead these pupils 
to discuss their ideas. Others are silent by nature and 
are the same individuals that refuse to present their ideas 
if any other procedure is used. In the latter case the only 
assured way of indicating this person's advancement is through 
the testing procedure. -

Another weakness of this method is the invitation to 
day dream which can be hidden under the dlsgulse of concen
tration on the subject at hand. This also is a teacher prob
lem as he may so direct the class as to force this dreamer 
to state his"ideas bn the topic of discussion.

One weakness present to the teacher is that it is very
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difficult for a teacher to relegate himself into - the back
ground far enough to permit this plan to operate. The ' ' 
teacher is In a precarious position, he must remain In con
trol of the class, yet he must allow It to be mainly con
ducted by the pupils. His presence must be respected but 
not to the point of veneration. He must allow considerable 
pupil freedom without relaxing classroom discipline. His 
position Is truly an example.of the bid adage,"skating on 
thin ice." "•

The informal debate method is hot perfect, disadvantages 
are present, but possible pupil growth and Intellectual 
enlargement derived from this procedure should more than com
pensate for the weaknesses present. -

Desired Outcome
The main outcome which should be accomplished by this 

procedure Is pupil recognition of diverging opinions on 
controversial subjects. From the classroom presentation 
no solution Is prescribed but each Individual pupil Is allowed 
to formulate his own opinion based upon his analysis of per
tinent data. In no Instance should the teacher be allowed ' 
to offer his solution to the problem and It is hoped the 
pupils will not try to force their Ideas on anyone else In 
the class. . v...r •».. "... - . - - -.- - -' ■" 1 " -

It Is the desire of this method to cause pupils to.
" • ; - 5V." ^

. Investigate both sides and understand there are legitimate
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reasons for people’s opinions to differ on this subject.
The teacher should give little concern to the pupil*s so
lution of the problem but concern himself mainly with 
helping pupils understand there are, and why there are, 
divergent views on these problems. ' - -

Concomitantly a problem solving technique should de
velop within the pupil which will help him analyze future 
problems encountered. Also-pupils should become more ■ 
tolerant of disagreement. Accompanying this method, also, 
should be the habit of discussion which is a great help in 
solving controversies. Stemming from this procedure should 
be the development of critical thinking and intelligent 
reasoning which should help alleviate prejudice and7
cynicism. ' ' ' ' "

Probably the most important outcome, good citizenship 
which is an aggregate of all the others, is the focal point 
of the social sciences and is well worth trying to achieve.

Problems Incident to.Its Usage 
The first problem.encountered in the experiment con

ducted at Santa Cruz Valley Union High School,was a hetero
geneous class. Being a new school the senior class was 
composed of pupils transplanted from four other high schools. 
This naturally caused uneasiness and timidity on the part of

7. Gross, Richard E., "Teaching Controversial Issues Can 
Be Pun.” Social Education 12:259 (October.1948)
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the pupils. It took considerable time to forge these Indi
vidualistic components Into a homogeneous group^ Undoubtedly 
there was some reluctance on their part to accept the new 
conditions and also many problems of Instituting a new school 
were encountered. These pupils who had their school life , 
Interrupted naturally possessed no loyalty to this Institu
tion so this conditioning process had to be culminated : 
first. In a short period of time most of these transferees 
adapted themselves to their new environment and became an 
Integral part of the new existence. . ,

Seemingly in their previous school experience most of 
them had been indoctrinated In docile acceptance, of teacher 
dominated classrooms. These pupils possessed little desire 
to express themselves. They were willing to accept teacher 
proposed answers for nearly any problem without questioning 
the feasibility of the solution. This predisposition to 
* spoon feeding* Instead of accepting the, responsibility of 
personal Investigation was one difficulty that had to be 
overcome. It also presented another problem to the teacher; 
he must create within them a desire to talk, to express 
their opinions. The teacher attacked this difficulty by 
using pointed questions, even to the extreme of making 
false statements, in order to provide for disagreement which 
helped destroy the barrier of silence. This problem was 
one of the most persi stent encountered as it continued 
throughout the year. They had been so. well schooled in ^
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teacher centered methoda that-it was hard for them to 'ac
tually participate in student centered discussions.

Another difficulty encountered was student inability 
to solve problems. These students were unable to outline 
a procedure to follow, could hot analyse and evaluate data, 
nor could they draw generalizations from the factors present. 
Possessing no criteria of factual evaluation, anything they 
read or heard was accepted as true. Another pupil diffi
culty was inability to separate primary sources from secondary 
sources of Information. A critical or questioning attitude 
was hot in the realm of their perception. They hesitated 
to make a decision or to try to solve a problem'without the 
teacher leading the way step by step.

The pupils were exceedingly willing to make snap judg
ments and to take sides on the question. Many of these 
quick decisions were probably based on prejudice but by in
tensive study of the issue many decisions were tempered and 
some few probably changed.

Another major problem was the responsibility of the 
teacher to assume a position in the background, yet, to be 
in constant control of the class. It is very difficult 
for a teacher who usually assumes the dominant place in the 
classroom to relegate himself to-the position of master of 
ceremonies instead of the principal speaker. Relegation is 
an absolute necessity if this procedure is to operate effi
ciently. It only requires one or two blunders by the teacher
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to destroy completely the discussion among the students.
If the teacher continually breaks into the discussion it 
then becomes, not an informal debate, but the usual teacher 
question and pupil answer procedure causing the class' to 
revert to rote answers in response to teacher questions.

The problem of a diversified class seemed to work 
itself out over a period of time. There was very little 
the teacher or administration could do to help these pupils 
adjust to their new environment. This situation righted 
Itself very early and caused practically no trouble after 
the first few weeks. The problem that caused;the most 
trouble throughout the entire year was that of hesitancy 
of expressing.opinions. Many of the students enjoyed the 
informal debates that were held in discussing the affirma
tive and negative arguments of the problems. However, 
others were never able to enter into.these discussions. It 
is the contention of the writer, that even though these 
pupils did not participate to any great degreei they did 
benefit from these discussions as indicated by satisfactory 
test scores.

Few, if any, pupils mastered the problem solving tecb-' 
nlque but many developed a proficiency in attacking problems, 
far greater than ever before employed. Many learned to dis
tinguish the important from the irrelevant facts.

Greatest progress was made in.developing .within them 
a questioning attitude of what they read or heard. This was
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seemingly based on a desire to learn the truth about the 
problems. Progress was made toward this end while study
ing the problem of Propaganda and Publiq Opinion. One . 
element of this problem oonslsted. of analyzing a newspaper 
story, an advertisement, a radio broadcast, and a motion : 
picture for propaganda devices and methods of deceiving the 
public. This brought about the realization that everything 
they read, heard, or saw was used to direct their thinking 
and to influence their opinions. It is doubtful that any 
particular prejudice was destroyed but surely an attitude 
of toleration was created in the minds of a few students;

Many times the problems encountered in the use of this 
procedure made it seem useless to continue the experiment, 
but occasionally some rewarding circumstance would present 
Itself and make the experimenter feel his trouble had been 
worth while. Results were gratifying enough to cause the 
writer to be,willing to continue it again for another year. 
Further use of this procedure should be less difficult be
cause -of the knowledge of difficulties to be encountered.

Accessory Methods Employed
In this experiment the Problems of Democracy course 

was organized in the form of problems. Each.problem was 
stated under a general heading, as an example the problem 
of Education, but later was limited to the specific problem 
of; re solved: The Federal Government Should Contribute to
the Support of Public Schools.
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Usually part or all of the. first class period was 
devoted to the Introduction of the problem. Various methods 
were used to accomplish the desired-result, one being the 
lecture procedure in which the teacher would try to present 
interesting facts pertinent to the problem being considered. 
It was done to incite further pupil Interest with the hope 
they would enter on a personal program of investigation.

Another means of creating pupil interest was by the use 
of a motion picture which was appropriate to the problem.
As an example of this technique the film "The River" was 
shown at,the beginning of the problem entitled Conservation 
of Natural Resources. Proving very successful in this case 
it definitely developed class Interest in this problem.

Another method used to develop Interest was class 
discussion about the general problem. This plan was .employed 
with the problem of Taxation; The class discussed what 
they knew about the various kinds of taxes, how certain taxes 
applied to them personally, what taxes they paid but were 
unaware of them, and what.could be.done to reduce taxes. 
Stimulation of pupil interest was effectively accomplished 
resulting In Taxation being the outstanding ̂ problem, discussed 
during the year. .. . .. .. .

A procedure of introduction that may be used^is. the 
challenging reading method. The above-mentioned procedure 
was employed in presenting the problem, of International , 
Trade as the current ..event material had treated this subject
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rather "veil; just a short time previous* to the mnslderatlon 
of the problem. ' - ;;

These are examples of ways of developing pupil Interest 
In the general problem, no doubt, many more could be employed 
with measurable success. No one method can be used in all 
cases, different procedures are required according to the 
problem, the available material, and the teacher who Is pre
senting the problem. A great amount of success of the entire 
presentation depends upon this part of the procedure. If 
it is successful In creating pupil interest then the re
mainder of the problem is more easily handled. Without pupil 
interest the entire procedure will fall its objectives as 
there will be no incentive to personally investigate the 
problem. •

After the introduction to the problem is completed, 
consideration is given the historical background. It is done 
in order to give the pupils insight into the causes and the 
developments of the problem through the years. This is 
based on the idea that only by understanding the past can 
we interpret the present and predict the future.

The usual procedure in presenting the background ma
terial is supervised study of the text and other reference 
materials. In nearly,all instances a study outline was pre
pared to guide the pupils during their preparation. The 
outline is prepared mainly from the text and assigned readings 
but frequently may include collateral readings that are of
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Importance particularly to the problem,; .All background, 
material la of a general nature referring to the general 
as well as the specific problem.

An excerpt taken from the problem dealing with Organized 
Labor will illustrate how the study outline served to guide 
the pupil in his consideration of the historical background.

Problem VIII Organized Labor.
A. Organization begins.

1. Factory system separated employer and employee.
2. Trade unions organized to raise wages.
3. American Federation of Labor.

a. Work.
b. Control.
c. Political influence.

4. Railroad Brotherhoods,
a. Reasons for forming.

B. Types of Organizations. .
1. Craft (horizontal) unions.

a. How organized?
b. What type of people are members?
c. With what does this union concern Itself?2. Industrial (vertical) union.a. How organized?
b. Who are members?
c. What are the main concerns of this type of union?

C. Alms of labor organizations.
1. Increased wages.
2. Shorter hours of work. \ -
3. Better working conditions.
4. Social and educational benefits.

D. Means of accomplishing their ends.
1. Collective bargaining,

a. Open shop.
- b. Union shop, 

c. Closed shop.
2. Restriction of output.
3. Limitations of union membership.
4. Union label.5. unfair lists.
6. Strikes. *, ...a. Definition of a strike.

- b. Sit,down strike. . -
c. Picketing.

7. Boycotts. . — Lj.
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E. Employers methods of combating lalx>rs demands.
1. Employers associations.
2. Injunctions. ■ * - * - <  ■ ■ — , ■ ̂ -

a. Definition of an injunction.
b. Enforced by law.-• :: th-l

3. Yellow-dog contracts.4. Black-list...;..,
F. Methods of preventing and settling labor disputes.

1. Trade agreements. V -
2. Conciliation.
3. Mediation.
4. Arbitration.

The outline served to help the pupils organize the topic 
in an orderly manner. Outlines such as these merely help 
the pupils collect their materials in an orderly fashion 
insuring no important topic is overlooked. After the stu
dents have completed their study of the background considera
tions then a short class discussion is held to more firmly 
establish these necessary elements in the pupil's mind.
Either open class discussion or the teacher centered approach 
may be used to conduct such a discussion. For the first 
few problems considered it is suggested the teacher cen
tered discussion be, used but after the class has become 
accustomed to open discussion this may be substituted for 
the teacher centered plan and will be more successful in 
presentation of the material. ;

During the study period and class discussion the main 
duty of the teacher is to help clarify the ideas presented
and to see that the pupils are interpreting and evaluating

' -

the data collected. Teacher indoctrination should not enter 
into the procedure as the pupils must be allowed to segre
gate the facts and to interpret them in their own way.
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Consideration of background material will In all 
probability"consume from one to two class periods and Is 
important enough to warrant the devotion of that much 
class time to bring the pupils to realize how dependent the 
solution for present day problems is upon the annals of
the past. VS

After the historical background has been presented 
then the class is challenged with the immediate problem. 
As an illustration the problem of Poverty and Social 
Security will be used as an example.

Problem IV Poverty and Social Security
A. Social significance of poverty.

1: Definition of poverty and pauperism.
2, Old idea of poverty.

- 3. The modern viewpoint.
4. Extent of poverty in the United States.

B. Causes of poverty.
1. Physical or environmental causes.
2. Individual causes. ? .
3. Social causes.C. Results of Poverty. ;
1. Undernourishment.
2. Increased death rate. -
3. Slums.

• 4. Weak family life.
5. Increased crime. '
6. Child labor.

D. Combating poverty.
1. Governmental assistance.

a. Social Security Act.
1. Old age assistance.
2. Old age insurance.3. Unemployment insurance.

' 4. Public health services. '
b. Care of other unfortunates- - 1. Dependent children.

2. Crippled children.
■v--- -V  ̂ 3. Blind. - • . V

4. Child welfare services.
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2. Private;agencies. ' : !> -
a. American Red Cross.
b. Community Chest. r- ^ ■ '5
c. Religious organizations.

Resolved: It is Impossible to Eliminate Poverty in
the United States , , ; ....

Affirmative ' ' Negative
! - - - to \ to" ' " "" -----

15. 15.

After the completion of the background considerations 
the pupils are challenged with the Immediate problem/ 
resolved: It is Impossible to Eliminate Poverty in the
United States. They are to study'the references listed and 
formulate their own alternatives to fill in the blanks pro
vided under the immediate question. These alternatives 
are subject material for the informal' debate"whlch is to
follow. ' '.. . ' ' ' ' ■ "" 1 " v : ■J':

By the use of the Informal. debaite technique the prob
lem is automatlcally defined and limited. The problem 
needs no further definition as it is clearly stated and no 
one should be in doubt as to what the question includes. 
Also the problem is limited to being concerned only with 
the United States and not any other region of the world.
By stating the problem in debate form it should eliminate 
unnecessary discussion, minimize unnecessary research, arid 
allow for concentrated efforts bn the issue at hand. - 

Pupil preparation on the immediate problem is again 
through supervised study procedure. The pupils are advised 
to list the affirmative and negative arguments as they
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"conduct their study. They are to locate the pertinent data 
both.pro and con, analyze It for factual material, for pri
mary and secondary sources, for reliability of authorship, 
for propaganda, arid for pertinacity to the problem under 
consideration. This list of proposed alternatives Is to 
provide the basis for pupil discussion during the Informal 
debate. After completing their evaluation of data they are 
to draw their tentative conclusion and be prepared to de
fend their position with legitimate arguments.

After completion of their preparation they are now: 
ready to engage in the discussion or Informal debate. It 
may be commenced by permitting onepupll to present his 
reasons for the tentative conclusion he drew. From now on 
the discussion should reverberate back and forth from pupil 
to pupil each answering with his counter arguments,. per
mitting all pupils to participate If they desire to do so. 
Discussion may in some instances progress to tactful argu
mentation and in itself stimulates greater participation as • 
it is a human characteristic to desire to take part in an 
argument. It also allows the pupil to express his opinion 
and to present his ideas. i-

Teacher responsibility is to see that the discussion 
does not get out.of hand and that It is kept on a friendly 
basis. It is here that the toleration of disagreement is 
employed. This is an accomplishment within Itself if pupils 
can be taught to respect the opinions of others.
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The focal point of the, entire technique is. to have 
no one single conclusion drawn from the discussion. .̂ The .

- ^  ' , ' ' • * "< ■ '  ' . - - ' «* ' * ' - ' . . , ; -4 i v
■ * I - . . . i -  * - &  ̂ -• * * •' «• • •

important idea is that only arguments affirmative and nega- 
tive are discussed. Each pupil is allowed to make" his own 
generalization based upon his evaluation of all the data 
presented; No pupil is required to state his solution nor 
is he tested as to* the decision reached. The only concern 
of the teacher is that the pupils are cognizant of the 
affirmative and negative arguments of the question. Such 
a list of arguments is offered here as an example♦ They 
are taken from the immediate problem of, resolved: We
Must Maintain Our Protective Tariff Policy. .

Affirmative ' ' Negative'
1. The protective tariff has 1. The.infant industry.argu- 

helped our farmers prosper. 1 ment has been used by
2. This policy has. helped mature firms to insure.American industry develop. a protected market.
3. It has maintained the high- . 2. Protective tariffs hinder

standard of living for our freedom of trade.
workers. 3. This policy is responsible

4. This plan has protected our for higher ■commodity
own Interests. prices at home.

5. Protective tariffs have : 4. High tariffs cause busi-
prevented unemployment and ness depressions,
depressions. e - 5. If :we refuse to trade how

6. This policy permits infant can other countries pay
industries to expand. for our goods?

7. It has helped build a - r- rr 6. The high standard of living
strong and secure nation. enjoyed by American workers

8. It has helped create and < is due to the abundance of
maintain a home market for natural resources,
products....... .7. This plan reduces our

9. It has helped make this foreign markets thereby
country self-sufficient causing surpluses. . .
during wars. 8. This policy creates inter-

10. No country, in the world is . national friction, ill-will,
willing to‘practice free and wars.

■ ... trade‘ : . ' ■ ; . : C--.: :.r : /V-
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11. It Is the duty -of the "go- , 9. We cannot Isolate our-
vernment to protect and selves from foreign sources
aid its citizens in any of supply and;markets.
way possible. 10. We can actually produce

most products cheaper, than 
any other country.

. 11. This policy can be, a detri
ment to education.... .

This is an example of what the pupil's outline should be 
when he has completed his study of the immediate problem.

Teacher opinion is unwarranted as the above listed al- 
ternatives are the desired outcomes .from the discussion. .
Naturally it is the duty of the teacher to see that all pro-

• " . ■ ■ ■ •* -  «- ♦ - -•  «  - -• . . ..

posed alternatives are investigated and that no important
. ■' ' ' - • - - ; - ■ ■ • ' ...... -■■.'••• - ... ».• " .

argument.is left untouched. This can be accomplished during 
the.supervised study prior to the discussion period.

The time allotted to the immediate problem will vary 
but usually can be completed.within two or three class periods. 
It is not the intent to arbitrarily limit this part of. the 
procedure to a certain period of.time but experimental re
sults -indicate : most immediate problems.can be thoroughly 
considered in two to three fifty-minute periods.

Materials Required
One .essential requirement for the use of the informal

:'V ■ , - - ■■ ' ' ..
debate technique is an abundance of materials. The employ
ment of this method requires besides the basic text at least 
twenty copies.of two or three supplementary texts be available 
for class use at all times.It not only allows for collateral 
reading but also presents different points of;view for the
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pupils to inspect and assimilate.
Another requirement is current publications that con

cern themselves with the everyday problems that face the 
American public. Publications such as: LIFE," TIME, NEWSWEEK, 
COLLIERS, THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, :THE READER1 S DIGEST, and 
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE are examples of this type of publi
cation that presents present day problems in such a manner 
as to be understandable to high school pupils. There are 
also a number of current event papers that may be of value 
in the presentation of such- a- course. There is no" danger 
of having too many of these publications in the classroom, 
the danger lies in having too few. As a minimum, a course 
of this kind requires at least four or five current affairs 
publications - be- present in the classroom.

An additional requirement is two or three newspapers 
for student use. These are invaluable for dally observation 
of some of our more important contemporary problems.
' The writer realizes the extensiveness-of such a- require
ment: for a single course but - the worth of these-materials 
will be multiplied by- their incorporation in other classes.
Any and all of these mentioned materials would be a valua
ble addition to any school library.

Testing Procedure
The tests for this type of procedure are unique in

. . . .  -  - v  '  : - u  - ' - v  ■ - '  v  -  •'* ; ■ ................  - 1 *

that they do not test factual observations. They do not 
require verbatim answers. The construction of a reliable
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testing Instrument for the Informal debate method Involves 
considerable finesse. The test Is given to the class 
with only one Idea In mind. The Instructor's predominant 
aim is to prove ,to himself the pupils know there are argu
ments affirmative and negative and that;they know what ; . 
these'arguments; arei It would:be a breach of method to re
quire a student to state:hie opinion on one of these Imme
diate problems. If the historical background.Is included 
the test may be more or less factual Ibut if only concerned 
with the Immediate problem then the reasons for and.against 
the problem are the only allowable inclusions.. : ............

It is.possible to use an objective examination with 
this method but the questions must be intelligentlymade 
always keeping, in mind it is not a factual examination. As 
an example a few questions will.be presented to. show the 
type of an objective question that is allowable. These 
questions are drawn from, the immediate problem, resolved: 
The Federal Government Should Contribute to the Support of 
Public Schools. The questions are to be answered true or 
false by the students. . . -

1. One argument offered by the opponents of federal
aid to public schools is that it will result In 
federal control. , .,.. .

2. One of the main, arguments proposed by the advo
cates .of federal aid' to public schools is educa
tional" opportunities' must; be'; equalized. , _

3. Further federal aid to schools could be based on
precedent. . - . • .. •

i* ' ' *• “ . . .  * - —• ~ . - » . _ ■ > . v
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4. The proponents of federal aid to public schools 
say there are some States too poor to offer ade
quate educational facilities for their children.

This list of questions should suffice to show how objective 
tests may be constructed.: . •

For testing the immediate problem the essay examina
tion is:very applicable. It allows.for pupil organization 
as well as providing a measuring stick for pupil compre- ' 
hension. In testing over theimmediate problem essay tests 
serve exceptionally well; permitting the student to incor
porate :his views into a coherent and organized description. 
Iyt allows for material presentation in an.orderly manner 
and pupil practice in written composition. It is much
easlerhto construct.an -essay test for material of this sort. 
There are so many more alternatives that may be used by the 
teacher to challenge the pupil to legitimately present his 
arguments. v- u-

Again using as an example, the immediate problem resolved: 
The Federal Government:Should Contribute to-the Support of 
Public Schools,;some sample questions are presented. The 
answers are to be in the form of a short paper, prepared by 
the student, showing his plan of organization. :

1. You are to address the local Parent Teacher group
on the problem of federal aid to schools. Choose 
either the affirmative or the negative argument 
and present briefly the topics you would empha
size and supporting data to firmly establish your 
pqlnte. ; vV.: : : • r . t

2. List the affirmative and negative arguments dealing with federal aid to public schools.
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3. Write a short letter to the editor of newspaper stating your ideas about some States being too 
poor to offer adequate educational facilities for 
their children. .

Questions such as these indicate the various ways that essay 
examinations-may be presented. In most instances essay- 
questions work to a decided advsuitage as it not only permits 
the teacher to evaluate pupil understanding ofthe problem 
but also permits pupil development in organization and pre
sentation of written composition.

The traditional final examination was dispensed with
in this course; ; Instead, of spending two weeks or more in 
reviewing the year's work and then administering an examina
tion the pupils were given their final examination at the 
beginning of the last six weeks period. This examination 
consisted!of fifteen questions in the form of problems 
which were to be answered and handed in at stated Intervals. 
These questions were so worded that no student.was required 
to state his opinion but he was to choose pertinent argu
ments to substantiate and develop the proposition he was 
evaluating. -

Examples of these questions will be presented to indi
cate what the pupils were requested to do. 1

1. The Thursday Evening Forum would appreciate your : addressing them on.the problem of poverty elimina
tion. /. Make.an outline of the program you would 
present providing you chose to defend the elimination 
of poverty;. -Also present anvoutline:showing your 
method of presenting the problem that poverty cannot 
be eliminated.
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2. You are discussing the problem of taxation with i 
your parents. Indicate the arguments you would 
present providing your choice was that taxes are 
exorbitant. In case you are to represent the op
posite side of the, argument present the ..reasons v 
you would advance in defending our present taxa-' 
tlon principles.

3. Discuss the reasons applicable for continuation
of our present policy toward protective tariffs. 
Also present the applicable reasons for engaging in free trade. *■' ' ■ , .

4. State the affirmative and negative arguments 
applicable to granting colonial independence.

The experiment proved very successful as many pupils 
related they derived more from the described plan of test
ing than any. other they had ever tried. During the last 
six weeks two class periods per week were allowed for pre
paration of their final examination while the;other three 
periods per week were used in the discussion of the perti
nent problem at hand. The remainder of their final exami
nation had to be prepared as outside work. . :

The results of the examination were very gratifying. 
Many students did a commendable Job of reasoning through 
the material and some exceptionally good papers were pre
pared in response to these questions.

Results of Experimentation. i "■ v  v '. - -: v \ y  . vr'V :
The outcomes of this experiment were not as successful

as had .been hoped for, however, there was substantial pupil 
development. The field of greatest progress, seemed to be 
that of propaganda analysis. Nearly all pupils had an
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increased desire to discover the truth. They became critical 
readers of newspapers and periodicals. They were not as 
willing to. accept the printed word as fact as ;they had pre
viously been.- Some few, at least, had made substantial 
progress in the technique of solving problems.

Another outcome that was gratifying to the experi
menter was the advance made by the class in organization 
of materials. The final examinations were compared with 
the first two tests given and the progress was exceptional 
in question interpretation, organization, and written 
presentation.

One weakness of"this method that was present at the 
beginning of the year still persisted at the completion of 
the experiment, hesitancy of offering their arguments to 
the class. It was almost impossible to get some pnplls to 
take part in class discussion, yet their test scores proved 
they had been completing their assigned work. Even though 
these pupils remained silent during the informal debates 
some turned in commendable work bn their final examinations.

It is unlikely that any future social scientist was 
developed because of the employment of this method but It is 
a firm contention of the writer that many of the pupils 
were equipped with at least a rudimentary understanding of 
the contemporary problems they will so soon encounter. They 
were exposed to the method of attacking problems and undoubtedly 
received some degree of proficiency in collecting, analyzing.
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and evaluating data.
It Is realized all types of methodology have their 

weaknesses, the informal debate procedure being no excep
tion, but the results of the experiment are convincing 
enough to recommend it as an appropriate method of handling 
controversial questions in the classroom.

In a personal Interview conducted with each of the 
twenty-four members of the senior class it was found that 
their reaction to the discussion' method was favorable.
The superior students were the most enthusiastic advocates 
of this procedure. Two students, neither taking active 
parts during class discussions, were undecided as to pre
ference of the informal debate.procedure.
. , The pupils suggested placing more stress on current 

materials, than had been allowed. They also desired the use 
of study outlines as it facilitated their preparation of 
assignments. . ....... .

The entire experiment left much to be desired but con
tinued development and experimentation should devise ways 
of overcoming many of the present weaknesses. . ..



’CHAPTER IV ; ̂ -

CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS , , ,

Conclusions 'J . ; ■

In this study the writer has attempted to evaluate 
the problem approach, incorporating the Informal debate
method of presentation, in the teaching of social studies. 
To accomplish this the writer has attempted to determine: 

First— The extent of usage of the Informal debate 
method in presenting the topics included in the Problems 
of Democracy course: usually offered in the :senior, year of 
Arizona high schools. ' - : . . :: r -orvi lr . >

Second-Pupil reactions.to the employment of the in- ~ 
formal debate procedure in presenting controversial issues.

Third— What are the principal difficulties incident 
to the usage of the informal debate method?

Fourth— The basic factors to be considered in the pre
paration of topics for class consideration and an evalua
tion of the procedure used in the informal debate method.

The writer will attempt to discuss the above state
ments with respect to questionnaire replies, pupil interviews, 
and results of experimentation.
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The Extent of Usage
Questionnaire results indicate twenty-five schools of 

the forty-seven reporting accorded the Informal debate 
method some use. These schools varied in the percentage 
of time consumed by the informal debate method from five 
per cent to twenty-five per cent of total class time.
Nineteen of the twenty-five schools spent ten per cent or 
less class time in presenting topics by the Informal debate 
procedure. The average, percentage of time devoted to the,., 
informal debate .technique by all schools was four and nine- 
tenths per cent.

These results would seem to indicate littlelusage of 
the informal debate method by Arizona teachers in presenta
tion of topics to their classes. If a corollary may be 
drawn from this it would seem to indicate little pupil par
ticipation in problem solving in the schools of Arizona.

. ; Pupil Reactions
From- personal interviews with the twenty-four partici

pants of the experimental class, the writer received favorable 
pupil reaction to the Informal debate technique. Twenty-two 
of the twenty-four students interviewed. Indicated a pre
ference for informal pupil discussion of contemporary prob
lems instead of traditional stereotyped-presentations.
Pupils desired to be challenged with the problems- of the 
times rather than some hypothetical situation drawn from
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vicarious experience. Also requested by the pupils was 
the inclusion of more current materials explaining the 
present day situation of these Issues Instead of approaches 
to solutions drawn from history. '

However, the writer realizes that in a teacher pupil 
Interview it is possible for some of the pupils* voiced 
opinions to be what they believe the teacher is desirous 
of hearing. Possibly this factor may have Influenced some 
pupils in this particular group and may have been one of 
the causes of the -high percentage of favorable pupil reaction 
to the Informal debate technique. :

Principal Difficulties Encountered
The most persistent difficulty encountered during the 

experiment was pupil hesitancy to .take part in class dis- 
cussions. In spite of evident preparation, as Indicated by 
test results, some few students never became active, partici
pants in the Informal debates. Every encouragement the in
structor could think of was offered them but still the bar
rier of silence prevailed.

Another serious difficulty likely to be encountered is 
the inability of pupils to logically apply a problem solving 
technique. Many pupils will be unable to organize materials 
into a coherent procedure of attack. Few, if any, pupils 
will be able to effectively analyze data, nor will many be 
■ able-to reach a conclusion based on all factors present.
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Many pupils will very probably be willing to make ‘ 
snap Judgments without considering all the pertinent data.
Also pupils will often accept any idea as fact without 
questioning reliability or validity of the statement.

Another possible Idifficulty is the domination of the 
discussion by some few pupils who will talk at length 
even though not informed on the subject under consideration.

Undoubtedly other difficulties may be encountered but 
the above-mentioned ones will be the principal problems to 
be overcome before the informal debate method will function 
effectively.

Basic Factors in Preparing Topics 
In the preparation of problems for class discussion the 

first and probably most important consideration is the selec
tion of the problem. It must be a timely question yet one 
that will be of interest to the majority of the class. These 
problems must be wisely selected so they will benefit the 
pupils in their basic understandings of contemporary life.
A timely, well selected problem is imperative as this-will 
maintain pupil Interest from the beginning, which is so 
vital to any class discussion. .

It is through the introduction of the problem that 
pupil Interest is stimulated most easily. A challenging 
introduction which will create pupil desire to further investi
gate and understand the basic elements of the problem
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contributes greatly to the success of: the presentation.
It requires a resourceful teacher to devise different and 
more challenging methods of introducing problems.^ No two 
problems' can be treated In the same manner, each must have s 
its own,unique plan of Introduction. -The:introduction need 
not be lengthy but it;should be to the point and appealing 
to;Lthe .students. . •; - 'i v v . ,

The general problem must be broad enough for the pupils 
to acquire basic backgrcuhd concepts that will serve as - 
foundations for their later affirmative and negative arguments. 
The historical backgrcu nd must be understandable and cause 
the pupils to realize the dependence of the-present on the 
past. '• The nbackgrcu nd material must be inclusive enough ■ to - 
allow for a working.knowledge of the entire problem, not - 
just one part of it. Included also must be terminology and 
meanings that1 the pupils;may understand what they read or
hear. : r. . r-r; v, .-- v * 1 ■ : t . n o  von'

The suggested references for pupil preparation:are.a 
very important.consideration in preparing problems for dis
cussion. Materials must be readily available as high-school 
students have a tendency toward laziness. Very few pupils 
of high school age will deliberately exert any great amount 
of effort to locate supplementary.materials. An abundance 
of current material is suggested as,this challenges the 
students more readily than a library shelf full of-books.
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The study outline that accompanies the background 
material'shouldlbe only a guide for pupil‘study. It:should 
help them organize their'presentation"as well as to insure
all pertinent phases are included. This outline should:not, 
however, be' so-inclusive that the pupil.does not have to 
do any work. It should only lead them from idea to idea 
allowing the pupils to evaluate and develop these ideas. 1

The debate question must be so worded that the problem 
is defined and limited; It also must be stated as a challenge 
to the pupil to understand and prepare himself for a thorough 
defense of - his generalization. This will require cognizance 
of both affirmative and negative arguments ’in: order to base 
his opinions upon all the relevant facts.! The desired-out
comes, knowing and understanding the affirmative'and nega
tive arguments-, must bee definitely accepted'by the teacher
as only in this way ■ can progress be made. - l --  ̂ ,'l

It is necessary to remember at all times that no one 
single .class} conclusion is to be drawn but each pupil must
be allowed to reach his'own independent decision. "s:;:-:-; ■: 

The preparation of'tests and* examinations must be ■ 
meticulously made. Especial care must be-taken not to ask 
for personal solutions or generalizations. The examination 
must only test for cognizance of and understanding of the 
arguments for and against" the question. ' Above all the teacher 
must in no case allow his own personal opinion to affect 
either'the presentation or the scoring of the tests.
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Recommendations , ... -.. . . ,, . , . . .
Byicarefally analyzing the results of the experiment 

the writer would be inclined to feel that the problem v 
method accompanied by the Informal debate%plan of presenta
tion does facilitate pupil understanding in the social 
studies; " - - . : " n
: Even.after due consideration of the obtained results,
the writer, would hesitate to recommend the use of this 
procedure in all areas. It is necessary to .understand that 
this experiment only included twenty-fourlpupils.of a single 
Problems of Democracy class. This is entirely too small .a
sampling upon which'to base reliable conclusions. ,’ .
' It is necessary to realize that:not-all teachers would 

accept this type of presentation as legitimate for their 
classroom. . Many administrators would probably be unwilling 
to accord this method of procedure any usage in their school 
system.

The employment of this method is greatly facilitated 
by small classes, as larger classes tend to limit the amount 
of possible pupil participation, the optimum appears to be 
in the neighborhood of twenty to twenty-five students.

It is felt by the writer that in nearly every Instance
- :■ - ■ * .. • •• " ■; i • • —  ■■ * • - . -, - V  •• ■' • • • -•; : , • . *? - * <■ * ■ - .. - ' - - t ■+■%.' 4.; -V ,'j i, - J J ' > V * J,

the pupils did show advancement in problem solving proce- 
dure, and by the comparison of earlier tests with the final 
examination it was possible to detect decided progress in 
organization and presentation of material.
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Another significant result of this experiment was the 
favorable- reaction accorded it - by the students, in which 
they signified their preference;for considering basic prob
lems’,! of dealing with the problems directly/ and of being:-

>

allowed to formulate-individual decisions/ -
•: Upon completion-of the year's experimentation and con
sideration of the outcomes; gratifying in this case, the 
writer does hot advance- this procedure as a panacea for ■ " 
problem presentation, however, the"same plan will again be 
used by the writer in his classes-the coming year.

Unless further experimentation proves this plan inade
quate the writer believes it to be sound in theory and 
practice and looks forward to its adoption by other teachers.

Suggested Problems
As a guide to problem preparation the writer submits 

the following twenty-four general problems, their objectives, 
study outlines, specific problems, and a varying number of 
desired outcomes listed in the form of affirmative and nega
tive arguments.

These problems were constructed to accompany the basic 
text Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY.
Supplementary texts used were: Patterson, Little, and
Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; and Relnow: CALLING
ALL CITIZENS. Various other references are listed with each 
problem. All the references have a direct bearing on either
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the general or specific problem and are valuable for 
complete understanding.of the question.

Class discussion of these problems may be facilitated 
by allowing the pupils to use the study guide in their pre
paration. 'The ~ desired outcomes are for teacher reference
and,represent approximately what.the pupils should achieve
in understanding the problems. O. V v

This is not submitted as a complete list of contempb- 
rary problems. It is merely a suggested list that may be r
used as a basis for such a course.

.Vl •
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PROBLEMS OF. DEMOCRACY 

: _ GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

1. To acquaint pupils with,and develop a measure of under
standing of the basic problems of American democracy.

2. To develop skill in employing a problem solving technique 
in attacking contemporary problems.

3. To instill within the pupils a desire to investigate these 
problems and to formulate generalizations on complete data

4. To develop within the pupils a questioning attitude based 
on a desire to learn the truth.

5. To develop skill in collecting, organizing, and evaluating data.
6. To develop pupil ability in analyzing material for pri

mary and secondary sources as well as authenticity of statement.
7. To cause a desire on the part of the pupils to know and 

understand the opposing viewpoints of these problems.
8. To establish the habit of toleration for the opinion of 

others.
9. To create a desire for critical analyses of these prob

lems based on continued research.
10. To make good citizenship desirable through an understand

ing of our basic problems, as well as, an intelligent 
method of attack.

UNIT I INTRODUCTION
I. Basic concepts.

A. Background.1. The majority of today's problems are background 
in character.

B. Rise of modern nations.1. National sovereignty (Absolute independence of 
nations).
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C. Rise-'of modern society., Ciil
1. Slavery of past ages.
2. Freedom of today.

D. Democratic way of life.1. Independent decision.
2. Determination of goals.
3. Locating and evaluating information.

1 • l ' 3 ' r', -c , i--;References: /. r- ■ . . . . . .  - r . " • :■ •:. '• v;' :■ ■ - 1 ;■Greenan: ; EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF "AMERICAN DEl-iOCRACY; p. 1-7. 
Walker, Beach, and Jamison;-AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL 

CHANGE; p . : v-vili vl;. :r ,; ■ r v : c
Reinow: CALLING AU j:CITIZENS* p. 1-3. t . ’ •:v-'r-ir:n
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UNIT II POLITICAL PROBLEMS

Problem I. Propaganda and "Public Opinion 
I. Objectives i - ; % ■ V

,C:

:i. To develop skill in analyzing what Is read, heard, 
or seen for devices'designed to-Influence public

' r opinion. : v;-- c -  ;p; v-'r . . *
of Influencing publio2;.To understand the methods

opinion and the importance;accredited the organs 
. of communication In- this process; ‘

3. To establish the habit of considering the policy
of the publisher as well as the author when evaluating the printed word.

4. To understand the negative and affirmative argu
ments involved in the problem; of .censorship of : — 
speech and press.

II. Introductory Class Discussion
v.A. Definition of propaganda and public opinion.

B. Preliminary questions to keep in mind. * p
. 1. Do I have all the facts? ,
2.. Do ; I examine all the facts before I reach 

': conclusions? :v.: : •3. To what extent am I influenced by pressure ■ v. 
groups, customs, and personal prejudices?

C. Scientific thinking. . v  i : -•
1. Free the mind from prejudice.2. Inductive reasoning (from the specific to the

general.) r . r . i r
3. Deductive reasoning (from the general to the 

specific.)
4. Draw conclusions.
5. Check all possible conclusions.

D. Propaganda devices.
• 1. Name calling— Red, fascist, alien, communist. v 1 :2. Glittering generalities— Freedom, democracy, ^

liberty, American way. . ; .3. Transfer deyloe-From truth to his ideas, ; ;
, v associating truth with his propaganda

4. Testimonials-Prominent people think:so-so should we
5. Plain folks-Just like you and me.6. Card,stacklng-From truth to half-truth to ;

downright lies. r:
7. Bandwagon-Everybody is doing it.
,8. Whispering campaigns-Does not state all the 

story.

'v -
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", : : : ; • “  V . '. ' .: " ,  ' W  c ‘ : A / " ' l O ,

III. Informal Debate Topic - : v, .
Resolved: Censorship of Speech and Press is Necessary.
I .'Newspapers and propaganda;«

. :,‘v ; Affirmative Negative
TP-v;,, OP P’OVPf,.;- p-p-v; OP; 4

1. Newspapers reflect wealthy : -P-I; ‘ Newspapers try to please
owners1 opinions. the readers.

2. Newspapers oppose liberal - 2. Newspapers strive for
ideas. ,v pP.-"OP " O : ‘ accuracy and honesty.3. Policies are greatly in- : P 3; Newspapers expose corrup-
fluenced.by advertisers. tlon.

4. Newspapers engage in mis- : 4. Newspaper readers are the
leading:practices7such asp . : . censors.
burying, denouncing, and 5. The United States has'-the,
suppression. * best news coverage in the;

5. The press:claims special . i world. : - ;
privileges. ; " ■ .• i:, -j: '" II.

II. Radio and propaganda.
' . r ppO ':. . . 1 : r. " V' ■, : ‘ :■ : ... ;;0''■' ' '

1. Mls-informatloh and preju- : . ; 1. Radio dramatically reviews
dice are easily transmitted . news and political deyelop-
as scientiflclfact. :P . ments.2. It'is possible:to confuse 2. Radio is a great help_in ,
and divide the public in- national unification.'
stead, of unifying-them. ::or 3. The non-reading public can

3. Radio policy is largely r - be Informed by this"media,
decided-by-advertisers; . 4. Radio appeals_to all people

4. Public is not allowed to ip If, -because of a variety of
hear reform and minority - : , programs.- 0 ,

■ groups. : ■ ; : 1 - -r : r 3: - "  L-’ii-- . j '
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5. Educational and welfare ’
programs are-placed at a 
time when the listening 
public :1s small.  ̂i .6. Small: advertisers cannot 
compete with blg business.

5. The radio does support 
welfare and educational

f Institutions.6. Radio permits Information
: to be spread more quickly.

- i l III. Motion picture and propaganda. 1 I ; : :
• • f-fC, ll-r ........

1. Motion pictures are prl- ; . 1. Movies are very good
marily business, art is educational mediums,
secondary. : . I . 2. This Is much more vivid

2. Distorted plots over- : ; : , : ’ than the press or radio,
simplify, personal relations. - ' ' . . L,

IV. Learning how to discover the truth.
1. Look for underlying causes.
2. Distinguish between words and actions.

I. OL : 3. Study our own stereotypes.
4. Read and listen carefully.1 5. Evaluate informational sources. :6. Be sure and listen to all sides of the question.
7. Reason out your own opinion.■ .■ ■: i.: r . -::: 1
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r v , '1 L u  ̂U.. C b. t ""'Ia C 2: L K:; ̂ T.22,.2;

‘.V ; ' .- . .

Problem II. Political Parties and Elections.
2 C-'V ’- v' i'-■■■ ■; :■ 2'' .I. Objectives .

'̂'22.2 : c ;■ :• .'v -  .v ! ■ A:.:. - a ,  21. To understand the vway a political party functions 
in .perpetuating itself In office: ':.r

2.1., 2. To realize the importance of political parties in - 
democratic government.

' •v.lv:::/; ]' ;12 : i c ; u .  f .  ' 2 . .  - nr-: :2n.%ru2. .2v::.-n
3. To develop pupil desire to exercise the privilege 

of voting and to vote Independently.
2 . 2 2 la ■. - ' ' 22rn:ani. „2-.4. To understand the beneficial and the harmful effects

'of political parties. : I}'-;--
_ ';

II'. Introductory;Class Discussion
2 2A; party machinery: and elections, n - r 2.2 . 2- ;
' r a  lv Work of the .party. ] i .  • : n t'.  ̂ n l ; -  o n  ..
2.12. Ic. a. Definition of a political party, r fo ; .no r 2; :. L b. Reasons for party development. ; ' ■ . .

■ ■- 2 .2 Waysin whi ch parties serve the people. . 1 -
2 n 2 ;-a. Platforms. - , ^rv 2. an-eon o2 rn - :,:222 c . . ib;- :Local and national committees.

■ - c. Campaigns. "nv/- 22o-cnh 2,,:2 .r.--:22c : L d. Co-operation between legislative and executive
ncnnC- -c branches of the government.; . _

I :: 3; cOrganization of parties. ;n n Crcc-U-2 ;::a.'.oc .re: a. Methods of control. , r,r . : .b. What is machine control, boss control? . ;i, r
;B. Nomination,of officials. 2 -cl. Registration.

2. Primary petition.
3. Primary election.

a. Direct primary.
b. Open primary.
c. Closed primary.

:2C :
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:' . v r 4; CoriventHon. - -v: i'.'.v1--
r-Uv;.-.,, a. Local; 1

•: i - b; State. ; 1 .-%/ j.n c ,
: / : o. National. v;:.e wa'; :
: : ■ 5v Presidential-preference primary.". ;  : : : .1 ,
-•■’0. Election of officials. .1:• 1". General election. ; L : ' ' he ; J ̂ ' h

2. Methods of balloting. " : 'v i;-i t-ih i ;u.: : : v-
: - h .  h  e  ': Vv'. ■ c ’V  c  Vv: h  C '  ' 1 V  ,
References: r'V'"-.- T-:': *. e L r h . . :■ '■ ■ v:- r s
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Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN

DEMOCRACY; p. 736-745. ... .. ,, . . .
Bryce, James;- "The Origin of Polltical Parties in the . 

United States." Congressional Digest 3:329-30 .
(July 1924) ; ! :* -

"Alike as Two Peas." The Nation 127:122 (August 8, 1929) :
"Electoral Vote From 1888 to 1932." The Literary Digest

122:9 (October 10, 1936) - f‘u
III.informal; Debate Topic -  -- > , :.J - - .

Resolved; Political Parties-are More Harmful Than < - !Beneficial v-- c: c:r .hchcr n- : V .. L-Jh; o. n-iv-, ■
■ Affirmative - ̂ Negative ; :r>. ' ■. . . . . . . . .  •

1. Political parties discourage1 l.vPolitical parties are a
independent voting. necessity to democratic

2. Encourages party loyalty - government. ' - -
(my party right or wrong). 2. Party..members’ can by sacri-

3. Reform movements from within flee make the party a demo-
a party are seldom successful. cratic organization; "

4. All legislative bodies engage 3. Political reforms have re
in politics. . « 5;. duced party abuses.

5. Senatorial courtesy permits -/ 4. Civil service has lessened 
distribution of patronage. ; / the menace’s of the spoils6. Corporations still contribute J- system. ■ .... , , ,
to the campai gn f uhds. -- .': , 5. - The .Hatch Act f urthe r cur-

7. The party* caucus still - h h h . h . t a i l e d  spoils system 
determlnes much legislation; _:*% activities. l:h.-rhih''.h..

8. Legislative deadlocks arisen 6. Massachusetts ballot en-
from power politics. • courages’ independent-voting.9. Party politics largely 7. Short ballot eliminates
determine bur foreign confusion in choosing
relations.' ' candidates.
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10. Gerrymandering:an unfair 
method of districting an 
area Is still practiced.

11. Local elections are not , 
free of politics.

12. :Political parties lend
themselves to boss and. 
machine control. -■

13. Spoils system was deve
loped, by political parties.14. Political parties evade
and corrupt the merit 
system. .: -- '• - v ■

8. Non-partisan ballot prevents 
national issues from influ
encing local elections.

9. The preferential ballot 
eliminates the possibility 
of a minority candidate 
winning the election.

10. Campaign contributions are 
now regulated by law.

11. Newspapers are required to 
publish the owners name and 
to list all advertisements

:: for whi ch payment ■ i s 
received.
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UNIT III ECONOMIC PBOBLEHS
v.; _

o.iu" ' ■;
. -yj - ; - . : v

Problem I. Taxation. ' t ;.
■ V d"l:.;':q

I. Objectives . .
-, " . j ; : ■ ."hu:; ry .

1. To understand the principles of .taxation.

' vcve:;if’n -

2. To realize the necessity of everyone.paying, his share 
of taxes to support the government.,

V . • v . .■ r. "' .:V ::: '• L 1 dv"
3. To understand why the tax burden is constantly 

increasing.... , ; y;: .'-y' < r*:'' ' v:; f:v , j r
4. To develop an understanding of the income tax and 

} methods of filing: income; tax returns. d: C;
’. 5. To real! zed and understand theadvantage s and di s- 

; advantages of: continuing high income taxes. :: - : I.
Il.y Introductory Class Discussion : d i "- ; : ?

■ d d z d  y . : _ y  ?rv-;:. d
A. Principles of taxation^ ; j r =; dn : . ' , ; '

1. Definition:of a; tax. : :-V
2. "Federal income: tax. Xd -d.........

; : a. Corporate., > hb.' Personal. ;-
. . c. Progressive. v d n . y v- : y .y, y.y y v

d. Pay-as-you-go plan. : - ;:n ' -
3. Estate tax. l 'i. :: y " ' .. .... .a. Direct.

J.: b. Collateral.
4. General property tax.

' . a. For maintenance of Local County,.; and State. .
governments.

B. General taxation principles.
1. Based:on ability to pay. dyyrsi
2. Should not cause confiscation of property.

. I 3. Good tax characteristics.
a. Cheaply collected.
b. : Non-evadable.

v. d:.:.:;
'' ; - c ,

. .< f ability to pay.4. Single tax.
a. Only tax land values. : b. Improvements exempt.

5. Types of tsxe s.
b. Indirect— shifted to ultimate iconsumer. y

■ v ~ ' '  11 v d 1 r: d ; : - ' 1. . d  .

, . ... .y y  ,: ' ’; '
C} i.;. ■" 1 ■ *y*■ ’ - : -V.J, r ’? ■ 1 C CU.::: V I'X*..cedi proportionately to

rvJd.
i 1

r.L::/ 0 V::v h nX .1... ;1 ' . ; i* f~ r, y- : ■ X : • :
Lfted. . A1 :xj.:

' 3 \ T  y.
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Why pur - taxe s af e -ihoreasing. ' . ' ;'
1. Local taxes. * : : !.='« ; •:: :1C

a. Pay for past services and future improvements. 
; f ‘ b:;_; pay Lba'ck borrowed money‘plus interest. ; - i

:;,;; 2. Federal - taxe s.
' r >; .Federal loans’ to Industry.

0 . 0. Overcome, delinquency on part of .sbm'e\ taxpayers

: - v;

;v>.

b. War expenditures were cpstly. •?r'en' t; - ; •
c. Foreign ‘loans and relief.’’ ‘
d. Federal government1s running expenses.,
e. Farm subsidies and guarahteas.: iC ; :
f. .Interest; on ' the national debt. : ; •■l ‘‘■-l

■ tx-vV • - Oj :;̂.n t ry"v.

P ; - xr.;;,.PinLv- ;
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III.Informal Debate Topic ‘

i - .1 * * -'■ 1 . v-- - - ■. . . 1 . ... 'i* .. - , ■—  * #

-.-T . C h .i" /::

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

; ,y''. - :Resolved": We Should Continue High Income and Inheritance
P i n : '  r. C;-„‘

P;Affirmative ->r ; ir.r-vch 1950 V Negative
Increased taxes should:be-,, 
borne by the .wealthy-because 
of their abliity. to pay.::'":.: 
There is great inequalityZP in wealth distribution as "

li increased taxes l wealth 1
;woaid:destroy.1ndustry.2. Wealth '1 s -adciimulated by self-denial and further 
''taxation would reduce the

well as Incomes. - practice of thrift. . ,
Most large fortunes have ; -;x ' 3. Because of the human element been - derived from ownership.. ..„. equality, of wealth is of natural - resources' or ‘ impossible. -- ij. _
property/. . , .. 4. Individual;differences
Is it possible to Justify " ..  account for many -inequali-
the. discrepancy in annual ._ . ties in..wealth, 
income? ... : - 5. Corporations can justify
Wealth permits' evil as well " high salaries paid to able 
as doing good. executives.
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6. The poor people are over
taxed as, it Is.

7. Sales,.taxes should be
abolished as unfair to '. 
poorer; p e o p l e :; ' ;, :8. HIddeh taxes should be : 
eliminated as the ;<x)hsumer 
must bear the cost. -

9. The public, has'a right to
know what:taxes they are paying^-7; :: v ; • ; •-7;;

10. State Income taxes would
lighten the burden.on the home owner. ;; . •

11. Taxes on the masses should
be reduced to increase 7- purchasing; power. 7 ,

■':: ■ ,

;: 0 ,: v .

' ic

;v,. 6. The United .States has the 
largest per capita income 

. . in the world.
: ;;77. Philanthropic and humanl-1 tarian services, are, contrl- . ,

“vrrbutions of. wealthy indlvl- ’ 
' ' duals. - - -

. 8. Unwise spending for.luxuries
. " reduces many people to 

• ,• poverty. -7 ._. - ... ,,9.: Mass production is depen- 7 dent on. large capitaloutlays. ■
.10. Profits of Industry should 
. ; correspond to the risk

involved. , _
:11. Reduction of taxes should be 
• accomplished by the elimina

tion of government waste.
12. Taxes could be reduced by a systematized plan of 

collection.
13. Tax revenue could be in

creased by taxing all
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 ̂ ' : - V. VC •. J ■

w. Ac - Ac c l  cccc-r:c " A .
Problem II. AMonopoltstio Tendencies!: ' :i,

■- V , r 1 :• t - *' . ' •
*■■*** C —  ̂  ̂. - "r - * - * „ - t.

I. Objectives t A : rf - Acjcvlcl.cc :* c:..
-■ : -": r>i cr- rc .In;  > c .i r  1 :c r . . n i - ' I c ■. c n v .

1. To understand the importanceof the factors of 
production In:the field of business enterprise.

:'c ' Ac: n ' l c i  An, cncci A n i l  ■ r e ::.a a c c .
2. To understand:the]various-forms of business combinations 

wl th . the ̂ advantages j: anddisadvantages, of each.
A, A : c Vv I n  v cvc. c n u l  C . l c n l  ’• o r  o ■' -uA All:.- vn- - .3. To have a knowledge of the various types of monopolies.

Ac; :. -4. To develop an understanding of monopoly controls.
5. To know.the.advantages and disadvantages of business 

under monopoly control. - PAl-; ... -I. . In n.. .A-.vAii
1 A ' ; ; A c c , u l : p . l l l - l c d ,  .II. Introductory Class Discussion,

. _  - A" - 7 . , : - ; : - - ?  ( . • c v c c n l  l .  I c A A )• A. Factors of production.! ;. t . ; i . c; , • V . N 1. Land— all the1force a and:pro ducts of nature; -  
v .. . 2..Labor--all‘ mentalland.physical effort., .... :

3. Capital— everything - saved.from past production^to
c. A be used: in future: product!onl" ] l; ‘
; 4 J A Management— 1ndlviduals who;bring- toge ther land,

1 ; - : capital . ;• i -B. Mass production:a result of the Industrial Revolution. 1V:Factory•system resulted-from new inventions;
■ :.c.,:,2.V E n t e r p r i s e r . . ......
" 3..'Partner6hip. : :. A/A,.:::; ■..■ • '

a. Method of forming."
b. Mutual responsibility.

4. Corporation.
a. Organization.b. Advantages.
c. Disadvantages.

C,
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V 2 : a,; 7 ’ a  . .

7 l y 7 n  c:: " - p o r y t e
a :
d 7: . 7' C u  'c  - 1 c  v±

171.  1 0 . :  Antitrust legislation.
1. Types of monopolies, 

uolv-r'a". Government. -’ll. : ■
b. Private legal.

/ o. ■ Situation, 
d. Organization.

1. Trtuito e. Personal.: -1. Coal..
: 2. Sherman Antitrust Law. uil :2. i:. 3. Clayton; Antitrust Act. . lar<: 1 a;, Strengthened Sherman Anti trust-'Law;ong porlol cf

r ai ,; * b. Outlawed interlocking directorates.
Ira:. : :c’. Exempted labor unions and farmers' organisations. 
. :v 4: Federal Trade Commission.  ̂ ' : : rl: 2-r;
Ir .ii c a. To eliminate unfair .practices, j'' .
: r .. b. Unfair practices enumerated.j - ' .
D. Promotion of - fair competition! - v : ii. National Industrial Recovery. Act!' - 5:5 “
1 ■ a. Established collective bargaining. s ' 2

: . ' b. Act declared unconstitutional1 y
l ' 2. Securities and-Exchange" Commission;

3. Robinsqn-Patman Act. . .
a. Prohibits;prlce discrimination!

2 .

vr r; '> f. Hv.  ̂-2 ,:t'•

C- 1 
'ir .

h-
r-:.11 : 
I r u :

: b. Prohibits rebates or special allowances!
4. Commodities Exchange Commissioh.
5. /Tydlngs-Miller Act. :r!; ; ;7

a. Amended Sherman Antitrust Act. '2.

. b. Prohibited loss-leaders. , - .

; ..i 

v\;;

cir. niece,cr
C; Rayburn.Public Utility Holding Company Law.

2'- 722'' a. Provided for gradual abolition of holding com-?,, ..panics. ..
References: ; . , . . ' : ’ !;>•*Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN.DEMOCRACY• ,.
- . : p. 392-398. ... ' • '.V- .. ..::; 7. ;.,,,:C.:7:-C7
- Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS INAMERICAN.7- 
; 7 2 DEMOCRACY; p. 92-108. ■ 7, : 7 ’ 7;' ’ ,Basset,. William R., "How Big Should a Business Be?"

' * ’ Collier's 72:13-4 (August 4, 1923)
Chase, Stuart, "Are Monopolies Inevitable?" The Nation 7 7159:768-70 . (December 23, 1944)
Laidier, Harry W., "The Growth of American Monopolies."

Current History 35:204-9 (November 1931)
Nelson, Saul, "What is Monopoly?" Harper's Magazine 
7 177:62-73 (June 1938) 2 2',_2:'.22:22 ; ■ ; ;Oxenfeldt, Alfred R., "Monopoly Dissolution: A Proposal 

Outlined." Amerlcan Economic Review 36:384-91,
(June 1946) 2:;..', :2,;2‘a :.22: :.2 ■Straight, Michael, "We Can Curb Monopoly." The New 
Republlc 117:16 (September 8, 1947)2 ;;

,v-
7/r v 7: }

■ c : : v' "C "2 '
' C C -
1 :.l C
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III. Infonnal Debate Topio . \ r- r -:•> A 'j j / ; - ' " - -
Resalved: We Must Dissolve all Industrial Monopolies, ui

■. ■ 'v:-,r =r" ArA . :: A.no -A;: A
(Affirmative ..... ‘ ~ Negative

A.":' -- C;"-"- i A , , '!Arr r.f-rvi p/:: 'A :■ ■/:’, .'.v;:"1.-:":! ;.;r;1. Trusts,are not effective A rl.:Could federally incorporate
producersi-c ; • ‘ -j all large businesses.

2. Trusts existcbecause 3theyr- : i2.iShould-have economic :plan-
are able to (charge monopoly ).v-A'ning over a long period of 
prides.™'II'A.'rf;;-:CD A.. "'-.V L;n. 1A\;time;: 1 v:. :A:-rA. V'-WJ- -3. Trusts'sell products abroad A:.3. Large scale producers have 
more cheaply than at,home.1 j; -; : been more efficient than

4. Inefficiency-exists'because A r t  individuals. rrA:of inability:to control--._- - i4. Large scale business lessens 
large enterprises.  ̂ r'A individual responsibility.

5. Trusts take -unfair:advantage 5. Corporations are under the
of investors. : ' : > ; • control of the . many

6. Big business destroys cbm- Z . A stockholders. ̂
petition by:unfair'prices. ; 6: Corporations have utilized

7. Trustsibuy raw materials as 1 \ by-products thereby,-lessen- 
cheaply: as posslbleTand: ,: - :Aihg waste.
sell, manufactured produces • 7. .Big business has provided
as hlgh:as-possible': A : : & majority of Vdur. employment.

8. Corporations do hot utilize 8; Large industries can better
new methods.-, : A A, , . compete in.woridr-trade,. ... =

9. Trusts engage in.lobbying. = .91 Corporations bath attract  ̂*
10. Thro ugh rhuge v campaign f u n d s ,'r land afford more ' able >

trusts: hhlpdictate pirty ; ' ; - ̂ -executives; : ' '
platforms. A A A : : ' A 10. Corporations/exist indefl-

11. Trusts demand high-protec-■ A A hltely. •' A,;1 A ̂ : : :'AActive tariffs. - ;?./.i; 11. Size'alone does not rieoesells. Corporations have imported tate badness..■ /p,. .i
cheaper labor; : ' 12.* Supreme Court Interpreta-

13. Monopolies concentrate . tions create,uncertainty
wealth and3power^in fewer * in* the business world.*
hands. A '' = t"r-A., 13. Monopolies? eliminate waste-

14. Use of proxies.permits a ' ful competition. ~
few men tocontrol large
enterprises.

15.. Monopolies -have employed r child labor.
A 0':"/ ■" "A ■?References:Greenan: EVERYDAY,PROBLEMS OF. AMERICAN :DEMOCRACY? p. 398-405. 
Walker, Beach, and"Adams:* DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL POLICY;

-- P . 127—143. > - . ,- ’- < . - - -» i"> •- ' ' - , 1 >1 ;Gavin, Gray, - and Groves: OUR CHANGING SOCIAL'ORDER; ' * '*
p. 399-408.Hughes: BUILDING,CITIZENSHIP;p. 289-292. . ,-.r . . .

Ballaine, Wesley C., “How Government Purchasing Procedures 
Strengthen Monopoly Elements.* The Journal of Political 
Economy 51:538-46 (December 1943)
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Coyle, David C., “The Big 'Cannot be; Free.11 The Atlantic 
179:72-8 (June 1947) ; ,

Chandler, Lester V., “Monopolistic Elements in Commercial 
I - Banking." The Journal-of Political Economy 46:1-22 

(February 1938]
Edwards, Corwin; D.; “Preserving Competition vs. Regulating 

Monopoly.* American Economic Review 30:Sup. 164-218 
(March 1940) : _ - . : .

High1,. Stanley,' "FeudalvHawaii:.Paradise Ltd. " Reader1 a 
Digest 42:19-25^(June 1943); -

Hughes, Lawrence M.,.“Moving Toward Monopoly." Scribner's 
Magazine 91:87-92 (February.1932)1 . :,

Kilpatrick; Carroll,."Real Threat to Free Enterprise."
The.New Republlc 115:650-1 (November 18, 1946)

March, Charles H., “Monopoly's Stranglehold." The Forum 
98:322-7 (December 1937)

Moore, Ruth, “Whatever Happened to Free Enterprise?"
The New Republlo 116:28-50 (January 13, 1947)

Noyes, Charles E., "Is-Big Business Bad Business?" The 
Nation 169:126-7 (August 6, 1949) r ;  <

O^ahoney, Joseph C., “Is Business too Big? “ Reader1 s 
Digest 54:41-45 (April 1949) / -  ' 1 Vv..-.v v;.;.

Tugwell, Rexford- 0., “The Economic Basi scf or'.Business 
Regulation.“ Amerlcan Economic Review 11:643-58 
(December 1921) '= 1 / r:% r l :

"Congress Weighs the Growing Problem of Big Union Monopoly."
Congressional Digest 29:101-28 (April I960)“Monopolistic Competition at Work." Quarterly Journal 
of Economics 51:374-87 (February 1937)"Power Publishers."The New Republic 116:10 (January 20, 1947) 

"No Return•to Monopoly." The Christian Century 61:392-3 (March 29, 1944] _ •
"Big Business and Collectivism." The Commonweal 48:392 

(August 6, 1948) ' 1
• "Nothing- Succeeds Like Monopoly." The Commonweal 46:107 
.... " (May 16, 1947)~"Big Business, is Dangerous, Pro and Con. ? Reader.' s Digest 

55:125 (June 1950)........ ....

Problem III. Consumer Education 
* I.Objectives x- . vh:> ^ L " 1:.

■ n>; i. :• 1 1 r- *. -'i •1. To assist pupils in becoml^"intelligeht 'consumers, r,1
^2. To gain knowledge"of the simple tests for establishing 
l , the substances bought. _ -  ' r .
3". To develop skill in selecting quality products.
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4. To have a knowledge of the affirmative and negative * argument a about consumer education. ■ :r :
'V .r- in: ’. prodM c: .

II/ Introductory Class Discussion , 1,: - ;v :nr -■v- ; V, r: T- i; - :.n
. , : A. Educating it he. consumer. cu n ' .

1. Definition of consumer ̂ education: ' r "o a rial
.K 1 v 2. What is the meaning of caveat temptor? ; ! : - l; • -.1.-.

•: 3. Glittering generalities that tconsumer.s look for. 
io. 4.: Considerations in purchasing products. - r: li ?

? Tx=.tv :t.a. Reputable company. far n prc v.;v.:;a: o-- •
I U  ly- b/ Standardized and 1 abe 1 ed articles. ' c ; ‘ - l :

•:;c l: , c. Guarantees; . rr;:pc.y nib'.-? .rbi* :?yy.y. c?y
d. Correct weight and measures.:.
e. Distinguishing tests for. ::ma t erlals.-: ? r nn ‘ .
f. Bureau approvals. y C : ? v e;? y? ar-cr.
g. Better Business Bureaus. 1: Lp.xvi:-ly rolled

B. Laws protecting consumers. by : ir 3̂: vu dcyrn-i.1. Pure Food and Drug Act.
f-yy d-v-o:: a. Unlawful to sell unbranded or mislabeled articles. 

Fie: nj.:tb.’ Unlawful to sell adulterated: products.
■b ylcv.c. Labels must state theiimportant ingredients.

1:3di Factories must maintain sanitary standards.
- :  2.FWheeler-Lea-Act. - ' -hyy bay. .Cl'yiliilrddabFbilFi?

-a/.Misleading advertising is illegal.
C/ 0ther lservices. - *• ' idcr.rl.o-;.
. . 1 /. Unlawful to use malls yto defraud: b /
 ̂- 2: Congress fixes weights' and measures.
, . _ 3: Meat’ 1 rispeetioh;; u.- -- ̂ ...., : dy-:.;
.. 4. Periodicals'for:guiding purehasera.
. . v ;: a. Consumers _duide^ ‘ :

• i ;• i: 1

''? r ,To:-,r"'y 3

3b: Consumers' Research 
-c. Consumer.s' yUnion; "

- , . - y byl:

III. Informal Debate Topic
, : d : ac--

e y
ay id

Resolved: Consumer Education should, be an Integral Part
' S ■1 ?: ■• ,v U r a 'd'b ■:

b ; ̂  . ", r-. —  ■■ ■ ”■ r:TV .*y ~ ~ r. \ - ! :: ’ ̂  ‘ - , t (; /t r; f ■ i

:% of our Educational System.: dd - U.' ’ y vy . ,L.. . -yy. n cv-y .y; ifyca ■■
.... . Affirmative' y  - - -'a ' Negative* - y- y - y  a..? • a n ; - O a d d  d ?  ; ? o y y  d.T 'l n .. iv.!?: V .  _ _ _ _  . _

1. Every individual is a 3- - - li You get what you pay forEvery individual Is -a 
consumer.

2. Price; does., not always guaran-
consumer. v 2. Most businessmen are honest

 ̂citizens of the community, d/"Generally speaking highertee quality.' y .' - '
3. Persons^should distinguish prices denote better

between needs and luxuries. quality.
4. Prices are largely controlled 4. Most advertising is legltl-

by monopolistic;organizations./ mate. ’■1 " • •
5. The abundance of advertising 5. Federal and state laws

is confusing.. prevent fraud. ^
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6. Fads and fashions cause - - 
undue wants.

7. All consumers should know 
the simple-tests to deter
mine substitutes, -v i : n-'

8. Most buyers are at the..• mercy of .the seller. -: ,
9. Be sure to read and interpret the labels. ..

10. Use common sense;:in buying, products. y ̂ . r . ’' v:v .
11. Government laws only apply 

to interstate commerce.
,

: : •  •::: .
"n r \ r ' ' ccr  ■. 
V. :,3.v ':V;.;r-

?  'v.

ly "'n-i
V ,

:i. Laf-V.*- r.V j : G, v. 0 Vi

. 6. Very few people - would,, be
...  able to detect fraudulent

products.
.7. Retailers must maintain a 

,--v reputation to remain in 
"business.

8. Most merchants make a real 
effort to truthfully ad
vertise their products.

. -9.The government requires 
; ' - ,-fa.rm products to be graded.
10. The purchaser should be 

responsible for the products 
he buys.

11. Luxuries to one person are
' ; necessities to another.
12. Price is largely controlled

v: by - supply and demand.
References: vl ' vv ry vvrvi" v v .. -

Relnow: [CALLING Ail,^CITIZENS; p. 512-522.
Baylor, ̂ Adelaide's.^Teaching Buyers Buying.” School 

Life 19:119 •..(February 1934)
Dana, Margaret, “Tomorrow-They Buy.“ Parent’s Magazine 

15:24, (February. 1940).:, [ "  :
Dodge, Bernice, “Trends in Consumer Education.” Journal 

of"Home Economlos 30:235-8 (April 1938)
LaFarge,- John, "^egalopolis Helps Main Street.” The 

Commonweal 34:561-3 (0ctober 3, 1941)Linden, Michael, ?Consumer Education." Library Journal 
68:238-91(March,15, 1943)

Lipstreu, Otis, “Consumer Education: Modern Style.“
The School Review 57:101-3 (February 1949)

Lipstreu, Otis,r.“Experts Look at Consumer Education in 
the Secondary School.* The School Review 57:155-7 
(March: 1949) v * v • ' vl, : • , v.

Mathaisen, Geneva, "Window Show." Survey Graphic
31:359-61 (August-1942) v: ; h : . : . . : A -i:.Montgomery; D . E., ”Consumers Under-Way."Survey:Graphic, 
27:213-17 (April 1938) - . - ;^•

Tryon, Ruth Wilson, “Case,History of a Consumer.“ Journal 
of Home Economics 30:628-30 (November 1938)

:\X ■ - C::
■ • ; ~ ' ‘ 1 :J. f ;Problem IV. Farm Subsidies and Guarantees.=

I. Objectlvea " lonn..
* i-1- C  - -*. v  : i

nt
1. To understand the meaning of subsidies and how they

are used to g u a r a n ^  .......
2. To develop an understanding of the seriousness of the farmer's plight.
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3. To develop ajrealization of national dependence upon
farmers. - ? .

I. ■ v.' J. /V':--' . '■ ,
4. To understand the arguments:for-and against the, :,, 

government continuing farm guarantees.
II. Introductory:Glass Discussion -  ry

u r

1>:

A: Historical .Background
1. Much land' has become sub-marginal.
2. The gamble,Included-in:farming;.. a. Nature. ' ib. Pests. ‘ . : )

c; Disease. ' . - , T-:-; I-..
3. Farm prices are unstable. ' ...... .

a. Law of supply and demand, 
b; Foreign trade.

B. Demands for governmental assistance.
1. Revolutionary changes.: ■ " ;o : r . ;  •

a. Introduction of new machinery.
b. Scientific methods.
c. Low commodity prices. . - . c

2. Overproduction
: a. Production was increased during World War I. ..
■ ‘ b. Post war farm/crash. :■ • '
3. Tenancy: : ; . r ,
• a. Mortgages foreclosed. z;; • .r; ; / i :
: b. Low: standard of living;: : ,

' ̂ - - c;.Poverty abounds. 2. ■/-=■; i.'-.o-y.: r. -u ■’ ; . V d; Increased migration. ■/ - - :  •/: C. Governmental aids.
1. Extension of credit. ;
" a.Federal Farm Loan Act. .
b. Land Banks.

: c. Agriculture Credits: Act.:
d. Farm Credit Administration.- 11

2. Other aids. .■■ / C, 1 i v.,:a. Soil Conservation and Domestic .Allotment 2Act.
1. Government/payments for reductlon/of acreage. _
2; Improve fertility of: the soil.’: : :/c
5. Furnishes fertilizer; r:./;,

b. Agriculture Adjustment Act.'!' •: ryyylv.zic:- h, ;
• 1. Government compensation for reduction, of' rv/. rn 

basic crops. " r..r fi
2. Government compehsation fbr: destruction .ofexisting crops. a,:.: ./<.■•.; r• ̂-v /:.
3. Grants loans on products stored;;at government- request. : at;' .-,rv -'/.-e.1 . v:̂..:r
4. Provides bonuses for exported farm products.
5. Government purchases of surplus. : h :-v

> '. — • > f • ' • '■ ■ '. * - »> ” - ■ % i -
" * ■ - » - ' <     .. - - , J l ...’ / * . * •> _

U V 1 ‘ j . \ i 1? v 1 -
V. n r

v.: 1 :■
-I'.*

r l :  \ cr. /  3 b ;'::k

Vi-:;
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o. Wheat insurance. , V. r  f;~ ;■ c - }r:nr, r.vu
d. Resettlement projects. :':i" w  ' - . iv.1 - ,

1. Moved families to morel fertile areas. . ^
2. Grants financial aid,to make; a new. start. .1" ::,

References:
Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; 

p. 451-459.Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN -AMERICAN l- 'UAL 
DEMOCRACY; p. 417-437.

Landis and Landis: SOCIAL LIVING; .p . 288-305. V:. - X1.r- 
Smith, Helena H.> "Who Said Promised-Land?," Collier's

124:16-7 (July 2, 1949) ..."Dark Side of Low Farm Prices." The Literary Digest : 
67:19-21 (October 30, -1920) . j \ -r ;

III. Informal Debate Topic :
Resolved: It-is Imperative 

; Farm Guarantees.
Affirmative

1. Farm prosperity largely'con
trols national prosperity.,

2. Specialization in farming- - , 
has increased the hazards. ;

3. Farming is so hazardm s; it is necessary for the go
vernment to underwrite the farmer.

4. Resource conservation will 
benefit future Americans. :-

5. This plan is voluntary,
farmers are not coerced to - 
Join./ ' ' ■6. Further governmental aid. 
can be based on precedent.

7. Tenancy must be reduced for, 
the good of the nation. ' ' /

8. 141 grancy must be curtailed.
9. Farm prices must be ;

s t a b i l i z e d . ^  ; . ;;r  .;r
10. Farm incomes must be brought to the same level as factory 

workers.
11. Farmers must have long term 

credit available.

.■ \  - ' ; - • ■■for the Government to Continue
,• ' , ■. " i::.- l- ‘ v:;...... *.. . Negative
1. Farm guarantees are charac- 
, teristic of-so ciallstio 
• government. ‘ ‘

: 2. Thegovernment should keep out of personal business.
3. The people should support the government, not the government support the 

people. > . •, v -r
4. The.best government is that

V , - which governs least. ;: -
5. Competition is the backbone 
- of American business. .,

6. ~ The law of supply and demand 
,will regulate.prices.' ;7. ‘This'.is a further step toward 

- -, governmental economic .;/;■ planning. - - ~ -
8., Government regulation has 

been unsuccessful in foreign 
.nations.9. Production control in 
America has made foreign 
competition greater.

10. Many farmers chisel on. their 
contracts.

11. This plan increases the bur
den on American taxpayers.
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r ; -?o; v.r, V, : ^ 0:1 c:' :: :? ig.̂ Many acre8 of good land are
forced to lie Idle.I. :r’ - r 13. It is Impossible to plan
for the future in agriculture.' !0.. nuuvv n i-O ~:;e vf In .-urine turc

References: pre-.;c.ig x-<?.
Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY;: , '-p.; 4 5 9 - 4 6 4 Tb 7cb rO
Walker, Beach; and Jamison: AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL *
, .CHANGE; p. 303^320.

Butz;;-Earl L; 8Farm-Price Support-Step toward Nationalization.n 
The' Commercial and Financial Chronicle 170:753 
. (August 25,, 1949) ... ,

Dbnmeyer;; Clark, "Farm'Subsidies and Price Supports.H
The California'Cltrograph 35:34-5 (November 1949)

Fleming, Roger, "Price and More Too.8 The. Nation's 
' AAgriculture !24:7 (June 1949) ' * - -

Kline, Allen B., "Again...;Subsidies." The Nation's 
r~ Agriculture 24:7 (June 1949)
L;‘Miller, Herman I., "Egg^Price Support Problems as We See 

rrThem.f The U. S. Egg and Poultry Magazine 56:20
■- (April 1950r ~ .... ..
O'Neal, Edward A., )!The Subsidy Issue."'The Nation's 

"Agriculture 19:7 (March 1944)
Quackenbush, Gerald, "Parity and the Dairyman." Hoard's 

Dairyman 95:81 (February-10, 1950)
Shaffer, E. T; H.,;"Favored Farmers." The Atlantic Monthly137:834-41 (June 1926)...  ̂ ---------------
Slmerl, L. H., "Farm1Attitudes' and Methods of Supporting Prlces." Journal of Farm Economics 29:246-9 (February '1947) .
Vine, Vernon and McMllieri, R. D., "Can We Lick the

Surpluses?" Farm Journal'74:38-9 (February 1950)
- Wysor, W. G., "ThepCase Against Subsidies." The Nation's 

Agriculture 19:11:(February 1944)
"Congress.Explores the Brannan Plan." Congressional Digest 

' 29:69-96 (March 1950)
"Floor for. Farm^Prlces: Limits to Coming Decline."

United:States News 21:22 (November 1, 1936)
"Food Subsidies and Price, Roll Backs." Congressional Digest 

22:259-88 . (November 1943) ;~ ,
"Forum: Are Subsidies Increasing Food Prices Now?" Forum

108:350-1 (December. 1947) .....
"Price Support-Programs.."- The California Cltrograph 

35:3^(November 1949), -.v, i.:: a ;7i;
■-'oyr'X vy .2 . 2 ';'T • Ccal A ..a,.
2. bvlla: LXv? bxrcxiriaa':.
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Problem V. Conservation of Natural Resources
I. Objectives : . ; . ;

- . V:;- : i:;",
1. To understand the desirability of insuring future 

generationsvthe products of nature.
2. To know what has been done;to lessen the exploitation 

of our natural resources.
3. To develop skill in conservation of our natural

resources. rr ' ;
4. To realize how dependent this nation is on the

products of nature^-: : rf: ; ;: : : ,'
■ , ' • ‘ L .5. To understand the desirable and undesirable effects 

of government developed power.
II. Introductory Class Discussion - v .

A. His tori oa.lly speaking.
1. Definition of a natural resource.
2. Our policy-of the past.

a. “Get rich quick.M • ; 
b i.; Encouraged waste.

2. Demanded exploitation.b. Increased use of our resources.
1. Population growth.
2. Factory system of production.
3. Establishment of monopolies.
4. New inventions. ,
5. Mechanical power.

B. Nature of: conservation. ' ̂ .C- :t =,r: „1. Meaning of conservation. c , , ,
2. Planning for future generations.

C. Mineral conservation. •; . ^1. Coal.
a. How formed.• . r •
b. Uses. ; v .
c. Kinds and supply.d. Wastes: in mining, and using.
e. Depletion,of coal reserves.
f. Ways of conserving.g. Governmental, policies.

1. Land is no longer sold but leased on a 
royalty basis.2. Guffey-Vinsori Coal Act.
a. Fixed prices.

‘. b. Enforced collective bargaining.
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2. Iron.
a. Usee. • V' :;c2.Sources;-and. supply, v s;: .n ■. Vl vu k
c. Wastes:in mining-and.using..
d. Conservation" bf;iron.

1. Improving:mining methods.,
2. Utilize scrap iron.
3; Substitute other building materials.3. Petroleum.- 'k • 1 kkic. LI co,

a. Uses. ^
b. Importance of oil in American industry.
c. Sources and supply.

; d. Wastes in producing and consuming, 
k, e; Conservation of oil.
- :1. Increase drilling efficiency^u. - . 2. Fire- prevention. t- r r ; r .

5. Substitute" other fuels. • < ♦ 
f. - Governmental poll cy. ■ -"% , " - -■ ■ l: ,
- -1." Federal Oil Conservation Board.

D. Conservation" of; Forests, Soil, and Wild Life.
1. Forests.: . .. ;. V::ki;/ k k /  vi L

a. Uses.
1. Lumber. .
2. By-products.v ', 1 ■ ..-r"3 . .
3. Check-soil erosion.

b. Sources and supply.
. c. Wastes in cutting and processing.r d .  ; Conservation of forests.' k k :

o.. : 1. National forests.
2. "Forest service. .

: ' •• c : :j a. Supervises autting. and marketing.■ „. ; ,/b; Reforestation.
^ "- r c. Fire prevention. k .̂kkC'k.k;.::' k"k: :o;

. k3. National and State Parks.
V ; 4. Civilian Conservation "Corps.;: ; ; : ,1 v

a. t Reforestation.
:: k ; .. b. Prevented; soil erosion. —  : : k ; •

2. Soil.-;,
a. Nature and importance. - •- > : - - ; -
: b.-Wastes-of; s o i l . ^  '.

'1 : . 1* Erosion. . . .. ■; k’ V' ■ ' V: c..::- '^ . a. Meaning and significance.
'-3 v -,, ; k. ; b. ."..Causes* f.f, vt i:' -r-'

i'>£"

.1. Wind.,;2. Water. nc 'kS t'c. Methods of checking.
c. V: !Restoring > fertility.1. Fertilization.
- 2. Rotation of; crops.,, L
d., Draining: swampsV 3 i 

Irrigation of arid,land.'

c-to:-..
k:;

e.
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• 3, ■ . v

ii :r-'

5.; Wild life.: ̂ . :N ;v: '■ " -  Vv ̂ . V V • ■ }:r-y.:a. Nature, and importance. .
; ' b. Disappearance of our animal and, bird.kingdoms. 
'VC. Methods-of conserving game, 
r Al.: Individual steps. . : v-• ,

: a> Private game re serves. '.-'L
>. i1 /  2. oivCrmcnfi! methods.

1 ' ; a- Fish and Wild Life Service.
b. Refuges.
c. Reserves.
d. Control areas. ..E. Conservation of water. 1 - ' ■ • v- - i-c;

1. Uses. ■ ' • ■ • -
2. Development of hydroelectric power.
5.: Methods of conserving water resources^

a. Federal Water Power Commission. 
r b. Suitable sites withdrawn from sale. 1

c. Prevention of floods. r
d. Federal projects. J :r* ^ '

l.: Tennessee Valley- Authority!" r -: :' ■ '"I Ch :;' ■ •

.>-■0

in t.
Pri

2; Boulder Dam.
N :j 31- Columbia River Projects.' 1

;;P; ? j' 4; St". Lawrence Riv e f P r 6 j e c t s. - - - 5  ̂ Ft. Peck Dam. j '- -
7'j V
i 1 :.

Refefences:;
- - v- ;. i'u:

. :'■> •’■■rv 
31::
. V  :

.  ̂ ; / •

•7 : • r 1 :■
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Amerlcan 162:274-6 (May 1940) : •
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' Vari'Name, Willard G., "Anti-Conservation Propaganda." 
Science 61:415-6 (April 17, 1925) - ■ 1

Editorial, "To Save the Land." The Nation 169:99 
' ^ - -(July -30/ 1949) t v r
".Flinging: Away an Empire. " The -New Republic 70:32-3 

- (February 24, 1932) r V  X -
"Malntairilng,Our Resources." The New Republic 122:15-6

(January 16, 1950) 'V2':-LIX:n
III. '“Informal Debate Topic'

Resolved: The Federal Government Should.Develop 
; 2 : Hydroelectric Power. 1 - J-r

' Affirmative \ ;/• Negativer2^
1. Water power belongs to all 1.-Our country has the most

the people. 22''; - 2 remarkable power develop-
2. Natural^resources are the X mentofany country,

heritage'of2the unborn. 2 2. Private companies-have
3. Must"be developed in the X : . kept pace -wltti needs and

interest of all the people. planned for-future supply.
4. Private profit should not 3. Rates•are continuously being

be allowed. ; 2 XT V X X  ' lowered; : .--X;:.5. Super systems are more , . 4. Rates vary because of pro-
effident. • 2 - ' r1.- v? ; . ductlon costsi6. Power can • be...f urni shed^at_ _ . 5. Federally produced power
reduced rates. ' ”• :‘2; 2~2 .  .. necessitates higher taxation.

7. Continuous service can be 6. Government enterprise is
maintained. 2 • vr- ; proven inefficient because8. Government projects furnish T 2 of politics. "electricity to the public 2" ?. Government ownership would
more.cheaply. - ; r -make more federal employment

9. Provides flood control and and red tapeXX...2river regulation..X - - 8. Step toward bureaucratic
10. Permits' large scale irriga- control of business.

tion projects. 9. Getting away from traditional
11. Private capital will not, ,r . . American business ideas,

undertake such large 102 No incentive to reduce
projects. . costs of production as long

12. Private companies are pro- as federal treasury under-
pagandizing the program. , writes deficit. :.;vi

13. Regulation of private com— 11. Worker incentive would bepanics has failed. lost.
14. Private companies charge , vn .12. An approach toward the so-

excessiye rates. : 8 - cialistic state.15. Private companies are mono- 13. No more reason to own the
poly controlled. power industry than any-;.:: v -other2public utility.
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Neuberger, -Harold L .,. "We Have Nothing but the Earth."
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(February 14',. 1947) .■ ter- :v.:vpor jr ,

Problem VI. Communication and Transportationt.;;- ■ ’ : C-
I. Objectives

1. To understand the development of transportation. ‘ ‘ ort.
communication and

2. To realize the importance of communication and trans
portation to this nation. -- -- ...

3. ■ To,/know and- understand; the principal reasons- favorable
and unfavorable to - government control of the 

/ - railroads. , -v .. -uTf I . -V' / r’T'- >
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II. introductory Class Discussion

> - .
A; CommunloatibnV

J r r ’
ro.

1.. Primitive communi cation. ; : • r r 1':':-:
_ ;: 2. Telegraph'.arid ;telephone. ; -... 3.; Advantages of wire communication. ;C-:I 

■ - -a."-: Time; - ^  
b. Expense.

' c. Lessens sectionalism.4. Wireless.'•''•••a.' Benefits. - vc v c - ^  C .-v. .-.a
5. Federal Communications Commission, 

a. Licenses radio stations.- -b. Assigns wave lengths. i
B. Importance of transportation.' / 1. Exchange of -; cbmmodities. - i ' :.v rv' T-.; l •.nr'

" - 2. Raised the standard of living. 7 ^
- - 3. Developed our nation.
- • C. -Development of Transportation. n -
- : 1. Early transportation. *• . ' ' - ror-'

‘ a. Rivers and seas. . : .
: “ - b. Canals. - "
- - y 7- c. Colonial roads.  ̂ li:  ̂  ̂ a. Turnpikes. -; : ::v;v; - net
.... . e. Railroads. ---- . :

1. Early growth.2. Later developments. . . v: ; ' l;-:
3. Railroad improvements. ' : : 5 • Jo v

oir-

: aV;

‘ *■* *r> *-J ■=. V 1

-'-oolr- 
uo': 0:0'.', ViV
1 • ’? V- ̂/ r " ooy

J

4. Services rendered.
f. Motor transportation^ ‘ -' ' -o - .o--li Automobile. o ' : • o: : ,

2. Increased use. : ^  „ : o;o o .ogv Improvements. : .' .o.o :v:d.
4. Public motor vehicles. v o  ■ n■ 0 t'c: % a*. -Busses v : - ■"■oo oooooiovor' l'-'r*o<=

b. -Trucks. v'- r r-oc:o;ro.c::
g. Water transportation;"i: ’: r o^o'eo

1. Advantages and disadvantages.
2. Improvement. :

hljAir transportation. r I; .
1. Development. • , d -no -. ' o ■: o ; os :o -o: 

' 2V Improvement s. o o ■ o : . oo ' o o:o ,
■ - 3. Special uses.. ' o o : : :
' 47 Future development.’ ■ o5. Civil Aeronautics Authority. V v

References:Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY- p. 431-439. 
Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN ' DEMOCRACY; p. 111-11?. - d: d. J -o'* :; J-
Reinow: CALLING ALL CITIZENS; p. 499-507.
Hughes: BUILDING CITIZENSHIP; p. 435-471 - ' -

' .'v -V - ' > * > : '• •. '' • - . . ... . —  V
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Krug and Quillen: LIVINO IN.OUR COMMUNITIESj p . 24—278. 
Kruttechnltt, Julius, "Railroad Efficiency: Past arid"
- . Present.n The Atlantic Monthly 129:106-16 (January 1922) 
Williamson, F. E., "Are "the Railroads Obsolete?" Current 

History 52:45-7 (September 1940) - f ,
Young, Robert F., "How to; Run a Railroad." The American
r- - ■ Meroury 65:653^61 (December 1947) ; - - ;' , ; : -

III. Informal. Debate, Topic ;' ; ; ̂ . on ir.v: : ;  ̂ ■. vi: , :
/  n  \  ' 7  A ' o - ^  v-', A.".;.- a . ; ; . ' : : - . -  (: -  a , j 7 ;o o -.'Resolved: The Federal Government ShouId Own: and- Control 

: r " - All Interstate; Railroads, in •; r -Ar;:7 vn y. : v Ao:-V a r non n i-'V-r n.:
Affirmative v Negative

1. The government, assisted In 1. Government control during 
building nearly all railroads. World'War I was;unsucess-

2. Railroads may. exercise the’ A: ^ful. . A :
right bf7eminent, domain.. ■: 2. A Under government ownership

3. Much legislation favorable ot - the incentive for good
to railroads has been ' o " work Is lost. ,7.- y,-' . -y. 
passed. " ( : • - ■7 : : It would be a step toward

4. Railroads are quasl-publlc n < ; a socialistic-state,
services. :7 7 4. The government does not

5. Individuals have" used the •7 . -.aobtain experts In.the 
railroads to. serve:,selfish 7i 7 field.
purposes.; . 7 .. •. 7 5. Politicians would be more

6. Railroads, evadel the; regu-iL vi . Interested In; securing jobs
latory laws. 7 '7 7. 7.7 than efficient management.

7. Dishonest management has . 6. Carelessness In managementcaused the failure-.of: many 7 ; ’ wouldA be prevalent. 
railroads. : : ; 7 "7 7;77;\7  ̂7 7. Strikes would not be

8. Railroad; strikes: tierjupb , ! elimiriated.... •
the entire-;nation. -..-.v.rr -8."It would Increase the

9. Government? operation during -7 “ ibnerlcan; taxpayers* burden'. 
World War I was'successful. 79.; Government ownership of

10. Government, operation instl- 7 industry, has - never proven
tuted;many needed reforms. - 7 successful. : .y-

11. Government ownership In. 10. Railroad efficiency would
foreign"countries has pro- be reduced.
ven successful. 11. Consistent policy of opera-

12. Railroad unification is itIon would be impossible,
necessary and only under 12. Purchase of existing roads 
government ownership is would increase the publicit possible. - debt.13. Government ownership;.would . 7 k 1 'n ' ' '■prr . "
result in cheaper operation. 7 . :7 r. 7 '7 : 7 ;

References:Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS; OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; p.
447. .

Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN 
DEMOCRACY; p. 117-141.

439-
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_ . .:: V C:) - :'v

Problem,VII. Corporate System versus Co-operative System
I., Objectives: L: :j;ir f'!': v.*' i » . -i. - L --- *- «*►-  ̂ :

.1. To understand the basic principles of the corporate 
system; also-the underlying principles of the co
operative system. : r-m

T2. To understand-the.organization of a corporation-and -
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3. To develop a knowledge of the various types of co-
' operatives. ::. • " ' ' --- - -.
4. To understand the arguments.for and against co~

operatives reducing,the cost of living. : ' .7.
II. Introductory Class Discussion

A. Rise of big enterprise. : .
1. .Definition of a corporation. . - . '2. Industrial revolution. ; ^
3. Enterpriser.4; Partnership. : •
5. Corporations. . . .
; a.' Unification-of capital into one business.

b. Stockholders are part owners.
c. Stockholders liability extends to amount ofinvestment. , - -
d. Business does not cease at change of ownership.e. Organization: - r ^ : y-

• 1. Charter. : -
2. Board of directors. .

=':- 3. Officers. . ; -
B. Rise of co-operative movements.

1. Definition
2. Historical

i - ■
- v :i

of a co-operative. 
background.

a. -English co-operatives. -
* b. American beginnings. ::: y  ̂ ' y-i - . Growth. \

' 3. Organization. ' ' . ' ' - -< ; ■-;a.: Shareholders are owners. - ■ . . .
b. Only one vote to each owner: ‘

;r ! c. Board of directors. y -• d. Managers. - • - -
; :4; Types of co-operatives.

- ’ • ' a. Consumer co-operatives.  ̂ ;
; 1. Save money on purchase price. ' ' -

- b. Producer co-operatives. 'r ^
1. Share ownership of tools of production.

• c. Selling co-operatives, -y" : - ̂ _
' ' 1. Lend money to members - ’

References: ■ ■ " - -v-" ■ -
GreenahV EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; p. 392-394. 
Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN ^- . . DEMOCRACY; p. 92-99.'
Walker, Beach, and Jamison: AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL 

CHANGE; p. 261-271.
V* Gavin, Gray, and Groves: OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER; 

p. 399—405. -
y Berge, Wendell, "The Future of American Capitalism.n Vital 

: Speeches of the Day 10:531-4 (June 15, 1944)
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Editorial, "The; Big.Corporations Rule;? The New Republic 

84:99-101'(September 4> 1935) '
Editorial, "More Powerful than States."Journal of the 
- '- National Educational Association 33:130 (September 1944)

1111 - Informal Debate Topic u

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

Resolved: The Co-operative Movement Offers the Solution 
to Lower Living Costs. - lo, li;;''. ■"• . and anna:,.'- n.-'n--- -.-n- nn"

-Affirmativedb:anry n. Ln , Negative
■dre-: n, ,, ; v: n. " r  ■: a a.a rn-a a n ;>-n ̂
Members save money on pur- . 1. Corporations can conduct 
chase'price. '  ̂: - • ‘ large' scale -business;!
Members' receive periodic- 2. Corporations can buy products refunds In.proportion to ' - cheaper. ,' a : ’ -
purchasei a- r: a 3. Goods can be produced more
Co-operatives operate for efficiently:and ln»larger
the full-benefit of ; a volume.
consumers. a 4. Greater production permits
Co-operatives are more 1 n-"- : lower cbmmodi ty" prlces.
terested in- service-than ? 5. 'Possible tb1-hired'experts to
profit. . J : • * - - manage the - business.
Protect customers against 6‘. Branch- offices make possible misleadlng advertlsements, ' .d: v.aiquickVsupply to customers,misrepresentations, and '• 7. By-products are utilizedadulteration." ; -a-1-. i. for additional- source of a.
Co-operatives can: success- • ; 1 rrevenue.; .7;: -c
fully compete with big' busl- 8. Migrant population does 
ness. • ! ' - Cv V' ; not effect;a corporation.
Co-operatives make for_con- 9. Large corporations can corn- tented workers. : pete with foreign producers.
Workers are: member-owners, : r.10. Maintains, a very high stan- 
sharing in the' profits as . " * ; dard of efficiency,
well as'in management. 11. Corporations' are based on
Co-operatives need^not Z : r.. the. American principle of 
spend money for advertise- ; 19: comp e tit i o n - d y v .
ments. U j ’ •: 12. Corporatlons can withstand
Lessens the necessity for . r . business recessions.- 
government controliof " : : i v : " ! ? )business; l- v ■: v-: .1., i:-:‘ :.r:: ? -
Co-operatives do not pay % i: 7; AA i{•.•.•.r-ul-i-r 9, 19 • corporation taxes. - : : A-'-:' ■'-vi: A'--.;: .ii-y A:;: : : 9' /n
Corporations'eliminate " ] /, lA ?}
competition.av.'* :■ y-* „:‘cn Ovf :;7 -

7n J ..;1:A:'.:;’.'!' : 19.
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Problem VIII. . Organized Labor '
I. Objectives ; . V. ;:

1. To know the types of labor, organizations and how they are formed. '' .
2. To understand the aims and policies of labor organizations.
3. To understand the methods used by organized labor to 

accomplish their alms and policies.
4. To understand"employers * reaction"to labor's methods 

of enforcing their., program.
5. To* understand;the.ways in which disputes may be" settled. ''  ̂ : : :' v* ’• ■- -■ ** II.

II. Introductory Class Discussion
-  : ■ . •A. Organization begins.

1. Factory system separated employer and employee.
2. Trade unions organized to raise wages. ,
3. American Federation of Labor. ^ ■;

■j ;; ' a;- Work. - —  - ■ : - ■  ̂ '
b. Control.
c. Political influence. ...4. Railroad Brotherhoods.

: - a. Reasons for forming. . : ;
B. Types of Organizations.

1. Craft (horizontal) unions. ^■ a. How Organized?;
; b. What type of people are members? .

c. With what does•this union concern itself?
- 2. Industrial (vertical) unions.

■a. How organized?- : ,
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[. 3: xor.bi' Who> are members?
c. What are the main concerns of this type of union? 

CV M e b : of labor torgan! aatiohs. ' r: .. > , • - 'i: l
1. Increased-wages. : ^ r ' . v  ,
2. Shorter hours of work.
3. Better'working conditions. Kvav™? v j
4. Social and educational benefits.

D;j Means' of a'ceomplishihg their ends; '5:r:OU -d- : ' D
/. j .

v r
r.;Collective bargaining.

-■;] 1 "  .-;d
. V ..-’-1.'. '« c:- ' r..

a. Open shop. " -b. Union shop. ’ - u:. ~
Closed-shop., ... y:: ^2. Restriction of •‘output.' • v.""'- > c- 1 e :

3. Limitations on union membership; ; . : ;
4. Union label. :: ' ’
5. Unfair lists:
6. Strikes. : -

: r’
u :v;.:. r;,
O  V  T ' V

.' c ; r ‘ ; •;

. : a. Definition of a strike.
b. Sit down strike. 
.c. Picketing.

7. Boycotts:

'; J.' v . V...

v e i l  O  .3
. tc. e.;.' no

E::Employers.1 methods of combating;labor's demands.'demands.''-'•e oeri;
1.

,1. Employers' associations. 1 
'!; ;;/;12.; Injunctions. v r  o  : .
- . a. Definition of an injunction. v,.!: no

b.-Enforced by law. c-.-vvt- : i
3;:  Yellow-dog contracts. ''•> n. ' ~ ••pr : ■ n' .l- 4. Black list. '' f/lcull not o- v o c t ,

!;'P. Methods/ of preventing and settling labor disputes:1. Trade- agreements. < :il -i -: ;2. Conciliation. - - -- rn'-hlni tod.
3. Mediation. : v.nInp-ofr • .:,-'l ,;G

11. T/ r 1-4.' Arbitration. ;o i t ce- •-•■'v;:.
. .:n;l, I'C ‘-oerlv j.l. -::rr.i-lLt- ern- on

10.

1 * - •
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III.L'Informal Debate Topic .OX'

1;: ::y >'V
v, 
or

•10 o"
Negative

Resolved: " The Taf t-Hartley Management-Latx)c Relations 
. . v O Act Should be :RepealedV''Xor " noc ' - r; :o
' — $ c ̂ ‘ r » • -w-' /

1. Labor unions have benefited;' 
all workers, r ? - 'x:-;

2. Organ! zed'labor has advo-
cated the rinl tiatlve, refer-' 
endtM, and recall. . ;

3. Has believed In .■workmen’s » ; '3. Employers should be . allowed
compensation; * ■ o - ;x; ;to advise employees about

4 . Organ! zed ;labor..has secured • “ the . advl sablll ty of Joining
shorter hours and kept wages J'; a union. ' . 0 r .X X r.̂.
above the cost of living. X : r 4. Employers as well as unions

should be ‘able .to petition

1. .Unions should not be allowed 
'to compel workers to Join.

2. Organ!zed labor should not 
be allowed to, dictate ..whom

. : an employer may hire.
3.

5. Labor has-been a bulwark
against'radicalism.'' " •6. Has established collective 
bargainlng in - indus try X ' >

7. Taft-Hartley Act circum
scribes collective bar
gaining. V.: ; "- xx '' '

8. Taft-Hartley Act will pro- "
mote labor-mahagemeht . ' 
friction. :;‘X

9. Taft-Hartley Act diecrimi- X, 
nates against'workers. : xx; r

10. Purpo se of the Taf t-Hartley " Act is ; to destroy yorgahlzed " 
labor, xX; -y;x; :X, 'x ̂

11. Taf t-Hartleyl Act makes: it x
difficult to obtain' speedy,, 
justice. . ■ • y '

12. Many employers prefer to
. bargain with a closed shop.
13: Taft-Hartley Act outlaws " 

secondary boycotts.
14. Jurisdictional strikes must 

be subjected to labor board.
15. Employers can advise against 

joining a union.
16. Unions may be sued in

federal court.• '
17. Signing non-communist affi- ~ 

davits, is class discrimina-
. tion. ' "  x 'x ;x.18. Taft Hartley Act violates
our freedom of speech and 
press. - ;:':::::x '.: ;x:

for a:vote Lto determine 
shop status.

5. -'Communist.-affidavits arereasonable because more 
'.•radical's" are found in labor 
. unions. .....

6. Unions should not be exempt 
from court suits.1 "

7. The number of apprentices should hot be restricted.
8. Nation and industry-wide collective bargaining-should

;. be prohibited. , ,,,, ,
9. A cooling-off-period is
; .necessary. .
10..Should prohibit the checkoff.
11. Output'restrict!ons"should 

not be allowed.
12. Union maintenance should be 

eliminated.
13. Refusal to talk over grie

vances should be a punish-
. able offense. ,

14. Strikes impairing the na
tional welfare should be

; illegal. _ , ... ,..15. Compulsory arbitration should 
be instituted.

16. Racial discrimination should
n be outlawed.
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Problem IX. ,,; Continuous and Universal Employment
I. Objectives O': r. • r--b.

n1. To understand, the* desirability of :work:ln all its
phase 8 . r/ - . T'.L Ll.'it ^

2. To know the causes of depressions as well as:their 
cost to the working man. :

3. ' To understand'what an annual living wage would mean
to American workers. ... „ ......

4. To know'the desirable and undesirable points of insuring 
an annual living wage to American labor.
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II. Introductory Glass Discussion
: A. Work. \ '■ ; •

v 1. Definition of work. - T 
- 2. Why do individuals work?
B. Systems of employment.

1. Slavery or forced employment.
2. Self employment.
3. Employment for compensation.

; 0. Types of work.
1. Mental. . V :
2. Physical. ,

D. Varieties of work.
1. Specialization.
2. Machine production.

E. Unemployment.
1. Causes. ; -

a. Personal causes.
b. Technologl cal.
c. Seasonal.

.. d. Cyclical. .
1: '; ; e. Depression.

;f. Overproduction. :
2. Cost to employees.

: a. Loss of wages.
• . . b. Lower standard of living.
: : c. Injures morale.

. ; ■. '■ T;'

' * .
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Dilke, Marley G., "Is Full Employment Possible?" Forum 

104:120-4 (October 1945)
Fertlg, Lawrence, "The Fiction of Full Employment."_

The Amerlcan Mercury 58:221-7 (February 1944)
Morgan, Joy Elmer, "The,Future,of American Youth." Journal 

of the National Educational.Association.25:57-8 
(February 1936): -;

Editorial, 11 The Road to Freedom - Full Employment." The' 
New Republic 115:395-415 (September 24, 1945)

III. Informal Debate Topic . v . v
Resolved: American Labor Should Be Paid An Annual

, Living,Wage. . ^  1
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Afiflraative 1 : ! v. r::.!':. v ' : Negative ■'1 y; ;h‘. ^ ■ v.  ̂ r - •.
1. Insuffidient lncome'is a ; ‘ This is an impossible ideal,

dominant/cause ̂ of poverty.' p - '2; The amount of worker ? s
2. Labor should-hot be a com-;/- ) production should be a wagemodity ?to - be ;purchased on y. - • determiner. Ip • yP/PPlp - 

the open market. " - 3. Law of supply and demand
3. A well paidj satisfied - 1 ‘should help determine‘Wages',

workerxis good* suedess 4.' Competition in job holding
insurance^ ; ' ; ' 1 s • the basic idea in wage

4. Human resources should'be- .  ̂- determlhlng! ;-p--
conserved. ; : P 7 :r r .'- j 5. An annual living wage would

5. Increase in workers' wages . - , establish an arbitrary
benefits everyone. 14, 104-3} standard for dissimilar

6. The living wage should be Y«: p.r«=" ipeople. 1 i-.p (■?-'}2.
an annual wage;' 1030) 6." Wage increases must be

7. Much poverty results- from î ;: ’ ‘borne by thecconsumer in
seasonal: employment i? p '.increased price a. I}

8. Seasonal laborrisla cdomihaht .7. Many ifamilies.-have: more than 
cause of many.disturbances. one breadwinner.

9. Employment should be -regu- - : 8.r Thls plan/would}dia count
lari zed. - ; 1/, : ".".y I-'.'.-'-' worker’efficiency .•

10. An annual wage:guarantees 9. Many,aniAmerican worker is
fifty-*two pay checks. ,' r • :Trl extravagant; o ■ ' /, / ' !

11. It will lessen labor turn- ' 10. Subnormal mentality and de-
over. generacy cause much poverty.

12. Unions welcome the annual H .  This plan would discourage
wage plan. thrift and saving.13. It will lessen unemployment. 12. This idea is financially

14. Will lessen the severity impossible.
of depressions. 13. This plan disregards skilled

labor.
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UNIT IV. SOCIAL PROBLEMS -

Problem I. Education -
I. Objectives . ; ./

1. To understand the objectives of our public schools.
2. To understand the "way schools receive their

appropriations.... " • u i
3. To understand the method of control now existent in 

V , our schools. -
4. To know and understand :the arguments: for and against

Federal aid to education. . .
II. Introductory Class Discussion ; :

A. Alms of educational system. : _ " " ;v;:i1. Definition of education.
2. Education begins where?
,3. Seven objectives of the public schools.

v v: : '. a. Health., . : -: -- M
r b. Command of the fundamental processes.

. •. ■ ' c . Wor thy home member ship. < ; • - . .;.: .
. • ‘ d. Vocation. V :

: ■■ J e. Citizenship. ' . C - i ;; ; ;f. Worthy use;of leisure. : •:
. , g. Ethical character, r ;

B. Public schools.• 1. Necessary for national unity.
2. Controlled by local authorities.
3. State supervised. , -
4. School funds. , :;

a. Local taxation. -
: b. Permanent school funds.

5. Federal supervision, 
a. Federal grants and appropriations.

C. Trends in education. :- ^- 1. Forty hour week has increased leisure.
2. Recreation is on the increase.
3. Growth of adult education.4. Increase in school population. "
5. Advisability of smaller classes.
6. Preparation for life in a democracy.

References: .....Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; 
p. 232-245.Reinow: CALLING ALL CITIZENS; p. 43-58.

Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN. 
DEMOCRACY; p. 644-664.
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Gavin, Gray, and.Groves: OUR-CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER*; 
pi 541-560. ::;vi I f ; ; 7-.10 % -n.. y :.j-:'-

Steinberg and Knowlton: THE AMERIOAN. WAY :1N COMMUNITY - 
LIFE; p . :208—224; ' : - f  ̂v 3

Landis and-Landis: ^DCIAL-LIVING; p. 356-366.
Magruder: AMERICAN GOVERNMENT; p. .  626-628. • ■ ^ v >
Walker, Beach, ;andvjamison: THE GOVERNMENT OF ■ THE 'UNITED STATES; p. 550-574.
Crichton, Kyle, "Our Schools1 are a Scandal." Collier1 s 117:32 (April 13/ 1946)
Sackett, Everett B.,:"Has the Nation a Stake in its 
i Schools?" The Survey 85:522-7 (October 1949)

III. Informal Debate Topic ■ - •'
Resolved: The:Federal. Government'Should.Contribate
■; l  ̂ . to ,the Support of Public School's. ' -

Affirmative': ■ T ..  ....... Negative
, 'f, H. , J v V. f v - v V'.-:'A : , ''

1. We can and must. afford. good 1: 1. We have -the best public
schools. . fr-, . Svu!:-urx. schools'-in the world.

2. Money spent^for. schools is 2.3 The 'magnitude of the. problem
a good investment.: ,: is too great.

3. School appropriations are ; -3.- Consolidation is jimprov-
too small. . - • , -v ing rural school systems.

4. The United .States still ranks 4. Instructional quality has
- in; illiteracy. .. :, ' ; -.n greatly increased. -5. It is necessary-to cbetter 5. -Curricula have been reor-
. Americanize the-alien. ' ganlzed to meet pupil needs.6. Better health education is " 6.7Schools how try to teach
needed. ;; r. . - v. ; ;. -.independent -.thinking. -- -:̂

7. Many states ‘cannot afford - l : . 7. Illiteracy is rapidly de- J
adequate schools. , ; - creasing. ' ; ;r- ;

8. Rural schools are -inferior 8. National level of health
to city schools, (j- i - has been Improved by educa-

9. Weal thy state s can offer o.~ - t l o n . r  Vv^eral X ■ 1
superior education. * 9. Every state can afford ade-

10. Ours is a migrant popula-:; ; ~ quate schools.tion so education should (: 10. Federal support would result
be equalized. : , ■ in double taxation. .

11. Ignorance breeds section- 11. Federal contributions would
all am. x . ! result in federal-control.

12. Further federal aid could 12. Staite control can .better <)be based- on precedent. - / . meet the needs of pupils. ;
; .. v. 1)
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West* Meredith, and Wesley: CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS; 
p » 530—533.
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Norton, John K., "Five Compelling Reasons for Federal Aid."Journal of the National Educational Association 
- 36:92 (February•1947)Parrott, J. Easton, "The Outlook for Federal Aid." Journal 
r of the National Educational Asso elation 38:93 
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- TKomasy Elbert D., “Federal Aid to Education." Vital 
Speeches of the Day 4:597-8 (April 15, 1938)

Thomas, Elbert D., "We Oppose Federal Control of Education." 
•* Journal of the National Educational Association 
.34:33 (February 1945)

Williams, Joseph C. and Carr, James, “Should the Federal 
Government Aid Parochial Schools?" Forum 111:100-6 , (February 1949)

Editorial, “Strong Local Support for Schools is the Way 
: to Escape Federal Aid." The Saturday Evening Post 
222:12 (January 28, 19507™"

“Congress'Again Studies the Problem of Extending Financial
- • Aid* to Education.* Congressional Digest 28:261-88

- >(November 1949)r - -
"Federal Aid to Education." The New Republic 121:11-12 

‘ (July 18/ 1949rr- ;1 ‘"Federal Aid to Education." School and Society 67:468 
(June; 26, -1948)

"Federal Al*d to Education Past and Present." Journal of 
the National Educational Association 23:50 
(February 1934)

“Federal Aid-for Schools." The Christian Century 63:710-11 * c (June 5, 1946)• - *-•
"Federal"Control of Education." School and Society 

• 46:443-4 (October 2, 1937)
"How to Avoid-Federal Control of Education." Journal of 

the National Educational Association 34:105-6- ’? T^ay 1945) - -
"Providing Better Schools." The New Republic 120:Sup.12-3 

: (January 10, 1949)
"Should; Financial’Aid be Extended to Public Schools?"

/- Congressional Digest 23:55-64 (February 1944)
“Should the Public School System be Subsidized by Federal 

- Funds?" Congressional Digest 25:35-46 (February 1946)
"Why the States Need Federal School Funds." The Survey 

85:128 (February 1949)

Problem II. Civil Liberties 
I. Objectives • ;

: r o

r.d

•a.r*t y r ; : ? !

1. To understand the meaning of civil liberties.
2. To understand-the fallacy of race superiority.
3. To know the types of M  Bcrlmiriatidn existent inthis country. - - - d- , y • ‘ ,
4. To know what is responsible for many of our prejudices.
5. To understand the affirmative and negative arguments 

about racial and religious discrimlnationv *-'.



; IIV. Introductory Class Dissuasion *
. A. What are civil liberties?  ̂ - nr -• ■:
- -1. Definition of civil liberties. - ’ IG ; ~

r ;n - . r r "  o r  oo" cn-r
' Oj Icr .

i« - - T *  — - V  »■ . ;.'l v :..f ! 0 '".O'OO "
-ro'cr. oi o-

2. How are: they, guaranteed?
B. Essence of freedom.

1. Essential to democracy.
2. Definition of freedom.

C. Racial superiority is a myth.
-I. No race is inferior. ,?,vf...
2. Ho race is less intelligent, - r - -r 1::. ■ : -
3. Nearly all races are greatly mixed. . :

. ;D. Discrimination against minorities. ;-rt :.r
1. Deflnitlon'of minorities, r . • ;v i • ; . .n rr'.r-n

to r 7.
r j-rr

V . . . 2. Religious;minorities,
r- 3, Political minorities.

4. Racial minorities, 
to-r a. Negro.

■-o : o M  ,b. Japanese, or ":: -
- r o - c. Chinese..

■ o. o: o do Mexican.. • v- 
t:t:j v e. : Jewish.
E. Causes of prejudice, 

r :• 'vfoo 1. Suspicion.
• 2. Ignorance; ? ,

3. Misunderstanding.
- • 4. Lack of securl ty.

5. Superlorlty.
F. . Immigration restrictions.

1. Orientals. : ' -2. Illiterates.^
• , 3. Undesirables.
.. 4. Quota regulations. \

t j:.t • V;
. o.

:.3

",: '

V i • ;U:
 ̂/
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Ward, Harry F., “All Around the Liberty Pole>" Survey 
Graph! c 25; 426-7 ( July .1956)

III. Informal Debate Topic
ot:

Resolved: There Should Be no Racial or Religious 
• : Discrimination in the;United;States, t-

'3 ' Affirmative - '
1. All men are created equal.

--V Negative --1- . •• . :■ . •: t " ,
1. Some races have Inherited 

traits that are undesirable
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2. Amerloa was founded by groups 2. Some races are mentally
who came here to escape dls- Inferior, 
crimination. ; ;/ ; • -\ - 3. On - basis: of progress some3. People:should be judged on „ races are superior to others,
personal merits instead of 4. Intermarriage of colors 
ancestral heritage. • ; should not W  allowed.

4. All persons are entitled , 5. Minorities easily adopt 
to -equality of opportunity , radical, tendencies.
to develop.their Qod-glven 6; .Minorities are prone to evade 
powers. ; , v " ■ : the laws. ,5. All men,should be equal in 7. Certain groups have so low
the eyes of the law. . . 7 . a natural endowment,that

6. The Bill,of Rights guarah-, their contribution to so-
tees freedoms to all men. diety is questionable.

7. The Negro was given citizen- 8. Inheritance plays a large
, .ship and equal,rights. . .... part in personal charac-

8". No race is superior to any.... terlstics.
-other. ,_ 9. Religious minorities many

9. Should hot judge the entire times fail to abide by the
10. T L l l  by " ^  ^

their worth. ‘
References: :' :: 1 ; - ;'7
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. Age." Forum 109:65-8. 1^-53, 193-7;i(February-rAprll 1948) 
Hartmann, Paul and Puner, Morton, "Civil Rights and . 

j Minorities." The New Reoublic 122:20-3 (January 30,1950) ....  .....
Humphrey,. Hubert. H., "Toward Civil Rights— 172 Years 

Late." Survey Graphic 57:419-22 (October 1948) 
Miles, Eustace, .wWhat are the Minimum Rights of Humans?"

■ The Contemporary Review 146:439-45 (October 1934) 
Slaagle, William,-ft(me Technique of Suppression." The 

American Mercury 7:35-42 (January 1926)
Wallace, Henry A., "The Attack on Human Rights." The New 

Republic 117:14-5 (August 11, 1947)
Wise, Raymond L., "We Still Need a Bill of Rights." The 

Nation 148:291-3 (March 11, 1939)
Youngdahl, Benjamin, "Freedom and Civil Rights." The 

Survey 85:385 (July-1949)
"The Attack on Civil Liberties." The New Republlc 100: 

327-8 (October 25, 1939)
"The Battle for Civil Rights." The Nation 141:116 (July 31, 1935) - v;: 7 .:v —  —
"Civil Liberties Upheld." The New Republic 114:855 

(June 17, 1946)
"The Controversy in Congress over Federal Civil Rights' 

Proposals." Congressional Digest 29:57-64 (February 
1950)
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"Eighteen Basic Freedoms.“ The Commonweal 44:59-60 
(May 3, 1946) : ;

"Is the Civil Rlgtits Program :a Matter for Federal 
Legislation?" Congressional Digest 27:120-5 
(April 1948) - ... : . . .

"Price of Civil Liberties still' Is Vigilance." The 
Christian Century 46:1164 (October 1, -1947) . , .

"Racism BlggestThreat to Civil Liberties." The 
.Chrlstlan Century 65:981 (August 14. 1945T

“The State of Civil Liberties Today." The New Republic 
117:10-4 (August 11, 1947)

"Where Civil Liberties Stand Today." The New Republic 
83:187-92 (June 26, 1935)

Problem III. Conservation of Human Resources
I. Objectives

1. To understand the principal causes for deaths of
American people. . -. ..

2. To know some of the methods of preventing serious 
Illness.

3. To know methods of assisting the handicapped.
4. To know and understand the reasons why the United 

States should and the reasons why It should not adopt 
Federal health insurance. --

II. Introductory Class Discussion
A. Conserving national health. : -

1. Causes .of death. . r r
a. Abuse of our bodies..
b. Principal diseases. :

1. Heart disease.
2. Cancer. :

... 3. Apoplexy. .
4. Pneumonia. -vr;.
-5. Kidney trouble. : • ' v V; ;.
6. Tuberculosis. .

: . ... 7. Diabetes. ■ .
. 8. Appendicitis. • : - -■

2. Disease preventative6; . :
a. Annual medical examinations. . ' .
b. Early treatment.
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B.

3. Eff eets:of alcohol, r - r  dr;- '.•1 •'v. r.:. r.n,a. Personal effects. r . .
1. Not a.stisulant. . .
2. Slows down reactions, „
3. Contains no food, value. ' ,,..
4. Weakens body resistance to certain diseases.b. Effects on . society . - :-:-
1. Causes about one-fourth of all poverty.
2. Causes about one-third of all the crimes.Helping the handicapped... .... . . .

1. Mental Defectives. ..
. , a. Morons.

b. Imbeciles.’

c.

D.

yc. Idiots. .
2. Insanity. :'’ a. Can be cured.

b. No longer shameful.
3. Blindness. - - • :

a. Schools.
1. Teach trades. :

’ 2. Braille system; '
b. Periodic examinations. =i
c. Sight conservation.

1; Lighting.
2. Glasses.4. Deafness. ; 3: :

a. Schools.
1. Vocational.
' 2 . Lip readl ng.

b. Hearing aids.
Work of private organ!zatiohsl

Vi-:: r l  1 2 3 4

:'' :
• • ' U

■ - ' r :
-?■ '.c;

E.

1. Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research.
2. Russell Sage Foundation. • r ;
3. American Cancer Society.
4. American Child Health Association.
Federal health'-promotion. • :• "
1. United States Public Health: Service. ,1.

a. Inspects interstate and _foreign commerce.
b. Immigrant inspection. - f , : „ ; . V

2. Social Security Act. J rn • - ' ; ^
a. Dependent children. • ; ; . . ; -
b. Maternal and health services. 3 , : 3 'How Federal Health Insurance would work in'the United

States. ■ '.. ’ ' '
1. Committee oh Economic Security Plan. ...

a. Contributions by both employer and employee._
b. Federal government would aid the states. ’-
o. Compulsory for families earning less than

#3000 yearly.
•„;v

•
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1. r - 2. Amerloan Assoelation for Social Security Plan; ^
• a. State controlled and administered. r'j-v  ̂ ^

j : ' ' -b. Compulsory for manual workers. ; -■
: : . c. Agricultural workers exempt;

d. Supplies all medical and dental care.
 ̂ : e. Contributions by employer, employee, and the

state government.
Ref erencesi ■ •' ■ * ; • -■ -- - •• •. •- .:
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Walker,'-Beach, and- Jamison: JAMERI GAN /DEMOCRACY AND' @5 CIAL

CHANGE; p.,196-224. * C r  V D i ' . ;  r  . 1 . 5  ,
Gavin, Gray/ and .Groves:. OURCHANGING SOCIAL ORDER;•  ̂ - -

p. 279-297.
Landis,and;Landis: SOCIAL LIVING; p.'"335-344. 1 -
Murray, James E ' . “Health: Needs and Program. “ Survey 
‘ ..Graphic 35:219-20 (June 1946) ’ - -

III. informal Debate Topic-. • ■ " - :

Resolved:. The United States,Should Adopt Federal Health 
Insurance.;: V v ;  . ' .

'Affirmative "Negative .15 ;-  ̂ y y v y ( "
1. Insurance spreads the cost of 1. Elfe expectancy has increased,

disability. r : . : 2. Many serious diseases have
2. Only about half- the people been conquered. > i v ; , :-

re cel ve heeded medical - ... -3.̂ There i s lample ho spl t ai. faci-
,  ° a ? e • -. _  . - ' -1, l t l e 8 1; . st■’ ? n  v •; ;; i £ f . - •:5 :3. Only about.one-fourth of 4. Many national associations

the people receive adequate , help control diseases, 
dental care. , v.-. . 5. Industry has.:extended medi-

4. Disease is.more frequent - .cal care to many families.
1 n families .earning ;iess ' ,. 6. There has been a sharp rise
than $2400 per year. .y.£ In community health centers.

5. Large death rate in low in-. 7. Mo a t workers .are already
come families. : :. ;.J yyy • ’ insured against' hazardous

6. Middle age death rate is in- r .... jobs. ' V’ - yy..5 i, y y,, :i 
creasing. ;: . « . . 8 .  The German 'systern weakened

7. Medical care 1 s unevenly.! : ;the medical profession. .
distributed, . y . ‘ v v'y'vg. The French' system did' hot

8. Rural areas are badly :heg- -:/. ; aid the neediest.
lected. ;y-".''/^;„ ', / 10. Health insurance encourages

9. There is aydire heedyfor; . V': malihgering..,.^. , -
more' medical centers. .... 11. private yinsurahcel plans yare

10. There is a shortage-of - ' -‘!more"':d'esirablieV.' '
doctors and nurses.
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11. Foreign countries have 
benefited by health 
insurance.

12. Middle or working class 
do not receive adequate 
medical care.

12. Under none of the advocated 
plans would the lower 
middle class be covered 
any way.
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Editorial, "Q-ood Medicine Doesn't Mean Socialism."
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11 The Doctors y . ■ Socialism.H Time 51:55-6 (May 17, 1948)
"For Health.Insurance." The Commonweal 20:199 
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. ev’cj.cvv: ■ ' • ■Problem IV. ^Poverty and Social Security
• - r  :

• -T

I. Objectives: . ■ ; ; .
: P, ■ -a --va 5

1 To understand; the causes of poverty.
. 2. To' know ;the results .of poverty.
"•v :, : r . A •• . A.. AAA; :;R.
3. To .know and .understand what has been done to lessen
A poverty; / r " A : : ■ ■■ ' ■ : . '
4. Tb7.understand the arguments for and against the
p elimination of poverty. : . A A : ;A n

II. Introductory Class Discussion . r
A. . Social-significance of poverty. " ,A : ; a . :
..1 1. Def ini ticn ; of poverty, and - pauper! sm. ■ ~
.. . 2. Old idea, of ̂ poverty.

3 . The modern viewpoint. ,
4. Extent of poverty in rfĉ@ United "States. *

B. Causes of poverty. . . . ....
l.1 Physical or environmental causes.

, 2. Individual causes. :3. .Social -.causes.
C. Results of poverty.

. :\V U f V :

;

; 1. Undernourishment,: ' • 0 ^
2. Increased death rate.3. Slums.
4. Weak family life.
5. Increased crime.
6. Child labor. "
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D. OomMting poverty.
1. Governmental assistance

&. Social Security Act.- ' ; ; • : : :\ : . .• \-
1. Old.age assistance. :
2. Old age insurance.
3. Unemployment insurance. . : : ..i' •;
4. Public health services.

; b. Care of other unfortunates. - : - ; v rty •; ■
1. Dependent children. l ' 1: ; o
2. - Crippled children. , : ...cv’: '1 1

- ■ ', ‘ : 3. Blind. - - r .-'nL V;. \ I' • v
- 4. Child welfare services.

2. Private - agencies. .n - v; v
. . a. American Red Cross. - ~ : :v:; - i: - ' .

- b. Community Chest. v\- o :V.--r vr. •:::
c. Religious organizations. ;. i. .r : ;
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111. Informal Debate Topic , . ^{ ~ vV-V _
Resolved: It Is Impossible to Eliminate Povertyvln :  ̂ .

:: the United States. ..1 %. - r!' -V":.v / :
, Aff irmative : ., : . - Negative

1. Poverty caused by an Act . 1. Temporary poverty can be
of God oannot be eliminated. 1: . eliminated by' loans .and aid.

2. Unemployment will con-̂  :. u- 2. Continuous and universal
stantly:be prevalent. employment, will: eliminate .

3. Further industrialization ;- . poverty.
will increase poverty. 3. Education will stamp out 11-

4. Continued urbanization will . - ,literacy a dominant cause.
Increase poverty.. 4. Medicinal;advancements

5. Hereditary causes will, pre- L. : have:lessened the amount of
vail indefinitely. . . "'" industrial diseases. •;

6. Feeble-mindedness and de- ." ; 5. Elimination of slums will
generacyy cannot be elimi- reduce poverty.
nated. . . . .  ... ...6. Industrial safety .and acci-

7. Intemperance: is .a-dominant • dent prevention-reduces
cause of poverty. - ^  hours. "

8. Physical-defects hamper a. , 7. Social Security provides 
person's ability to- work.-", / ’ for"the aged; 7 ,

9. Shiftlessness and laziness : 8. Industrial education will
lead to much,poverty.... .... lessen the amount of un-

10. Industrial accidents- re- ; skilled workers.
suit in loss, of wages. 1 9; Soil conservation will les-

11. Illiteracy relegates people sen rural poverty.to a low standard of liv- ,10. Child labor legislation has 
ing.'\ :; 7. ' i'r.'. " ' eliminated this evil.

12. Insufficient.income is % . ,11. Regularized employment would
responslbleTfor.much po- ' - reduce poverty.
verty. ; ; v ' 12. Well paid, satisfied labor

13. Seasonal"pbeupatlons{cause . is a benefit to business as
much poverty ̂ 'if" ‘ - . :: - - well a s' the community. -

14. Americans are extremely 13. Reduction in crime and de-
ex travagant. linquency will lessen

poverty.
'  ̂ * • ' 14. Extension of Social Security

... * will further reduce poverty.
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' : " : ' ' - - : ■ ' ’ l' 'o" ;■ x r, c ' -i.
Problem V. Housing Deficiencies

I. Objectives '. .
1. To know the effect of poor housing on family, life.
2. To know' the reasons for and results of slums.
3. To •understand the necessary processes involved in 

slum clearance. V, '
4. To understand the arguments both affirmative and negative 

concerning the development of low cost housing by pri
vate enterprise.
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II. Introductory Class Discussion
A. Poor citizens are the result of poor housing.

1. Wholesome family life is an Impossibility in 
slum areas. -

2. Filthy tenements offer no incentive to cleanliness
■ and decency. ;

B. Why slums exist.
1. The poor must live where rent is within their means.
2. Low income groups must live close to Lthelr work.
3. Industrial expansion has converted desirable resi

dential areas into tenements. :
4. Public indifference has allowed slums to grow.

C. Results of slums. ,V - 1 -- v ;
1. Lack of sanitary conveniences.

a. Twenty per cent of homes have no electricity.
b. One-fourth of homes do not have private bathand toilet facilities. ; : ,2. Overcrowding.
a. Minimum space.

3. Increased crime. —  :
a. Juvenile delinquency.• : 1. Broken homes. . 1 - ; .

2. Crowded living quarters. , - :
: 3. Poor recreation facilities. s I .

: ‘b. i Adult criminals. ••  ̂ i :
. 1. Possible hide-outs. • i • - ; r

2. Easy to find accomplices. ' .
4. Increased disease. :

a. Epidemics. : V;: -- ; :
; b. Contagious and infectious diseases thrive.
, -Ci-High-death rate. - r r-

d. High infant mortality rate. '
5. Increased taxpayer cost.

a. Police protection. '
• “  b. Fire protection. ’ r. .

c. Social services. „ .
d. Slum taxes do not pay expenditures for protection.

D. Slum clearance. ' -
1. Obstacles. '

a. Cost of property to be demolished. ;
b. Where to house displaced persons.
c. Location of new housing area. - '• ; ' :

1. Large enough for recreation facilities.:;
2. -Available transportation.

Desirability. ;
a. Shortage of decent low-rent housing. -
b. Home ownership is more effective. -
c. Raises family morale. • ; . ■ ;’v*
d. Encourages cleanliness arid neatness.

: 'v *

:V3 c :
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III. Informal Debate Topic
Resolved: Private Enterprise Should Develop Needed Low 

Cost Housing. ‘ ;
Affirmative Negative

1. Privately financed housing 
has been successful.

2. The government should not 
enter any field which is 
successfully served by pri
vate capital.

3. The Prudential experiment has 
been a success.

4. Tenants appreciate and res
pect better living quarters.

5. Undesirable land can be 
utilized.

6. These experiments have 
proven to,be good invest
ments.

7. Union construction hindrances 
should be eliminated.8. Jurisdictional strikes shoul 
be outlawed.

9. Prefabrication should be employed more.
10. Communities should reduce taxes on housing projects.
11. Cities should revamp out

moded building codes and 
zoning laws.

12. Cities should plan for long range programs of slum 
clearance.

1. Private enterprise has 
failed so the government /.:: 
must develop needed housing.

2. Low prof it and high-risks 
have caused private capital 
to avoid the field of low cost housing.

3. First governmental help was 
loans to save homes.

4. The government furnished 
low cost housing during the 
depression.

5. The government met the 
emergency during World 
War II;6. It is a governmental func
tion to see that its citizens 
are well housed.7. The government could use 
the power of eminent domain 
to acquire property.

8. The government has the ne
cessary capital to finance 
large projects.

9. The government can require 
the elimination of slum 
units equal to new units 
built.

10. Government projects would , 
not be subject to taxation.
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13. Private enterprise is the 11. The government can hire the
backbone of American needed experts for planning
life and should operate and construction. :
in the housing field. 12. The government must elimi-

14. Government housing is a nate slums to lessen crime
step toward the soclalis- and delinquency. ;
tic state. 13. The government: can provide

easy long term financing 
for home owners.

14. It is a function of the 
government to see that the 
workers of the nation are 
well housed.
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Problem." The Saturday Evening Post 221:124 
(July 17, 1948) ■

Perry, Clarence A., "A Method for Private Enterprise to 
Rebuild Cities.? Architectural Record 81:11-7 
(January 1937)

Rosenman, Dorothy, "A Truce Upon Your Housing." Survey 
Graph!o 33:20-2 (January 1944)

Starrett, C. V., "Housing that Pays." Survey Graphic 
27:23-4 (January 1938)

Straus, Nathan, "End the Slums." Vital Speeches of the Day 
4:183-4 (January 1, 1938)

"Back to the Slums." Survey Midmonthly 76:202 (June 1940)
"Congress Debates: Housing." Forum 110:236-55 (October 1948) 
"Congress Investigates Administrations' Housing Activities." 

Congressional Digest 25:257-88 (November 19.46)
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"The Controversy over a Long-Range Federal Housing Program."
Congressional Digest 27:165-92 (June-July 1948)

"Housing Always Emergency." The- Commonweal 49:551 
(March 11, 1949) •

"The Housing Shortage." Fortune 33:266 (April 1946)
"Mr. Wyatt’s Shortage.* Fortune 33:106-13 (April 1946)
"The New Deal's Housing Activities." Congressional 

Digest 15:103-28 (April 1936)
"Twelve Mousing Needs of American Cities." The American 

City 42:137 (April 1930) ; - -
"Where is Prefabrlcation?" Fortune 33:127-36 (April 1946)T . ,T  - '■ ; f t : ' ■- f-1 V'. .

' "': r'l
Problem VI. Juvenile Delinquency and Crime

I. Objectives ; -'v'
1. To understand the various causes of crime and rdelinquency. ■ "r r o u  r -.-r
2. To know the possible remedies for reducing crime - - and delinquency.
3. To know and understand the advocated reforms of 

dealing with criminals and'juvenile delinquents.
4. To understand the advantages and disadvantages of 

allowing the Mutual Welfare League to;conduct all prisons. ' ■. * - . > ' . >: - x r-
II. Introductory Class Discussion

A. Extent of crime. . ,
1. Definition of crime.
2. Cost to the nation. -
3. Alleged increase. -

a. Adult crimes.
b. Juvenile crimes.

B. Changing attitude toward crime.
1. Environmental causes.a. Physical environment.

1. Climate;2. Weather. : -
b. Economic environment.

1. Low wages. ... ,r..2. Poor homes. ~ .
3. Inability to earn a living.4. Carrying of weapons. i
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c. Social environment. ' - v r . ,
,1. Lack of education.2. Unjust governmental system. ': - -
3. Display of wealth.
4. Massing of population In cities. - - T ;5. Lack of recreational facilities.6. Political corruption; • ■ ̂  :2 : i-

2. Individual causes.■ a. Hereditary causes. : -v.., ' y
1. Lack of self-control. !
2. Low mentality. ; ' XL
3. Inability to distinguish right from wrong.
4. Feeble-mindedness or insanity. :j ; '  .2
5. Degeneracy. \ 2 -X'• b. Individual factors. • ; X ; . : u1. Intemperance. " r ; -

• 2. Age.. . : : X ..
a. Fifty per cent;of - criminals are between 

eighteen: and thirty-four years of age.
3. Sex. -y:. ,

a. Ninety per cent-of criminals are males.
. .3. Primitive , idea. . :XX X. 7 ..,7 ;h,X 7vX:.̂

. a. Revenge. - :;v:X2>X. X .- :  X ;X ■2.X■ , 4. Newer ideas. .» 7- v̂.
a. Offense against the state..-:X -- -•

. b. Punishment and reformation. ' T ;•
0. Remedies for crime. - - 2
: ,1. Elimination of conditions provoking crime. 22. Character education.

3. Examinations by specialists. % 2 ;r 2 ;2-;4. Isolate hardened criminals.
5. Separate the,classes of criminals.. 2X6. Reform first offenders.X

-D. Advocated reforms. X . -X X : :7 1 22 . ̂
1. Indeterminate ̂ sentence, -v ]l-. > ... ... '2. Cumulative sentence. •.

’ 3. Parole. XX ::XX .XX;. ' ..
* a  . U S e S .  L ■ ' , ' *• , J ' * ** ‘ t *.., ■

b. Abuses; ■ .. .......
4. Probation. X . . ,

E. Treatment of juveniles. ^ 21. Juvenile courts. • , .X- 2 2 ' . :
2. Juvenile reformatories..

References: ;; 2 2. y 2.r 2 X' 2 2 ; - - —  - ■ ;v-Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY;
p. 371-376. XL X XX X - -Patterson, Little, and Burch: PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN .. 
DEMOCRACY; p. 516-549. XX , - X XL. 2  ' ‘ '

Reinow: CALLING ALL CITIZENS; p. 390-399. X, _ .  ...X
Gavin, Gray, and Groves: OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER; -

p . 156—172. . r , .—  • •!Landis and Landis: SOCIAL LIVING; p. 145-153.
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School Review 37:679-86 (November; 1929) " r ’ ; ,

Pratt, Fletcher, "Crime as a Profession.ftoThe American;
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Thompson, Blanche J., "Clinics in Crime." The Commonweal 
29:686-7 (April 14, 1939)

Thrasher, Frederic M., "The Young Man and His Leisure." 
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White, John W. and Nemzek, Claude L ., "Relation of ;.
Indigency to Scholastic Success,11 The School Review 
47:199-204 (March 1939) . - : , : . ; ■Wlnterburn, Florence H., “Blundering Parents-—Wayward
Children.” Current History 23:227-31 (November-1925) 

"Against Crime." Survey Midmonthly 81:151-2 (May 1945)
"Bad Boys." The Literary Digest 123:22-3:(July 10, 1937)
"The Challenge to all of Us." Survey Midmonthly 80:68-95 

(March 1944). . ' , t;. ; " .
"Child Labor and Youth Delinquency;"The School Review 

52:138-41 (March 1944) ,
"Correcting Juvenile Delinquency;* The School Review '
: 53:574—6 (December 1945) ’

"Crime Prevention.11 The Commonweal 26:551-2 (October 8,. ’ .
' 1937) . ; . ;• v: „
"Criminal is Largely Product of Poor Environment." Hygeia 

12:88 (January 1934)
"Delinquent Juveniles." The School Review 52:202-5 

(April 1944)
“Juvenile Delinquency." Survey Midmonthly 82:195-4 (July 1946)
"The Juvenile Jazz to Jail." The Literary Digest 84:31-2 

(March 28, 1925)
"Making Slum-Children Leaders." The Literary Digest 

121:18 (January 4, 1936)
"Organized Effort Cuts Juvenile Delinquency Rate 62 Per 

Cent." The American City 54:59 (August 1939)
III. Informal Debate Topic ’ - . . - i-■ : '

Resolved: The Mutual Welfare League Should Be Introduced Into All Prisons. • .. .l -i - . .. r
Affirmative Negative ,

1. Brutality to prisoners'must -1. The congregate system is su-
be eliminated. perior to any other type.

2. Long confinement in' cells - 2. Brutality has been eliml-
results In degeneration. nated from our present day

3. Enforcement of silence Is prisons.
unnatural. ' 3. The Mutual Welfare League

4. Under the present system allows too;much prisoner
there is no Incentive for freedom. : -
honest and steady work. 4. Prisons must punish as well

5. The system of trusties and as reform criminals,
stool pigeons fosters ha- 5. Prisons cannot be run by 
treds. ^ self-government. " -

6. The present system denies 6. Discipline cannot be left in
the opportunity to develop the hands of the inmates,
initiative and responsibility.
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7. Very poor sanitation under 7. .The worst criminals will as~
the present system. . :-V;: - ■; some leadership.

8. Mutual Welfare League allows 8. Prisoners cannot be trusted
self-government.. : on their honor.

9. This system develops leader- 9. Many times severe discipline
ship. is necessary.

10. Discipline Is handled by 10. Punishment will deter fur- 
elected officers. ther crime.

'll. Prisoners should be graded-11. The .best way_ to-lessen 
on conduct. , crime is to prevent it.

12. No prison sentence can be so 12. Private oitlsens must help 
pleasant that it will not reformed criminals to make
be a deterrent. a success of life.

13. Hardened criminals and first
offenders must not be mixed.

References: - *
Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY; 

p. 371—375.

Problem VII. Safety and Accident Prevention 
I. Objectives • - ;

1. To realize the seriousness of accidents in the. home and the necessary safety precautions.
2. To know the cost, in human life, of industrial

accidents. .,7.; : : y : A:':;-
3. To understand the seriousness of increasing traffic 

accidents.-
4. To know and understand the reasons for and against

the reduction of automobile speed. ; ^
II. Introductory Class Discussion .:'’j  r  n. 

■:‘U> 1
r.i i ..

A. Waste of human life. . • ■ ..... .. .. v
1. Accidents in the home. . : . . = • ■
. a. Causes twice as many deaths as"Industry.
b. Nearly as many deaths from this cause as ,

— ■* - ’■ - - A rn » ■ .-.A 4.' - ' - " I-* " - - ' ' - - " 'A - ^automobiles.
c. .Common causes. . v - , • . - * ,

Falls. _ ;2. Careless treatment of dangerous articles.
2. Occupational diseases."- V . : -

a. Examples. ‘ .
1. Poisons. . ’ / .
2. Exposure. ' J /
3. Dust. ' -

• . . .-o :•

r
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b. Agricultural diseases. .
3. Occupational accidents. .

a. Cost.
b. Prevention. . ...

1. Safety devices.
2. Light and ventilation. .
3. Keep equipment in repair. . ' -
4. Worker education for safety;
5. Goggles, gloves, and protective clothing.

4. Automobile accidents.
a. Thirty persons per 100,000 killed annually.
b. Injury and property damage appalling. "
c. Cost.
d. Causes. • -

1. Speeding. ... , .2. Failure to give right of way. *
3. Driving on wrong side of road.
4. Driving off the road. - •• / ; '

References: • • -
Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY;
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(August 1946) "
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Brostrom, Ethel, "Your Home is a Dangerous Place.11 Better ~1 • 
Homes and Gardens 25:46-7 (February 1947)

Cady, Edwin L., wSafety‘Increase, But..." Scientific American 170:253-5 (June 1944)
Everet, Eleanor, "Tomorrow's Drivers."Hygeia 14:594-8 

(July 1936)
Knowlton, Effie F., "Watch that Stop Light." Hygeia

18:284-5 (March 1940) '
Learned, Richard A., "No More Accidents."Hygeia 16:623-5 

(July 1938) ;Naumoff, Morris M., "Educating the Pedestrian to Traffic 
;Safety." The American City 54:93 (April 1939)

Parks, Burton M., "Reducing Automobile Accidents by
Municipal Control of Operators." The American City 
46:92-4 (April 1932) C  '" ,

Peterson, Jerome S., "Accidents in the"Home." Hygeia ,.
.... 24:586-7 (August 1946) ' : ; : T , , ;Rogers, James F., "The Automobile and the School Child."

School Life 20:218-9 (June 1935)
Stedraan, Harry E., "Is Pedestrian Safety Merely Conservation?"

The American City 55:93 (May 1940)
Editorial, "Safe at Home?" Ameri can J o urnal - of -P ubll c 

Health 56:64-6 (January 1946)
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"The Fight For Safer Motoring." The Literary Digest - ■
85:66-71 (May 16, 1925) / :c. - ; ̂"Toward Safer Highways." Nation's Business 25:70 :
(January 1937) V; , ; i -r ir. t"Traffic Safety Program." The American City 59:117 : • r 
(October 1944) . ; . ^ ^

"Will Evolution Fit Us With Sense to Dodge Cars?" The 
Literary Digest 86:56-9 (September 5, 1925)

III. Informal Debate Topic
Resolved: The Speed of Automobiles Must be Reduced.
' ' ■ Affirmative , -

1. Speeding is the most impor
tant cause of accidents.

2. Another important cause is 
excessive speed for exist
ing conditions.

3. Minimum stopping distance 
at forty miles per hour is 
120 feet.

4. Many drivers like to take : 
chances.

5. Most pedestrian fatalities 
are due to excessive speed.

6. Some states do not have a 
highway speed limit.

7. If an accident occurs one
certainty is the greater 
the speed the greater•the•: 
damage. ; ‘ -

8. Improvements in automotive 
engineering has not lessened 
accidents.

9. Highway improvements have" 
not eliminated accidents.

10. Law enforcement has not 
curtailed accidents.

11. Licensing of drivers has ' 
not prevented accidents.

12. Safety education has failed 
to eliminate•accidents.- '

13. Governors are successful oncommercial cars. ;
14. Some states require -certain 

types of trucks to have - 
governors.

15. There is an increasing 
demand to limit motor car 
speed.

! . ;  ̂ . Negative
1. Prohibitory laws are wrong 

in principle.2. Most accidents do not result 
from speeding but from ex
cessive speed under given

: conditions. • -
3. Speed is essential for ef

ficient motor car operation.■4. One'method of lessening
accidents is by better auto
motive engineering.

5. Strict enforcement of traffic 
laws would reduce accidents.

6. Education of both youth 
and adults in accident 
avoidance would help reduce

■ accidents.
7. Driver training programs
. are very successful at re

ducing the accident rate.
8. Commercial drivers are 

schooled in accident.avoid
ance and prevention.

9. Application of governors 
to cars will not lessen

- accidents.
10. Methods to evade the use of

• governors are easily devised.
11. Governors do not control haste which causes most ac

cidents. v r-n.
12. Reduction of speed would 

retard the automotive in
dustry.13. Safety education will do 
more to lessen accidents 
than reduction of speed.



. 14. Reduction of speed will
-cvi. lessen automobile effl-

: :1 • '*>.1 ciency and pleasure.
- '  ̂ 15. Driver education will teach•.■.Vi.': :;t- „ people how to use and con

trol automobile speed.

In 
o
• s :

References: I, n; .1 n;-irn- 1: n,
Greenan: EVERYDAY PROBLEMS OP AMERI CAN, DEMOCRACY; 

p. 350-363.
“Safer Cars.11 ffhe Literary Digest 122:36 (November 14, 1936)

I. ';n - •'I - .'I •-' -.n- ■ ■ - „
. - , - . 1 ■■■' i r  / *■; ' n-;: ;n ■?

Problem VIII. Leisure Activity and Personal Welfare /
I . " v -...I ■ : -r r .

I. Objectives ' l 1 v.:•' >\ r-'Z, cn* «:1; :>r.n .ru.
: n.'- - I ' I . • ,1. To: understand the importance of the. wise use of leisure time. n ,_

2. To know, the various types of leisure activities 
available..I , i. •:: ■ . - . ... ,

3. To understand the relationship between the wise use 
of leisure time and a full life.

4. To know, the affirmative and negative arguments of 
education for;the wise, use of leisure time.,"L * i • r f>

II. Introductory Class Discussion 
"... ‘\.\\v'i ■.-■ ’V : 1 : • :.

A. Social:significance of leisure.
1. "Def inition of lei sure and re creation.
2. Importance of leisure.

a. .Increase in leisure time.
. b. Relaxation.

: ' .6.. Opportunity. for. d o  ser. family "relationship.
B. Uses of leisure. •.
:1. Attitude change. . . > v,. I • ; v ,
2. Cost of amusements; 0 A; : - .. II I. A  ll*
3., Types .of. leisure activity.

a. Church. ..tv. .-A V. H u  II-IIVIIlIuI; :•,
,■ u i d, 1 . ,  S o c i a l  g a t h e r i i ^ s . W i  nru". i c ' d . , - utu; - l ie-  

: : r. 2 ; C o n s tm e t iv e _  e n t e r p r i s e s > -
I r" 'i.1 'A* omoblle. r.w'.in:: cl L»:J. fur--. n The Fov.*:;--1., Allows people, to get out ln the open, 
r - .12. Permits the use of. bther recreational,, .■
‘ d; facilities.

c. Mo vie s', and radio .. 
; 1 1. Relaxation.,.

•2. Education. .

H U r.‘ v X i* ’ '1 >
e - •.t i o n  c. ■ 0
VAl 1 <v e;

u

V. Hell
1  1 1 DcllC^ Ivlll *

3- - le d:: c 19-A)'
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d. Reading. "u- " : :v : 5 :: - -CO
1. -Relaxation.
2. Increase cultural background.

- • - e. Athletics.
1. Participants.: : 2. Spectators. ' : v i.':.-: ■ r

f. Hobbies.
1. Any form of recreation.

: r 2. Should differ from a person's work.
g. Work. .

; 1. Can also be your leisure activity; ~ v . r c;
- 4. Tests of good recreation. '  ̂ .i. • . . i .. : .

a. Is it satisfying to the doer? ,
b. Does it differ from his work activities? 'r„
6. Should be of permanent Interest to the doer.
d. Should promote the physical; mental, and social- 

‘ . well-being of the doer.
C. Available forms of leisure activity. ' “

•1. Public facilities.
- -;. ■: " a. Athletic.
- . i; Tennis courts.
 ̂ : -2. Swimming pools.

3. Golf courses.
1 - r. 4. Playgrounds.

' b. - Cultural. ' - •; - 
. 1. Libraries.

1:’ v •. • 2. Museums. %I; 3. Art galleries.
; I 4. Concerts.

- 5. Theatrical groups.
- •: 2. Private facilities.

1 a. Youth:hostels.
. • r ■ 1 r: . b. Teen-age centers.

: c. Club activities.
References: :. . t:’. 1;:^r-..
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McNutt, Paul V., "Recreation and.the National Morale.” 

Recreation 33:543-6 (January 1940)
Menhinger, William;C., "Recreation and Mental Health."

Recreation 42:540-6 (November 1948) v.-
Parris, Wendall A., "Recreation versus Juvenile Delinquency." 
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"Recreation - A Basic Human Need." Recreation 41:578-80. 
(March 1948)

III. Informal Debate Topic
Resolved: The School Must Educate for the Wise Use of 

Lei sure Time.
Affirmative

1. Schools must de-emphasize 
competitive sports.

2. Must emphasize athletics 
that people use outside 
of school.

5. Schools should instruct In 
tennis, golf, bowling, and 
other individual activi
ties.

4. Public speaking and dramatics will interest people 
in discussion groups and 
theatrical productions.

5. Schools should present a 
camping and fishing.program.

6. Schools should teach danc
ing and other social graces.

7. Through'club programs the 
school should develop In
terest In hobbles.

8. Schools should sponsor and. 
supervise a comprehensive 
reading program.

9. Schools should teach evalua
tion of movie and radio pro
ductions.

10. Adolescence Is the formula- 
tive period so schools must 
awaken pupil interest

Negative
1. Few high school students 

realize the value of leisure 
activity.

2. More high school students 
are interested in competi
tive sports than individual 
athletics.

3. School time does not allow 
nor Justify excessive re
creational education.

4. School reading programs must 
be curricular In nature.5. Schools give exploratory 
courses for pupils to try 
their interests.

6. Schools give music train
ing for students.

7. All schools now offer extra
curricular activities de
signed for leisure pursuits.

8. School finance cannot Justi
fiably offer all the courses 
pupils de si re.

,9. American business interests 
provide sufficient recrea
tion for the population.

10. People must furnish them
selves with the needed 
recreation.
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Problem IX. Vocational Exploration- . v- ti; - 
I. Objectives ' : x - -

1. To realize how Important a wise choice of vocation Is 
to each individual.

2. To acquaint the pupils with a: method of. analyzing an
occupation. ; * ..

3. To help each individual self analyze himself for 
abilities and limitations.

4. To know;the, advantages and disadvantages of school 
instruction in vocations.
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II. Introductory Claes Discussion

î PUC
G ?

A. Occupational study.
1. Vocational choice is most important decision made.
2. Widens the range of choice.

■ - a. Pupils are familiar with only a few.
; b. Wise choice is essential.

B. Method of studying occupations.1. Classification. -g . . - ; .
•a. Agriculture. ......

. • i. This employs about twenty per cent of all *
' workers. -.. - ;

b. Forestry and fishing. ; : ‘
1. Less than one per cent in these occupations.

c. - Extraction of minerals.
1. Represents two per cent of gainful workers, 

d;’ Manufacturing and mechanical. : 1
r-' ; 1. Nearly thirty per cent of all workers are- - • found here. • ' • '

e. Transportation and communication.1. Represents about eight per cent of all workers, fr-Trade. ' - : ̂  - v; ■
1. About.thirteen per cent of all workers.g. Public service. -
1. Two per cent of all workers belong here.h. Professional services. v.:;; :v.-.:
’ 1. Represents about seven per cent of all workers.tv: Domestic and personal service. ; - ̂
1. Five per cent male and thirty per cent female ' 

workers belong in this class. . '.G .lG
_ j. Clerical'.

1. Five per cent male and twenty-eight per cent 
v.•.: . - • female workers represented here.
2. Outline for each individual occupation.

a. Is it useful to society? '
b. What are the duties of persons engaged in this 

occupation?
c. What education and special training are 

necessary?
■ d. What abilities and qualifications are necessary 
: for success? ‘ -

e. What are the conditions of work? . ; •
f. What is the expected income? \
g. What are the opportunities for advancement?
h. Does this occupation help the worker live a 

good life?
C. Methods of self analysis. -

1. Self tests.
a. Level of school work.
b. Types of recreation. -
c. Occupational experience.
d. Physical limitations.

’I • f.
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3v2. . Eetlaalfcesr of :your -oapacitiee ;froa other people;  ̂ :
;..i•:&.- P a r e n t s . , ;;v,ver.  ̂ "v. '.:.evrv~6. v;-;-. bv. Teachers. - v- r n-: v-.' 11
' c. Minister. 1 v :•: ; v’ •

' d. Friends. r ' ■; c-,: I ■ ”-iv. ;:;:3v Mental; tests.
o •?, i.Iv Q. Ir.--,. ‘S. . ::;V b. Aptitude_

V -  -U';. : 
TOT h,

, v" r *

•.i o 'V-

. r_> pu*

:;r

D. Occupational requirements as to interest and-ablllty. 1.3 r 
1. Vocational interests. , L: , ' r rci ■: a; Mechanical^ •manipulation,- or scientific interests. ::•
DU

A

-1 .

b. -Interest in records or accounts. ■ rc cii. ' o:.
Cv. Interest in competitive, activities. -hli •. :
d. Interest in helping, instructing^directing, or

entertaining-people. what.ability level attainable?hr: 1 ■ -i 5 r; L.nr<
; • ra. nTophtwo levels require college education. ■ 1 " n j: r • - 

b; Middle levels require high• school-education; - l; . 
c. Lower levels do - not require high"sbhoolheducatlon. bo‘ . or, r'cmob :■»

References: r . . .
Gavin, Gray and Groves: OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDERj 

• ' ' p. 177-215.
Krug and.- Quillen: ; LIVING IN OUR COMMUNITIES; p. 522-540. 
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Golds tel n, Harold, ^Estimate of OccupatlonalbReplacement^.

Needs!M. ;Occupatlone 26:397-402 (April 1948)
Welch,fMaryon K., "The' Ranking of Occupations on; the Basis 

of Soclal'Status:" Occupations 27:237-41 (January 1949) 
"Lifetime Incomes."Journal of the National Educational 

Association 27:94- (March 1938) • • -.•bhbb.'.
III. : Informal Debate Topic -;: r r . or''.■ • - r

• • ; '■ 
vr ; :,

i:v ’ 2 ' C c  *: o b r  , ... ,
Resolved: It is Unnecessary for the School to Give 

> : ; Vocational Ihstructlohl r
-Affirmatlve ! -e!: '' • '•. /;3': Negative

1. Many parents choose their - 1. Unfamiliarlty-'is -the- cause child* s vocation! •:v.lu:: A-T' vl t' •• of many unwlseZchoices.
2. High school 'students are: tdo;L32. The choice of a vocation is

young to make an, intelligent;:: - . the mo s ̂ Important de ci si on 
choice.,: : • 3 . :of life so: training is

3. This is such.a-large"field* ,,necessary.];,-T< ec-,
it will only. confuseutheb. 1 ,3. Schools must..show"the stu-student.,. : .. 7: :: .;:dent:thh:p6gs^

4. High school students are. In--' b ibgetting the- Jobirhe..chooses, 
capable of 'making:a critical b4. The school is the only place
analysl8v 3  ' :. :' - ■ , f ^ • . ' " Am M' ‘ ' X *' ' ' 3 " f  ̂ '-*■ ■ ■ .* - . » »  ̂ ■-* **+ '
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5.
6 .

7.
8. 
9.

10.

11.

Students, are entlced. by the 5. SchoolsV; ©an administer the glamour;of the"occupation. necessary tests to deter-
With limited time.and, mbney ' ' mine aptitudes and abili-. 
schoolSx-oannot explore all ; ; ties. : : : .. j ::
vocations. . :  ̂ ; 6. Efficient counseling can. -
Many children.'follow the..;. f' - guide students along the 
occupatibn, ofv,their.:-parents. right.;path;
Much counseling is ineffl- 7. Schools can help pupils 
clent arid-false.r : . : . make'effective self analysis.
Most students .choose voca- 8. It is the school’s res-
tions;they are unfitted for ■ . 
and for. which they cannot lj 
qualify. 9.Most students choose the 
professions which cannot 
absorb them 10.
Few high school students know how much further school
ing will be available to 11.
them.

ponsibllity'; to help; students 
make a wise choice.
Teachers are able to offer 
estimates of abilities and 
capacities.
Schools can present an ana
lysis chart of the major oc
cupations for pupil study. 
Vocational guidance must be one of the schools most im
portant functions.
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. :-o V UNIT V. •:; WORLD' PROBLEMS . '
1 . Oilrra.; c  K r i d  : u d _ :  ,

„' ---r n l  r t ^ - o u r  : ' .
Problem I;;. International Trade:; r t

. d̂:'o ; ̂ v r v - : ;udl .:c
I. Objectives C:i' l - U c r :  u - —  'd: ̂

f  r  .  ̂ ■: ' v i ' l  - i U  .1. To understand the nature of- international trade, its 
principles, factors, and, problems.

y , - v ' ; : ' ' t u d -  .v'C.:  ̂ . n 1 : ; : : : '- . i r2. To,understand the dependence of the United States upon
International trade. v ‘ ' .i i' : .

3. To understand the role of the tariff in international
' trade. y,-: : - '
4. To know and understand the-basic factors concerned 

in free,trade versus protective tariffs.
y d. ■ - :d;'- ' •.rorr:,vyii.;n ,Introductory Class Discussion

ŷ d. , lv ̂ " ;d yy..." y - v *-; ■
A. Development : : : y ..1. Interdependence, v j r .

2. Comparison ,of domestic: and international trade.. 3. Items of international trade.
a. :,Define export and import.
b. Visible itemsi
c. Invisible, items.

4. Balance of '.trade.
a: Favorable, bj Unfavorable.

B. Nature of international trade.
1. Complications. ...*
' a. ."Different monetary ’ systems.
b. Differences in speech and customs.
c. Different political institutions.

2. Foreign exchange. 
a. Bills of exchange.

'.'V; ŷ HlC.;b. Drafts.
; c. International gold standard7 

... ■ 3. Cartels. . ; ' ' .  ,
' a. Regulate competition.

. b. Predominance. ' d V:.-y''
4. Goyernment,monopolies. --a. Characteristic of totalitarian countries.

C. Principles of international trade.
1. Geographical division of labor.
2. Comparative advantage. ... - .. ..3. Reciprocity in trade.  ̂ 1 - - '

v'-’v- y. r.. . .. ' • b -:
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D. Factors, of International trade. ' . .
.. ; a.r Climate and" soil.. c.. - :2. Natural ̂resources. • r : vv - .

5. Industrial- organization. ; ■ .. r; : : ;
. 4. Transportation and communication,

i. riE. Problems of international-..trade. ' v. ; ■ :
.1. Struggle for markets and raw materials.

. - - 2. Economic self-sufficiency^ - ^
v •• 3. Economic-independence. r - •: - ■ -- v ,.F, Part played by the United States in international

7

trade. r-: y , - ■- - -̂. - ' . - . ■ -  ■ .■ ■1. The United States as a creditor nation.Z
■li

% r.

a. Our best customers. • ■
i'. Europe. :

. 2. Latin America. ;
3. Canada. .... 7 : ,

. b. Commerce Department promotes foreign"trade. 
,1. Consular agents.

. 2. Collects information.• 2. Shipping.
a. United States Maritime* Commission. . .

;.. b. Pan American Airways. . : ' . ::
• - o. Civil Aeronautics Board; 77V' : '
G-. The tariff and its role in international trade.1. Define, tariff. v : . : -

2. Kinds of tariffs. ' - - ' "
• : a. Revenue. 7;: ; v : .. -...b. Protective. ‘ . : " •- : .% *

c. Specific. '
d. Ad valorem.
e. Compound. . .

3. Reciprocal trade agreements.
4. ‘Countervailing.duties. -
5. Dumping duties., ' ...

D 77

.:v

. v r- •
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III. Informal Debate Topic ; . . 7. - , --

Resolved: We Must Maintain Our Protective .Tariff Policy.
.,..>. ::^fiMativ6^";7;7'77V':7:7. V 7 7 Negative .

1. The protective tariff has 
helped our farmers.

1. The•infant Industry argu
ment has been used by mature 
firms to insure a protected 
market.
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2. This-policy: has helped ■ ; 2. Protective-tariffs:hinder
Amerl can Indus try develop. :: freedom of: trade. >

3. It 'has maintained . the high- : 3. Thle’policy 1s;responsible 
est standard of living for : .̂-'forrhigher)commodity"pricee 
our workers. : : - : : : at home.

4. This plan has.protected : :-4. High tariffs:cause business
our own>interests. - « ■ v depressions.. • !

5. Protective tariffs hayee j; ., 5.,If we refuse to trade how prevented Unemployment and, , . can:other countries pay for
depression. ';' i ' c ; ̂  ,our goods? . , .6. This policy permits.infant T; 6. The‘high;standard of living 
industries to- e x p a n d . ' ;;;' enjoyed by American workers

7. It has'helped create,ahd : : ; is due to;the abundance of
maintain a hbmb market;for  ̂ natural resources, 
products.' v " .: 7. Thisr plan;reduces our for-

8. It has helped build a strong : eign markets thereby caus-
and; secure .nation. V : -- - % - - ing surplusses.

9. It has helpedmake'this •8. This policy creates inter-
country self-sufficient -national.friction, ill-will,
during wars. V. : and wars.

10. No country In the world 1s . 9. We cannot Isolate ourselves
wiiling-'to practice free }r-3c j ' from foreign sources of 
trade. : . : • ;; supply and markets. 1' : ~ ;

11. It Is the duty of thevgovern-lO.• We can,actually produce
ment to protect and aid its Ir-'-most products' cheaper than 
citizens in any way ; r' “ t any. other nation, n, 
possible; ‘y : I''"̂ oll- This'pelicy can be a d etri-

- ; - v • ment to education.- r - lo-h • .." *. ' ; ■ '
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V- r- ' ' " . v : •
Problem II. ^American Colonies and Colonial Policy 

I. Objectives : \ '
1.
2.

To understand the causes and results of Imperialism.
To know how the empire of the United States is 
governed. -- -

3. To know the reasons for and against granting 
 ̂ independence to,colonial possessions. , .
II. Introductory Class Discussion ..j. r .:v

.. A . Imper!all sm. .. . ,, .. * • ~1. Causes^ -----.
: a. Acquisition of natural resources.
" b. Location of new markets. - . . .V. - , .. ■ -

c. Trade.:
d. Spiritual motives. ■
e. National pride. ......  r -.. ~
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c . .

10.

f. InoreaBeainational power.. . ; u v : . ' ■ .0 :
;i- g. Business Interests. ;• i,;i; ■-■ ■ v- :• }

B .1 The Empire of. the United;States. 1«•;; v •' 1. a
1. " Alaska. . i - v  ;; :.0 .‘-0 ; 0-: '.:.-0-''r1.00'.' :2. Hawaii. One
3. Cuba. • o oy ' , ;0- 6} " ' .
4. Philippines.

i 5. Puerto!Hioo.
6. Guam.
?. 'Samoa; ■ : ; ■ O'"eele ;■ - ' ;r:e 0.; 1 /*
8. Wake. - • n
9. Midway.
10. Panama .Canal Zone. ; no
11. Virgin Islands.

. 0; Territorial governments. ;u 0. 0.0; y : e ■ ;.;0n-I: : .0 n very 1; Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto : Hi oo. i ' eel: n 
Vf'-O; • ■ a. Governor. - . n nrn:. . en nreO vie

et O: n; 1. Appointed by the president.
eu- n r - . 2. Four year term. :: „ I c; l:ue in r. . : e ,l - n b. Territorial-secretary. ; : oo.- i: on ; - v j ^ ;
' . n; : 1. Appointed by the president.
: ô  0- 2. Actually lieutenant governor. - , n O-

::o■ ■: - o. Senate. - ■ " . .
■:; ; o 1. Elected by the people.
0 . - d. House.o 0-0 : . l-o.

:, 'l; :Elected by the people. ; n* c::.; cr r.jj
0.. e. Judges. :;y h civil" :o-dO o ..o 1. Appointedcby the president.
nn-ro ;f. Federal representative;1- .co: oo . olo t; - .
o : 1. Non-voting member in federal mngrees. .

2. Virgin Islands.- 0 OO. o.- . OOp r ■ , u Oc -
c:- .■ a : a. Administered by the Department of Interior.
O 3. Guam, Wake, Midway, and.Samoa. ; p ■ oo.
■o' a. Administered by the Defense Department.: o4. Panama Ganal Zone. r o o c:. o ' ; ., p.

Vv a. Leased terrltory.  ̂ _ ' -;-o • ■o..- -; ro: coo.
b. Controlled by governor appointed by the president. 

5. Cuba and Philippines. :o :• ioI.■A. Independent. ' i . - oi o o.
b. Protected by the United States. o - r.:. ; ; ; •

oc;
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III. Informal Debate Topic • ^
Resolved: All Possessions Should Be Granted Their 

Independence.
. Affirmative , _ ' T: .; Negative,,; - T % .

1. Policy of Imperialism la r 1..Highly industrialized na-
very costly. tions need'colonies.

2. Most.annexed countries are 2. Large nations.need markets
hostile to their con- . - and supply sources. ■ ^
querers.- 3. Imperialism has extended

3. Imperialism necessitates- civilization to distantlarge armies- and navies to , - lands. - ' f .' ̂  ‘ ‘
protect the territory. ' 4. Missionaries have- estab-

4. Imperialism has caused. lished churches and hos-
internatlonal friction. pitala. - . ,

5. Imperialistic policies .have 5. Certain backward of imma-
caused many wars. ture nations must be cared

6. No race of people like to be for by more civilized
dominated by another race. % nations.

7. Territorial integrity must 6. Colonies are outlets for ex-
be, respected. pending populations.8. Further imperialism may 7. Colonies help provide de
cause future wars. - fense,in,case of war.

9. Greed for trade and re- 8. Colonies help increase
sources is no reason to world trade.
subjugate people. , . 9. It is up to ..each nation to

10. We should not impose our make its own future secure,
rule on people who do not 10. The League of Nations sys- 
desire it. tern of protection failed.

11. The majority of colonial 11. Colonies that have been
possessions are demanding granted independence desire
their independence. protection from the mother

12. Most people would prefer ... country. . .
their own inefficient go- 12. The United Nations system 
vernment than a more effi— will not solve the problem,
dent administered govern- . 
ment.
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A xr if.'' ■■A tf .:'f. : ;
Problem III. tAmerican/Foreign Policy and World Peace 

I. ObJ ectlyes . i V
1. To know ./the history/of our "foreign policy and its 
.. many changes. .

1 A : ; 'A A :1 i .‘ .' A - V ' f  V : A ,2. To ‘know the method of conducting our foreign
relations. , V ' % , ,

3. To know it he attempts at establishing world peace 
and the difficulties encountered.

*..  4. To know .and understand the .basic .fundamental -
differences between democratic and totalitarian 

. . governments.'  ̂ ; A.: - -v- V iAAAAi.A A., -v , -.-.A.At • :A\  ̂' ' : ' • ' ' ! • - -A. ^ -* :
II. :Introductory. Class Discussion . A j ' .A. 10;.Au

A. United States foreign policy. • . A ' a . .. AAA ■
1. Method of conducting foreign affairs. ■ _ a 
i a.. President1 s responsibility.

:..--.̂ A b...Senate's part. ,.
c. State Department. . r A A
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1. Ambassadors. ; :: : .: •2. Ministers. ~
3. Consuls. : . v r , ; c r *.

2. History of our foreign policy. . -
a. Original policy of President Washington. 

1. No permanent alliances.
b. Monroe Doctrine.

1. Contents. . •2. Applications.
3. Drago Doctrine.

c. Latin American relations.
1. Pan American Union.
2. Pan American Conferences. ;
3. Good neighbor policy.
4. Binding ties.

a. Trade. ' : :: ; : '/ ...
b. Defense. . .■ .

Relations with Canada.
1...Trade.
2. Defense. ; • - ..i
Relations v?ith the Orient.1. China. ,

a. Open Door Policy. :
b. World War II aid. , ' . v . ‘ '
c. Stimson Doctrine.

B. Early.attempts at world peace.
1. Awakening: of:internationalism.

Holy Alliance. ;,V
Hague Tribunal. .

4. League of Nations. 0.
a. Composition. . Ib. Reasons for failure.5. United States neutrality. -

C. Later attempts at world peace.
1. Cooperation during World War II.

a. Lend lease. ; ;
b. Atlantic Charter. .

1. Four freedoms.
c. United. Nations Organization

d.

e,

2.
3.

1  , : r c u p

: • : s 1

■i i " "1

’ r . v. " o
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III. Infprmal Debate Topic;; : . ' •' ' ", , •: . ■ * = . •' • ; • • - . ■ * . . 
■ /  Z  - ^  V '  t' . ' '  • c:;' : '• !Resolved: The Democratic and- To tailtariah Nations Must 
Cooperate for World Peace. ; _ "• £

Affirmative :
1. Plans for peace must be

world wide. ., . : ‘ i :
2. National- sovereignty must 

be surrendered to inter- 
national organization.

3. Human nature can be changed
by planning, patience, and: 
time. V . " . v ' - ‘ -

4. The only choice, before the • 
world is peace•or chaos.,

5. Russia is only, attempting -
to gain security from 
attack. :: r/.'..

6. Countries of the world must 
abandon their, imperialis
tic policies. \7. Large nations must relin- 
qulsh their•monopoly con- - 
trol of natural resources’ 
and world trade. j -T:'

8. Causes of. war must, be: ell- -
minated by all nations. ' ■

9. Both democratic and totali
tarian nations must help;' .
strengthen -the United 
Nations. •- - -■ ' ■ r10. Both must allow the l f0 ;
Security• Council ;to be more 
demo crati c. : . - : - - v %

11. Both-sides must -cooperate - ' 
to make: Germany- self- 'L ;: 
supporting;; r

12. Totalitarian and democra
tic natiohs must mutually 2 reckoning.

* i —i i . : : : ' / -
.: n 1 Negative ".
1. The fundamental differences . cannot be reconciled. "

.. 2. Languagediffe rences canno t 
t b e  overcome.'; : .
3. Totalitarian countries do 

-not.enjoy freedom of-speech 
.. and press.
;,4. :Totalitarian, countries are 
- controlled by a small group 

" of "men.'
5.; Totalitarian nations impose 
• strict censorship of news.

"6. Totalitarian natiohs • do not 
tolerate open discussion or 
difference of opinion.7. Totalltarlan and democratic 
economic beliefs and systems are opposed." < ■ -n

L8/.CTotalitarian nations dis~courage independent critical ; ■ thinking. - . • 3 .̂ .
'9.: Totalitarian^ nations educate 

and prepare for war con- .
: • tlnually.'i :: '
10. Communists believe it is 

"Impossible for the world to
•-r 1 exist- part democratic and 

: part communistic. - - .11
11. Communism is trying to domi-
■. "hate all:nations of the
-’i} world.
121 Appeasement of totalitarian 

nations only postpones theV 4 '• :
agree to limit '" armaments. - * ; -
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“America’s Far Eastern Policy." The New Republic 
112:723-4 (May 28, 1945) ■; ;

“Consequence of Soviet Policy to World Peace: Press Views."
The United States News 20:54 (March.8, 1946)r .

"Defending U..S. Foreign Pollcy.“ The United States News 
20:67-74 (March 8,-1947)

"From U; , S. A. to S'. S.r W;?“ The Christian Century 
63:166-8 (February 6, 1946)

"Our Policy Toward Russia, Marshall Plan.“ Fortune
37:10 (June 1948).. .... . . : ...

"Steps to Halt Soviet Advance: How Far the U. S. is Ready* 
to Oo." The United States News 20:15-6 (March 15,

"U. S. - Russian Accord Ahead?" The United States News22:11-2 (March 28, 1947) ---  - .  ̂,
"U. S. and.Russia Could Agree But for Communist Party's 

Crusade." U. S. News and World Report 26:32-6 
(January 21, 1949)™ " . . :

"World Impact of U. S. Policy." The-United States News ' 
20:63-6 (June 28, 1946)

Problem IV. 'United'Nations Organization 
I. Objectives ' .  ̂ .

1. To know the1 "aims and purposes of the United Nations.
2. To understand the functions of the.six major divisions

of the United Nations. ' '
3. To understand the similarity between the United Nations

and the League of Nations. • " ; : '
4. To understand the;affirmative and negative arguments

concerning the preservation‘of world peace by the 
United Nations. ,

II. Introductory Class Discussion
A. Purposes. , ' " ' .

1. Preservation of peace by collective action.
2. Secure justice in international relations.
3. Promote social and economic progress throughout 

the world.
4. Encourage ."respect for human rights and for fundamen

tal freedoms for all without distinction as to race,
. sex, language, or religion."
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B. Obligations.of membership.
1. Agree-to settle disputes bylpeaceful means.
2. Will)notousecforce-againstmother countries;•
3. Register all treaties:*with the United Nations.

C. Structure.
.1: General Assembly.
■ . " a. Equali.representation. J.":

„b. Yearly meetings.
(,c. Power to: discuss; any: matter covered by the :

" A charter., ,:
, . .d; .Exercises great influence over the other organs.
2. * Security : Council. - .. .;:f A'r;\.h . AOlXCa •, a. Chiefly responsible for preventing and stopping 

• A . • aggression.  ̂ -- . • .. . .b. Can apply both economic and military sanctions. r
c. Composition. - > ....

: . " ' ‘ • 1. Eleven members. ^: A A- n„; ,' .A.....
2. Five permanent members possess!the veto-power.

. 3. Six elected.members, are not8 allowed to , veto.3. International Court of Justice. -
• a. .Composed of fifteen.Judges. - =.... ... - =,
b. Possesses no compulsory jurisdiction".

4. Economic and Social Council.
a. Eighteen elected members.
b. Aims.

1. Raising standards of living. -
2. Solve economic, social, and health problems.

c. Co-ordinates the work of specialized agencies.1. UNRRA.
a. Provided immediate relief.

2. Food and Agriculture Organization. . , ■ ; ’> via. Raise nutrition levels.
b. Promote efficiency in production and dis

tribution of food. . - V ' •• - A’
c. Improve, rural living^ conditions.

3. International Bank. ^
a. Help _ re construct-war.torn nations. - ,T..

, b. Help backward nations’develop their economic 
■ ■ _ resources. ..._  ̂ a : ■ ■; - ~' - : .4. International Monetaryl Fund., ;A ; A‘

a. Increase,world trade. r _ : I :-:-: ;V. 5. International Trade Organ!zation., i
a. Increase-world traded - .. . t
b. Reduce tariffs* and import’quotas a A ■ •• 6. United Nations Educational^ Scientific,*and

- Cultural; Organization.,, , ... . i ^. . , . , % ■
a. Raise the world educational' level.. % - A i.
b. Educate for peace. .v c n ; r :• -Aic A :

/ 5. Trusteeship Council. a _ ' r -r'x-u cc- a. Supervises, the administering of colonies. ,
- A :A,: 'A: A:-’'UAiDri n A ;.A .- A; :
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6. Secretariat. " C. ", r;-.-. , ; r.:v--
. a. Office organization of the United Nations.v :
• - b. Carries on research and provides secretarial

- . . f help for other agencies. ’n*: • : ,
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III. Informal Debate Topic * l- ' - i:
Resolved: The.UnitedrNations.Organization is Incapable . : -of Preserving Peace. . • ;. , . : -

.' - ' - ■■ •; "h 3" ’Affirmative \ : : Negative
- .. - \ ‘ ^1. The introduction-of the.~ 1.' No large'nation would have

Atomic Bomb outmoded the t accepted the charter without
United Nations. .the veto provision. ,

2. As long as the veto exists^ i. 2A It ho 'longer takes ah"
aggression cannot be pre- "hr, i unanimous vote to pass 
vented. , • measures.

3. Charter amendments can be 3. The .veto,power is justified
vetoed by any of the Big 3., because it Is democratic.Five Nations. ; - 4; 'It is the big powers that

4. The International Court.of ,, must enforce ,the United
Justice does not have Acorn-" •; -’Nations regulations so they
pulsory jurisdiction.: :. .should have the veto.

5. There 1s:no police force to 5. Small nations'cah" bring 
enforce its regulations. : ; . i.world opinion to-bear on a

6. The United Nations does not larger,pneV....
compel nations to limit ’ _ 6. Nearly all ;countriesihave -
armaments. . , agreed-to allow the court to

7. TheTrustee ship > system- doe s • v -have compul spry' j urisdictlon.
not place colonies under 7. An international police
international control. • .. r; : , force.-would .be ineffective

- ' / ■ ; A ', . .V without sanction of the big
powers.
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8. The United Nations cannot 8. Trusteeship'system does
legislate laws concerning • open the, way for world con-
world affairs. . trol of' colonies.*

9. The United Nations does not 9. Joining - the. United Nations
force nations to relin- does limit national
qulsh their national sovereignty to a certain
sovereignty. • . degree. . ^

10. The United Nations cannot . 10. By cooperation within the
intervene in domestic -United Nations'peace may
affairs. . . be preserved.

11. The United Nations is not a 11. This organization is not
world government which is perfect but it is a step in
necessary to preserve world the right direction for pre-
peace. . servation of peace.
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y y :iLetter to Principals . - - •
: v'". :: ; H ' -  v : :  C  \ I .: ■ v .-; ’: V . . r

Box 396 .
n ; r Eloy, Arizona

ĵ rc y : : February 15, 1950
V- , : ■:-f: '

The writer la attempting to prepare a series of units 
in the social studies for use in Arizona High Schools. He 
realizes that one of the first steps in any such project is 
the determination :of what is -now being :taught in this field 
in our school.

Will youmot, therefore,: please ask each,ofJyour social 
studies teachers^ who is teaching a course in;American Problems, 
Problems of Democracy; or whatever it may be called in;your 
school, to Indicate the-units now being covered in his course - 
as well asythe techniques or methods employed in presenting 
the different units. ‘ '

The writer will greatly appreciate the return of the en
closed questionnaires at your earliest convenience in the r ' enclosed self-addressed envelope. ' t r i

-v v .- : yy v o vvr-1:: : ,: ' . . l- .>
If you would like to have a summary of the results of 

this inquiry please indicate by making a check mark.at the ' 
bottom:of this letter and return it with the questionnaires. ’

Thanking you for your assistance, I am - -
. > v -  ■ : ■ Sincerely yours, , ̂ , r ‘ ■ ■, vv" v-v: :'v - • ;• . . ■

,vv • r, •; V:.yV William D. Lovett
c V O  V:. ( An.: - g A . 3 •y'.. : * ' ' .«

r: \ ;; •t u : . ' ■ ' - 3yv- 1 r.-vl A - " ; J •: ; . • - • y :-V c j." : -
: : A ' ; ' 7 ? " ' t ; - c  " n n :

u d A 1, : '.c :r ' A " - ^ '." * ■ V ; " / • ‘ " V  "fu „■ ;' • f
- ’ U- L, ' ' V 1* . 1 ;■

v ' * r ' \
Ur-.; n C S  L-'-vV! v l -: ,?■ -- » v,-:,' ■■■■■* * ::■ -v:'":

-V' ; ; : ; - - ' i " _ ' •• * •
. 1  - ■' > ■V » >
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; Please Indicate the ̂ approximate percentage of time each of the 
following teaching techniques are used in presenting .the,topicsin your course.

1. Question and Answer
2. Project< - • ;
3. Lecture
4. Supervised study
5. Socialized recitation
6. Panel discussion. .
7. Informal debate ' 
8; Other (indicate)

per cent

. . :* '

( V , M -/ : , ' i )( ’ ' : )( '5 V / ; : )r r : ^ v )C '• v . v ) •)
Please check the topics covered in your course and circle 

the approximate number of periods allotted to each.
1. Propaganda and Public Opinion
2. Government and Political Parties
3. Commercial Life vs. Family Life
4. Poverty and Social Security
5. Housing Deficiencies
6. Juvenile Delinquency and Crime
7. Child Labor
8. Migratory Labor
9. Labor Unions

10. Farm Subsidies and Guarantees
11. Free Enterprise and Private Ownership
12. Protective Tariff
13. Monopolies14. Cooperatives
15. Prosperity and Depressions
16. Inflation and Devaluation
17. Taxation
18. Federal Health Insurance
19. Federal Aid to Education
20. Conservation of Natural Resources
21. Politics and Foreign Policy
22. International Trade
23. World Peace
24. Activities of the United Nations
25. European Recovery Program (Marshall 

Plan)
26. American Colonial Policy
27. Hawaii and Alaska as New States
28. The United States and Latin America
29. The United States in Germany and 

Central Europe
30. The United States in Japan and the Orient
31. Unification of the Armed Forces
32. Compulsory Military Training
33. Civil Liberties

1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or. more1,2,3,4, 5,6
1.2.3.4.5.6
1.2.3.4.5.6
1.2.3.4.5.6

or moreor more
or more
or more

1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more1,2,3,4, 5,6 or more1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
1,2,3,4,5,6 or more
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34. Third Party Movements in the United 
States

35. Occupational Opportunities
36. Employment of Labor on an Annual Basis
37. Continuous and Universal Employment
38. Leisure Activity and Personal Welfare
39. Socialism
40. Fascism41. Communism
42. Socialization of Basic Industries
43. Unicameral vs Bicameral Legislature
44. Dangers of Bureaucracy (Hoover Report)
45. Colorado River Controversy
46. Reorganization of State Education 

Department
47. Re-allocation of Cotton Acreage

1,2,3,4,5,6,or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more 
1,2,3,4,5,6'or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more 
1,2,3,4,5, 6 or more
1,2,3,4, 5,6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more

Other topics included
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more
1.2.3.4.5.6 or more


